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FUNCTIONS
 Research Designs and Standards Organisation 
under Ministry of Railways is the sole R&D organisation 
of Indian Railways and functions as the technical advisor 
to Railway Board, Zonal Railways and Production Units. 
RDSO’s major functions involve:

 � Development, adoption, absorption of new technology 
for use on Indian Railways. 

 � Development of new and improved designs of 
equipment and systems.

 � Setting standards for adoption on Indian Railways.

 � Development of specifications for materials and 
products needed for Indian Railways.

 � Technical investigation, statutory clearances, testing 
and providing consultancy services.

 � Inspection of critical and safety items of Rolling Stock 
(including Metro Stock), Locomotives, Signalling 
& Telecommunication equipment and Track 
components.

 � Vendor development for safety and critical items 
controlled by RDSO.

 RDSO also offers international consultancy 
services in matters pertaining to design, testing and 
inspection of railway equipments as well as survey for 
construction of new lines. RDSO attracts worldwide 
attention in the area of Research & Development in 
Railway equipment and systems.  

GENERAL

DIRECTOR GENERALDIRECTOR GENERAL

Virendra Kumar

BACKGROUND
 Railway Transport System was introduced in 
India in 1853. With its expansion through the twentieth 
century, several company managed and state-owned 
railway   systems grew up. To enforce standardisation 
and co-ordination amongst various railway systems, the 
Indian Railway Conference Association (IRCA) was set 
up in 1903, followed by the Central Standards Office 
(CSO) in 1930, for preparation of designs, standards 
and specifications. However, till Independence, most of 
the design and manufacture of railway equipments was 
entrusted to foreign consultants. But with Independence 
and the resultant phenomenal growth in country’s 
industrial and economic activities leading to increase in 
the demand for rail transportation, there was a complete 
shift in emphasis in the field of design & manufacture. 
Consequently, a  new  organisation  called Railway Testing  
and Research Centre (RTRC)  was  set up on 1st September 
1952 with its headquarter  at  Lucknow   for  testing  and  
conducting  indigenous applied research in Railway 
Technology. Later, Central Standards Office (CSO) and 
the Railway Testing and Research Centre (RTRC) were 
merged into a single unit and thus Research Designs and 
Standards Organisation (RDSO) came into being on 7th 
March 1957, headed by a Director General assisted by 
three Directors –Civil, Mechanical and Research. 

 The status of RDSO has been changed from an 
‘Attached Office’ to ‘Zonal Railway’ with effect from 1st 
January, 2003. 

ORGANISATION  
 The organisation is headed by Director General 
& ex officio General Manager, who is assisted by Director 
General(Spl)/Engg, Director General (Spl)/Vendor, 
Additional Director General, Principal Executive Directors, 
Executive Directors and Head of Departments, controlling 
the following directorates (in alphabetical order) :

 � Administration
 � Bridges  &  Structures
 � Carriage
 � Defence Research
 � Electrical Loco
 � Energy Management
 � EMU & Power Supply
 � Engine Development
 � Finance & Accounts
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 � Geo-technical Engineering
 � Metallurgical & Chemical
 � Motive  Power
 � Psycho-technical
 � Quality Assurance
 � Research
 � Signal
 � Stores
 � Telecommunication
 � Track
 � Testing
 � Track  Machines  &   Monitoring
 � Traction  Installation
 � Traffic
 � UTHS
 � Wagon
 � Works

 All the directorates of RDSO except Defence 
Research are located at Lucknow. The Cells for Railway 
Production Units and Industries which look after 
inspection, liaison and development work are located at 
Bengaluru, Bhopal, Hyderabad, Jaipur, Kolkata, Mumbai 
and New Delhi. The Indian Railways Centre for Advanced 
Maintenance Technology (CAMTECH) at Gwalior is also 
functioning under the administrative control of RDSO.

RDSO - AN ISO: 9001-2015 CERTIFIED 
ORGANISATION

Seeking to nurture a quest for excellence in 
the sphere of research, design and development with 
its immense efforts, RDSO is one of the distinguished 
institutions of Indian Railways. Marching ahead on its 
way to success, RDSO has acquired ISO: 9001-2015 
certification. This was accomplished with in-house efforts 
without engaging any consultant.

GOVERNING COUNCIL
 Governing Council comprises Chairman Railway 
Board as its Chairman, the Financial Commissioner, 
Member Engineering, Member Rolling Stock, Member 
Traction, Member Traffic, Member Staff, and Additional 
Member (Planning) of Railway Board and Director 
General of RDSO as the members. The functions of 
Governing Council are:

 � To identify and approve the R&D projects for 
technology development on Indian Railways.

 � To review the progress of projects.
 � To determine the quantum of direct investment in 

technology development within the overall allocation 
of funds under the plan head ‘Railway Research’.

 � To give direction for improving the working of RDSO.

CENTRAL BOARD OF RAILWAY 
RESEARCH
 The Central Board of Railway Research (CBRR) 
consists of DG/RDSO as Chairman and Additional Member 
(Civil Engineering), Additional Member (Mechanical 
Engineering), Additional Member (Electrical), Additional 
Member (Signal), Additional Member (Traffic), Advisor 
(Finance), Executive Director (E&R), Executive Director 
(Planning) of Railway Board as members. Additional 
Director General is the member Secretary of CBRR. 
CBRR also consists of eminent Scientists, technologists, 
engineers and senior executives of Research Organisations, 
Academic Institutions and Industrial units related to 
Railway technology and materials.
The functions of CBRR are:- 
	To consider and recommend the programme of 

Research of IR;
	To review the research programme from time to time;
	To ensure coordination and assistance from other 

research laboratories;

	To review the ongoing projects from technical angle.

STANDARDS COMMITTEES
 For effective adoption and implementation, new 
designs, standards, specifications and studies done at 
RDSO are  examined by Technical Standards Committee  
comprising concerned departmental heads of all Zonal 
Railways as members and concerned Executive Director 
of RDSO as member secretary. The recommendations of 
these committees after approval of the Railway Board are 
adopted on the Railways.  

STEPS FOR RESEARCH AND 
COLLABORATION
Centres for Railway Research (CRRs)  

Five Centers for Railway Research (CRR) are 
functioning at institutions of higher learning, i.e., like 
IIT/Kharagpur IIT/Roorkee, IIT/Madras, IIT/Kanpur, 
Mumbai University and IIT-BHU for setting up of 
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“Malaviya chair for Railway Technology”  to carry out 
research works in various areas of interest related to 
Railway Technology. CRR at IIT/Kharagpur is the oldest 
since year 2012 while the others started in 2015-16. The 
setting up of CRR includes temporary establishment of 
CRR, manpower hiring, administrative charges, office 
setup, travel and other miscellaneous expenditure related 
to Centre. Research projects have been identified with new 
CRRs as per their core areas of strength included in MOU. 

InnoRail International Exhibition 
and Conference

An International Railway Exhibition and 
International Conference is organised at RDSO every 
two years by Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) in 
association with RDSO. This joint initiative, focusing 
on Innovations for the Rail Transportation Sector in 
India, serves as a common platform for knowledge 
sharing amongst Indian Railways, Industry partners and 
technical experts. This is an ideal platform for the Indian 
Railways, Metros and Light Rail sectors in various states 
of India to identify new products and technologies for 
its modernization and expansion plans. Concurrent 
International Conference and Product Specific 
Presentations by exhibitors etc. facilitate meaningful 
dialogue and interaction amongst decision makers to 
help Indian Railways usher in advanced and efficient Rail 
Transportation Systems / Products. Last such InnoRail 
was organised in 2018.

INFRASTRUCTURE 
 RDSO carries out its activities through a sprawling 
campus spread over 159 hectares which houses amongst 
other things a number of laboratories well equipped with 
research and testing facilities for development, testing and 
design evaluation of various railway related equipment 
and materials.  Some of these are: 

Air Brake Laboratory is equipped with facilities 
for simulating operation of air brakes on freight trains up 

to 192 wagons and 3 locomotives as also for simulation of 
passenger trains up to 30 coaches.

Brake Dynamometer Laboratory has facilities to 
develop and test brake friction materials for locomotives, 
coaches and wagons. This laboratory, being unique of its 
kind in India, has also been used by R&D organisations 
of Ministry of Defence like DMRL, DRDL and HAL for 
indigenisation of brake pads for defence aircrafts.

Bridge & Structure Laboratory has a 6m x 14m 
heavy duty testing floor for testing of full scale models of 
beam, slabs, columns, towers, shells and other concrete 
and steel components under static and dynamic loads.  
A high frequency ranging 250-700 cycles/min pulsator 
for the application of a pulsating loads varying from 2 to 
20 tonnes and a maximum static load of 40 tonnnes on 
heavy duty testing floor. The Laboratory is equipped with 
analogue strain indicator, multi channel dynamic strain 
recording system, switching & balancing units, acoustic 
emission equipment, data acquisition system etc. for 
recording various parameters. 

Air Brake Laboratory

Brake Dynamometer Laboratory

B&S Laboratory
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Engine Development Laboratory has four test 
beds capable of testing diesel engines from 100 to 6000 
HP with fully computerised systems for recording of over 
128 test parameters at a time. This facility has already 
enabled RDSO to develop technologies for improving 
fuel efficiency, reliability and availability of diesel engines 
as well as to extract higher output from existing diesel 
engines. 

Fatigue Testing Laboratory for testing prototype 
locomotive and rolling stock bogies, springs and other 
railway equipments subjected to stress and fatigue so as to 
ascertain their expected service life.

Geo-technical Engineering Laboratory 
is equipped with facilities for determining strength 
parameters of soil in lab and field condition. The state-
of-the-art Sub-surface Interface Radar (SIR) system, 
Laser based soil particle analyser, and computerised 
consolidation test apparatus have been installed in the 
lab. The lab also has computerised Static Triaxial Shear 
apparatus for determining the strength of soil as well as 
the design of embankment.

Metallurgical & Chemical Laboratory is capable 
of destructive and non-destructive testing of metals, 
polymers, composites, petroleum products and paints. 
The M&C laboratory has Scanning Electron Microscope, 
Direct reading spectrometer, Ultrasonic Flaw Detector 
and other non destructive examination equipment, 
polymer and composite evaluation facilities, thermal 
analyser, corrosion engineering evaluation facilities 
including weather meter, static 760 hour AR test rig for 
grease testing, V2F dynamic test rig for grease testing, 
Lube oil filter evaluation rig, Cetane rating machine and 
50t machine for rubber deflection characteristics.

Psycho-Technical and Ergonomics Laboratory 
facilitates the assessment of critical psycho-physical 
attributes of operational staff such as drivers, switchmen 
and station masters for efficient operation. The ergonomic 
laboratory of Psycho-technical directorate is also equipped 
with bio-feedback system for assessment of EMG, GSR 
(Galvanic Skin Resistance) temperature, pulse and 
respiration rate and is used for stress management exercises.

Signal Testing Laboratory is capable of testing 
of all types of signalling equipments such as safety 
signalling relays, block instruments, power supply 
equipments, point machines, signalling cables, electro-
mechanical signalling equipment/ components etc. There 

Engine Development Laboratory

Fatigue Testing Laboratory

Metallurgical & Chemical Laboratory

Signal Testing Laboratory
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is an exclusive environmental testing section equipped 
with environmental testing facilities. These include 
programmable heat, humidity & cold chambers, mould 
growth, dust, rain chambers. Signalling Equipment 
Development Centre has been set up in the Signalling 
Lab.  In this Centre, working signalling equipment & 
systems have been set up. The working systems include 
SSI, universal axle counter, VLSI axle counter, AFTCs, 
block instruments etc.  In addition, equipment developed 
by RDSO, such as signalling relays, poly-carbonate lenses, 
LED signal lamps, triple pole double filament lamps, 
power supply equipment etc. have also been displayed.  

Track Laboratory for testing full scale track 
panels under realistic dynamic load patterns and fatigue 
testing of welded rail joints.  Stresses at various locations 
of track components under simulated load conditions are 
measured and recorded for analysis.  This has helped in 
rationalising and optimising design of track structures for 
Indian conditions. The facility of fatigue testing of welded 
rail joints is also available. Special rail tensioning system 
for application of longitudinal forces on rail samples 
to simulate the thermal forces has been indigenously 
developed, installed and commissioned in track lab. This 

system, with capacity of up to 150 tonne in static condition, 
is being used to conduct testing of different rail samples.

Mobile Test Facilities for recording of track 
parameters, locomotive power and conducting 
oscillograph trials for evaluating vehicle-track interaction 
and also for monitoring track conditions:

 � Oscilliograph Cars for recording track and vehicle 
parameters and track and vehicle interaction studies.  

 � Brake Dynamometer Car for measurement of braking 
effort and coupler forces.

 � Facilities for conducting rating and performance trials 
of locomotives.

 � Special Purpose Car for testing and recording 
parameters of overhead traction equipment.  

CENTRAL LIBRARY
          RDSO Central Library consisting of important  
books on Engineering and Technical subjects, bound 
volumes of Journals, Indian & foreign standards/
specifications, Technical and Research Reports and other 
technical publications, is a valuable source of information 
and knowledge. It helps in keeping abreast of the latest   
developments in railway technology and allied subjects. 
Library offers a wide range of lending, reference and 
information services in anticipation and also on demand. 
Considerable efforts and resources have been put into 
the development of an exquisite collection to cater to 
the growing needs of research & development of the 
organization. 

 During the year more than  200  documents were  
added to the library collection and 45 research & technical 
periodicals and magazines were also subscribed. 

 Catalogue of the Books may  be accessed 
on RDSO Intranet (http://10.100.2.12) through  

Track  Laboratory
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RDSO   Intranet   CentralLibrary  Library Catalogue or 
on http://10.100.133.6:8080/lsopac. Current Acquisitions 
of Books and Standards and List of subscribed Periodicals 
received   by Central Library are also displayed on the 
Library Notice board as well as on RDSO intranet on 
regular basis. 

Following E-Resources/Online Databases have been 
subscribed in RDSO for the year 2019-2020:-  

Item No. E-Resources/Online Databases
1. Indian Standards – All Segments 
2. ASTM Standards & Engineering Digital Library- 

(Complete)
3. IEC Standards  – Online (Complete Set)
4. British Standards Online - Modules 17, 18, 19, 21 

& 22(Electrical) & Modules  48- 51(Civil) 
5. EBSCO  - Business Source Corporate   Segment        
6.  Jane’s World Railways                                    

Access  of e-resources: Access of all the E-Resources is available 
through RDSO intranet.

CENTRE FOR ADVANCED MAINTENANCE 
TECHNOLOGY, GWALIOR

This centre has been established to guide and assist 
the maintenance personnel spread over the entire Indian 
Railway system.  The functions of this centre include:

 � Preparation of maintenance instructions for track, 
signalling and electrical infrastructural assets and all 
types of rolling stock including subassemblies and 
systems.

 � Assessing maintenance requirements and laying 
down preventive maintenance schedules.

 � Providing technical assistance to the railways in 
tackling maintenance related problems.

 � Training the technical staff from the railways for 
improved maintenance techniques.

 � Preparation of training aids for assistance of zonal 
training schools for training of skilled and semiskilled 
technical personnel.

 � Making user friendly manuals using multimedia 
digital technology for easy utilization by the field 
staff.

 � Compiling and updating technical instructions, 
codes and manuals and making them easily available 
for the field staff.

PUBLICATIONS AND PUBLIC 
RELATION

All the major information and results of RDSO’s 
activities were widely circulated through various Research 
Reports, Codes, manuals and specifications etc. Besides, 
RDSO brings out quarterly magazine “Indian Railway 
Technical Bulletin” containing technical articles on 
topics of railway interest. The quarterly house journal 
“RDSO Highlights” covering prominent activities of the 
organization was also published during  the  year. 

The Public Relation branch takes care of visiting 
dignitaries as well as affords necessary assistance to the 
students/trainees from different institutes. Constant 
liaison is also maintained with the mass media to keep 
the common man aware of the special type of works being 
done by this research organisation of Indian Railways.

RAJBHASHA
 During the year 2019-20, All the four quarterly 
meetings of Official language Implementation Committee, 
headed by the Director General were held to review the 
progressive use of Hindi. All the four issues of quarterly 
Rajbhasha magzine “Manak Rashmi” were regularly 
published. Original correspondence during the year 
for regions ‘A’, ‘B’ & ‘C’ had been 96%, 95% and 81% 
respectively.  All the 3583 documents of section 3(3) of 
the official language Act-1963 were issued in Hindi/
bilingually. Two Hindi workshops were also organized 
during the year. 

         The Chairman of the Town Official Language 
Implementation Committee, awarded Shield to RDSO as 
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the third prize for doing outstanding work in Rajbhasha 
for the half yearly Meeting of October-March, 2019 and 
a “Certificate” was given for successfully conducting 
Hindi workshops in the in the TOLIC meeting held on 
25.06.2019. These awards were received by the Additional 
Director General/ LTRR of the organization And Assistant 
Hindi Officer. 

       Hindi essay competitions for officers and employees 
were organized on 30.08.2019 and 03.09.2019 seperately 
to commemorate the Communal Harmony Day in 
the organization and “Hindi Debate” competition was 
organized on 03.09.2019.

         Hindi Week was celebrated from 16.9.2019 to 
20.09.2019. During the week, official language exhibition 
was organized in which 06 directorates exhibited their 
Hindi work done during the year 2019. Besides this, 
a Kavi Sammelan was organized on 16.9.2019 and the 
play “Kabristan Ki Opening” was staged on 20.09.2019. 
Personnels of various competitions and incentive/award 
schemes who have done good work in Hindi during 
the year were given away prizes and certificates by the 
Director General on 20.09.2019. Concluding ceremony 
was organized on  20.09.2019.

        The Department of Official Language was entrusted 
with the responsibility of organizing an essay competition 
in relation to the National Unity Day observed under 
the directions of the Railway Board. Accordingly, Hindi 
Essay Competition was organized by the Department of 
Official Language on 31.10.2019, in which 26 personnel 
participated. After the decision, awards and certificates 
were presented to the winners by the Director General on 
01.11.2019.

          The poem collection “Ojhal Hota Sach”, of Mr. Om 
Prakash Kesari, Retired Principal Executive Director 
(Electrical) and the story collection “Dard Manjta Hai” 
of Mr. Ran Vijay, Director/PS & EMU (MRVC) of the 
organization have both received first prize by Railway 
Board under Maithili Sharan Gupta Prize Scheme and 
Premchand Award Scheme respectively.  Under this 
scheme, there is a provision of awarding Rs. 20,000/- 
alongwith Certificate to the first prize winner by Railway 
Board.

STORES  
Stores Directorate in RDSO is responsible for 

procurement of all Stock and Non-Stock items for RDSO/

Lucknow as well as outstation offices of RDSO. Important 
Non-stock procurements of M&P, Measuring Instruments 
for various Research projects of RDSO are also handled by 
Stores Dte. Stores Directorate has made procurement of 
Rs 117 Crores (approx.) during 2019-20.

 � All the Procurements have been done online through 
IREPS since 2013. Previously only e-tenders were 
being done through electronic mode but now 
acceptance of the tenders is being done online. 
E-TCs have also been started wherein TC Minutes 
are digitally signed online by all members and online 
acceptance of TC recommendation is also done 
by accepting authority duly signed digitally. EMD 
refund has also been started online through IREPS 
during 2019-20. 

 � Integrated Material Management information System 
(iMMS) for Indian Railways encompassing complete 
material management activities had been started by 
CRIS in 2016-17. Depot module & Purchased Module 
of iMMS has been implemented in RDSO by Stores 
Directorate. Implementation of iMMS has facilitated 
online availability position of materials, Online 
Receipt & Issues of Stock Items, Local Purchase 
of Items, materials availability position in various 
depots of Indian Railways and details of purchases 
of materials by other Railway Units. Stores Dte. has 
started Online Demand Generation & Submission 
of Stock and Non-Stock Items by the users since 
October-2019. This has improved not only efficiency 
and transparency but also an important step towards 
e-governance and paperless working.

 � Stores directorate has started the procurement of 
general nature materials through GeM (Government 
e-Market) Portal which has helped in speedy 
availability of materials.

 � One Central Stores Depot is also working in Stores 
directorate which is feeding day to day requirement 
of consumables and other stock items to various 
users of RDSO. This depot is stocking approximately 
400 items.

 � Scrap disposal of all the directorates of RDSO is also 
being handled by Stores Directorate. Condemned/
Surveyed materials are collected and sent to AMV 
Stores depot/NR for disposal through e-Auction Sale. 
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MEDICAL FACILITY
 � Recently Completed Works

 � Six Part cell counter: - purchased in the 
Department of Pathology. This is helps in faster 
evaluation of complete blood count, DLC and 
other blood cell investigations. 

 � Two C-Pap Machines and five Oxygen 
concentrators: - purchased to cope with the 
unexpected circumstances of COVID-19 
pandemic. 

 � Two AC Ambulances with basis life support 
facility. 

 � Twelve channel Computerized ECG machines:- 
Four ECG machines were purchased to deal with 
emergency condition 

 � HVS physician: - recently appointed for six days 
in a week, to manage more series patients 

 � Shared Google sheet: - all hospital bills are 
available on Google Sheet, for better coordination 
with all hospitals and also timely disposal. 

 � Working on e-office and MS Team is being 
encouraged to facilitate the office work. 

 � Gem Portal is used for purchase of consumable 
items and contractual services. 

 � Combating the challenge of COVID-19 pandemic

 � Health education regarding Covid-19 was done at 
an aggressive level by distribution of pamphlets, 
posters, regular announcement in colony and 
Audio-visual education in hospital. A portal on 
the RDSO website for education and information 
regarding government guidelines was also 
uploaded. Emphasis is on Social distancing, 
wearing mask and hand hygiene.

 � We are following all protocols of COVID-19 
management viz. Sanitization hand washing, 
distribution mask, sanitization and thermometer.

 � Our emergencies provide 24 hrs.  As advised to 
our patients. 

 � Staff is being trained from time to time for efficient 
working. 

 � Wide publicity has been done through WhatsApp 
messages, interviews and posters. 

 � Our Ambulance drivers are also equipped with 
PPE kit, and basic life support system techniques.  

 � A separate fever clinic unit is established in RDSO 
Hospital with separate oxygen, ECG machine, 
dressing unit, and injection room and drug 
distribution. The entrance the fever clinic is form 
separate gate to avoid mixing of febrile and non-
febrile cases.

 � Our fever clinic staff is trained and equipped with 
ppe kit, gloves, goggles masks, and face shields, 
be sign contract with a private pathology for 
investigation COVID-19 infection if a COVID 
Positive person send someone for collection of 
medicines. 

 � We provide them the whole kit consisting of 
medicines, thermometer, masks and gloves. 
We have printed the instructions for intake of 
medicines of the kit envelope. 

 � We explained the other protocol for Home 
Isolation to the patients as per state government 
guidelines. 

 � Regular feedback is being sent to RDSO/Admin. 
And Railway Board.     

 � Some civil engineering work has also been 
completed to give relief to patient e.g. one shade is 
erected in the front of the hospital and other shade 
in the front of Fever clinic. 

 � As the Northern Railway Divisional Hospital is 
serving as COVID L1 Hospital, RDSO Hospital is 
managing their patients in OPD, IPD, PME and 
Emergency. All emergencies of Northern Railway 
Hospital are being managed by RDSO Hospital 
for management. 

 � Recently our pathology load has increased many folds 
as investigations of Northern Railway Employees are 
now done at RDSO Hospital.

 � j
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RESEARCH, DESIGNS & 
DEVELOPMENT

 � A vendor meet on “Implementation of New STR 
and Vendor Approval of HSFG Bolting Assemblies” 
was organised by B&S Directorate on 30-04-2019 
at RDSO for dissemination of information and 
interaction with vendors. 46 Nos. of RDSO approved 
vendors participated in this meet. This meet was 
attended by ADG/LTRR, ED/TM/RDSO and other 
officials of B&S Directorate. 

 � Design and drawings of 30.5m, 45.7 m and 61m open 
web girder with ballasted deck suitable upto speed of 
220 Kmph for passenger loading and 140 Kmph for 
DFC loading has been  completed for Test Track 
being constructed in NWR. 

 � Approval of 42 nos. of non-standard design and 
drawing of ROB submitted by different Zonal 
Railways/NHAI was completed as per Railway 
Board’s instructions in this matter.

 � Guidelines for Use of High Strength Friction Grip 
(HSFG) Bolting assemblies on Indian Railways 
(BS-111) has been revised to incorporate new 
specification based on EN 14399 series code and new 
STR. This is the sixth revision of BS-111 report which 
is useful for giving information to field engineers 
about the HSFG bolting assemblies. Draft Addendum 
and Corrigendum slip no. 11 to IRS fabrication 
Specification (B 1-2001) has been incorporated to 
introduce these changes. Vendor approval for the 
same also started. 

 � In order to find solution of structural steel Railway 
Board advised 06 Zonal Railways to construct (two 
FOB each) stainless steel FOBs. Design approval of 
these FOBs to be done by RDSO. Accordingly RDSO 
has made a Design Basis Report (DBR) for stainless 
steel FOBs and circulated to concerned Zonal 
Railways. 

 � Guidelines for Carrying out Load Deflection Test of 
Plate, Open Web & Steel Composite Girders (BS-128) 
has been prepared for guidance of field officials. 

BRIDGES & STRUCTURES 
 � In order to reduce the time of speed restriction as well 

as block requirement during construction of ROBs, a 
typical Plan for Sacrificial shuttering arrangement for 
ROB drawings of RDSO series has been issued. 

 � Approval for 30m and 40 m. high Ground Based Tower 
(GBT) design submitted by RailTel Corporation for 
180 kmph and 200 kmph has been done. This design 
is based on the use of hollow structural tube and is 
lightweight. 

 � On the basis of brief write up provided by Railway 
Board and experience gained during scrutiny of 
drone survey reports submitted by zonal railways, 
the guidelines containing advantage, limitation, 
objective, scope of bridge aerial survey, UAV 
selection, Data acquisition, processing and desired 
output etc. were prepared. Accordingly, “Guidelines 
for inspection of Railway Bridges using Drone, B8-
129” February 2020 has been issued to zonal railways 
for information and necessary action. 

 � Framing instrumentation schemes of tall bridges no. 
78, 89, 115, 196, 44 and Bogibeel bridge of North 
Frontier Railway. 

 � Framing of instrumentation scheme for Composite 
girder and Bow stringer girder bridges for National 
Highway Authority of India (NHAI) Project in 
compliance to Railway Board instructions.

 � Deflection/ Camber measurement technique on the 
bridges, where there is interruption of water bodies 
or deep valley, becomes more challenging as an 
independent support to cater LVDT (Linear variable 
differential transducer), a well-known deflection 
measurement device, can’t be erected there. In 
compliance of Railway Board and Northern Railways, 
an alternate deflection 

 � measurement technique was proposed for developing 
camber profile of Yamuna Bridge in New Delhi. This 
directorate formulated functional requirement and 
deliverables for automatic Camber measurement 
system for NR, to perform camber measurement test 
on Yamuna Bridge no. 249 
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RESEARCH, DESIGNS & 
DEVELOPMENT
INTRODUCTION OF DEFECT DETECTION 
BY “EDDY CURRENT ARRAY” TECHNIQUE 
ON LHB WHEEL DISC
 In the recent past, breakage of LHB wheel discs has 
been reported. M&C directorate of RDSO Lucknow has 
opined that due to flattening/ shelling higher impact is 
generated at Rim-web transition area initiating fracture 
where thickness of web is 14+3 mm. Accordingly, Railways 
were instructed to carry out Dye Penetration Test of wheels 
in depots & shops during D3,  SS1, SS2 & SS3 schedules. 
However, DPT has some limitations and it can only be 
carried out on wheel web after removal of existing paint 
which is a time consuming activity in workshops while in 
depots removal of Paint from wheel web transition area 
under the vehicle is very difficult since the accessibility 

COACHING STOCK

Pictures of flexible probe and ECA equipment

is restricted. There was an urgent need to develop any 
other alternate method to detect incipient crack without 
removing the paint. ECA has been adopted as alternative 
method for testing LHB wheels during D3/SS1/SS2/SS3.

ECA i.e. Eddy current array technique consist of 
multi coil arrangement in flexible probe to detect surface 
defect of any non-planer surface. The probe being flexible 
adopts the surface geometry. The probe is connected to 
the modulator analyser and to the screen which shows the 
real time C-scan. The probe having multi coil arrangement 
has capability to detect defect 360° in one go on painted 
surface.

Eddy Current Array Probe is used to Transmit-
Receive (Long, Single Driver) Topology; built on two rows 
of coils and is directional, creating axial and/or transverse 
channels. Axial (or longitudinal) channels detect flaws 
perpendicular to the array of coils, while transverse (or 
circumferential) channels detect flaws parallel to the array. 

ANNUAL 
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 � Equipments used during Study:

 � Calibration: 

Calibration is performed on longitudinal, transverse 
and axial notch of 0.3 mm width and depth on wheel 
test piece with laminated surface to set uniform 
sensitivity. Frequency: 150KHz, Gain:45dB

 � Test Wconducted:

Test piece from transition area of wheel

Scanning result shows all the three defects in real time 
basis as shown in the screen shot as below:

DEVELOPMENT OF GPS LOCATION 
BASED PUBLIC ADDRESS & PASSENGER 
INFORMATION SYSTEM (PAPIS) AND 
LED DESTINATION BOARDS IN AC 
AND NON- AC ICF & LHB COACHES TO 
SPECIFICATION NO. (RDSO/CG-18001)

 � Introduction 

GPS location based Public address & Passenger 
Information system (PAPIS) and LED destination 
boards is designed to facilitate passengers with 
information regarding present and next halting 
station through audio and visual displays using 
GPS and LED displays with necessary information 
like destination, via stations etc. Passengers on 
station get the details about trains through LED 
destination boards. Passengers on-board are 
provided information regarding train location 
through announcements and visual displays on LED/
LCD displays. Real-time information is provided to 
passengers regarding arrival and departure status.

 � Working Principle

Each coach of the train has GPRS and GPS antenna. 
It sends the signal to MPU (Main processing Unit). 
MPU decodes the signal and calculates the speed, 
provides location & next halt station. MPU sends the 
data to Public address system from where information 
is displayed on Passenger information display unit

 � Salient features

 � Industrial grade CPU is provided in each coach 

Axial Notch

Transverse Notch

Radial Notch
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so that features for automation, sensing and 
monitoring in a coach can be added in later 
stages using the infrastructure of computing/
networking resources provided in coach.

 � LED destination board outside the coach and 
LED display in Non AC coaches and LCD display 
in AC coaches are provided inside the coach for 
audio visual information. 

 � Provision of emergency push button in toilets.

 � Audio Messages are enabled before 5 km when 
train is approaching next scheduled station 
between 6 AM to 10 PM. No audio announcement 
is made between 10 P.M. to 6 A.M.

 � Passenger address system along with passenger 
information system and LED destination board 
are integrated for providing all important 
information in audio and visual form to the 
passengers. 

 � The system is equipped with GPS technology 
for activating location based audio visual 
information and features of the system like speed, 
locations of the coach and calculating kilometer 
run by the coach on per day/month/year basis. 

 � System support key feature and technology based 
on internet services through Quad Band GSM/
GPRS or HSDPA/HSUPA modem or through 
Wi-Fi connectivity to the base station for remote 
accessibility of the system and monitoring of 
important parameters.

LED destination board

 LCD for Public Information

MPU

 � Advantages 

 � Destination Boards need not be changed when 
coach is detached from one rake and attached to 
other rake.

 � Smart feature for passenger amenities.
 � Actual estimated time for on board passengers to 

arrive at their destination.
 � Destination Boards are clearly visible during 

night time. 
 � Live/pre-recorded messages may be announced. 

 � Recording of all broadcasted events. 

 � Storage of all announcements.

DESIGN OF CRASHWORTHY LHB NON-AC 
SECOND CLASS (EOG) COACH WITH ITS 
ORIGINAL HEAD STOCK

In order to enhance the passenger safety over the 
Indian Railways, RDSO has developed the Crashworthy 
design of the LHB Coaches in line with the Crashworthy 
design developed previously for ICF Coaches through 
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consultancy work. During development of crashworthy 
design of LHB coaches, weight of coach had been 
increased by 1 ton approximately. It was decided to review 
the crashworthy design of LHB Non-AC Second Class 
(EOG) Coach keeping its original triangular headstock so 
that weight penalty gained earlier can be reduced. 

Originally, in the crashworthy design of LHB 
Non-AC Second Class (EOG) Coach to be reviewed 
for weight reduction, longitudinal sill at the coach end 
was introduced in place of triangular headstock altering 
original design of LHB Non-AC Second Class (EOG) 
Coach. Now, the crashworthy design of LHB Non-AC 
Second Class (EOG) Coach has been reviewed keeping 
its original triangular headstock. Crashworthy coach ends 
and middle portion of this design has been designed using 
Hypermesh and LS Dyna software through simulation 
with three coach model. 

Model of existing LHB Non-AC Second Class 
(EOG) Coach with its original head stock has been 
prepared for designing of crashworthy LHB Non-AC 
Second Class (EOG) Coach end. Buckle initiators have 

been provided in the longitudinal and oblique members 
of end underframe in line with earlier design and suitable 
to existing design. To provide space for shearing bolts of 
shear back arrangement in centre sill, oblique member 
has been extended up to next cross member. Honeycomb 
primary energy absorber is placed before draft gear 
to provide the first level of crash energy management. 
When CBC moves in beyond its working stroke due to 
crash force of about 2000KN, Alluminium honeycomb 
gets compressed and absorbs energy smoothly. After that 
vestibule frame, end wall, roof and side wall members and 
longitudinal and oblique members of the coach end starts 
buckling and absorbs more energy. The newly designed 
crashworthy LHB Non-AC Second Class (EOG) Coach 
with original headstock will have a weight penalty of about 
500kg as compared to existing original design of LHB 
Non-AC Second Class (EOG) Coach with arrangements 
for biological tank. Hence, there is a weight reduction of 
about 500kg in the revised design of crashworthy LHB 
Non-AC Second Class (EOG) Coach as compared to the 
initial design of crashworthy LHB Non-AC Second Class 
(EOG) Coach.

Fig- 1:  End underframe showing new and old oblique member

Fig- 2:  Detailed coach end underframe before and after 0.05s of crash
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IR-DRDO BIO TOILETS IN IR BG 
COACHES

Fitment of IR-DRDO bio toilets in Indian Railway 
passenger coaches for elimination of open discharge/
defecation on railway tracks is a flagship project of Govt. 
of India. RDSO was given the responsibility for issuing of 
Retro-fitment drawing/Design for fitment of IR-DRDO 
bio digesters in various type of coaches.

 � Retro- Fitment of IR-DRDO bio Digester in existing 
in-service ICF design passenger coaches is now being 
done with S-trap version to eliminate the problems 
related with moving parts and its maintenance to the 
RDSO drawing no. CG-14053.

 � Design for Retro-fitment of IR-DRDO bio digesters 
in existing in-service LHB type coaches has been 
modified and finalised for in-situ retro-fitment and 
issued to all Zonal Railways as per RDSO drawing no. 
CG-18100.

Full Scale Model of bolted design smaller Bio-digester 
for ICF (CG-14053)

Full Scale Model of bolted design smaller Bio-digester 
for LHB (CG-18100)

BIO-VACUUM TOILETS
Vacuum Toilets uses vacuum for transport of 

fecal matter, thus reducing water consumption used for 
flushing. It also uses pressurized water flushing system 
for effective cleaning of the toilet pan / commode units 
and fecal matter is collected in retention tanks under the 
carriage. Indian Railways has already started the fitment 
of IR-DRDO bio toilets for greener environment. By use of 
hybrid bio-vacuum toilets Indian Railways has derived the 
benefits of both technologies. i.e. Vacuum toilets adopted 
worldwide and provision of Environment friendly IR-
DRDO bio toilets in Indian Railway passenger coaches.  

Schematic Diagram of Bio-Vacuum Toilets

Working of Bio-vacuum toilet can be understood 
by the above schematic diagram; Bio vacuum toilets 
shall include the IR-DRDO bio digester and interface 
with bio toilets as shown above. RDSO Specification no. 
RDSO/2017/CG-06 Rev-03 for Bio-vacuum toilet has 
been finalized and issued.

ANNUAL 
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RESEARCH, DESIGNS & 
DEVELOPMENT
INDIGENOUS DEVELOPMENT OF 
HIGH SPEED PASSENGER ELECTRIC 
LOCOMOTIVE-WAP7HS 

Under ‘Make in India’ ideology, the speed of 
existing WAP7 loco has been upgraded from 140kmph to 
160kmph. Upgraded WAP7 loco (designated as WAP7HS) 
can haul 24 coach train at 160kmph.This will reduce the 
journey time and will improve line capacity. Prototype 
unit of WAP-7HS locomotive has been manufactured by 
CLW. Oscillation trials have been conducted successfully. 
Railway Board vide letter no. 2020/CEDO/SR/06(1) dated 
13.03.2020 had accorded the sanction for  Introduction 
of the BG WAP-7HS class of locomotive to RDSO’s 
General Arrangement  Drawing No. SK. EL-5033 [Unique 
Transportation Code: WAP-7HS; Maximum Axle 
Load:18.08±2%t] up to a maximum speed of 160kmph by 
Zonal Railways, on track maintained as per specified under 
Para 607 of IRPWM Reprint-2004 for operation on Indian 
Railways. This will be the first indigenously developed 
high speed & high horse power electric locomotive under 
‘Make in India’ ideology. 

Fig 1: CCRS Inspection of WAP-7HS Locomotive

DEVELOPMENT OF INTEROPERABLE 
DISTRIBUTED POWER WIRELESS 
CONTROL SYSTEM (DPWCS)

The specification of Interoperable DPWCS for 
AC Electric locomotives bearing no. RDSO/2019/EL/

ELECTRICAL
SPEC/0142 Rev. ‘0’ was issued on 03.04.2019. 60 sets 
(3-phase loco) & 9 sets (conventional loco) of DPWCS are 
in operation. Interoperability has to be tackled at two levels 
i.e. Hardware Level & software level. The interoperability 
required at hardware level has been completed with 
indigenously developed data radio through M/s BEL/
Panchkula. The interoperability at software level requires 
common communication protocol for different OEMs of 
DPWCS. The Common Communication protocol has been 
advised to firms & firms are in the process of changing/
modifying the existing DPWCS software accordingly. The 
trials to prove interoperability will be completed by end 
of Dec’2020. The interoperability will lead to benefits like 
Flexibility in operation of locomotives fitted with DPWCS 
of different make, Import substitution & simplifying the 
requirements for obtaining an operator’s license for radios 
from Wireless Planning & Co-ordination (WPC) wing of 
Telecommunication etc. 

Fig 2: Indigenously developed data radio

DEVELOPMENT OF END OF TRAIN 
TELEMETRY (EOTT)

End of Train Telemetry (EoTT) System consisting 
Head on Train (HoT) and End on Train (EoT) units 
mounted on Locomotive & last wagon respectively, 
envisages to communicate with each other over radio 
frequency to replace duty of Guard. This system would 
enhance the safety in train operation besides improving 
operational efficiency. Purchase Orders placed for 10 sets 
by ECoR on 14.02.2020 on four firms: 

M/s AAL- 3 sets, M/s Signotron- 3 sets, M/s 
Siemens- 2 sets & M/s Tata- 2 sets. Commissioning is 
expected by mid of Oct, 2020.
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Tender has been opened for additional 250 nos. 
EoTT by DLW.

Fig 3: End of Train (EoT)

Fig 4: Head of Train (HoT)

DESIGN REVIEW & DEVELOPMENT OF 
WAG12B (12000 HP) LOCOMOTIVE

12000 HP WAG12B locomotive manufactured by 
MELPL, oscillation trial was started and completed during 
Dec. 2019 at 110 kmph over SNL-NMDA section of NR. 
Oscillation & EBD trial of WAG12B locomotive has 
been completed on 19.01.2020 at 132 kmph & 120 kmph 
respectively over NAD-MTJ section of WCR. Final speed 
certificate for operation of WAG12B class of locomotive up 
to a maximum speed of 100 kmph issued on 18.02.2020.

Railway Board’s sanction for operation of WAG12B 
class of locomotive over Indian Railway has received vide 
letter no. 2020/CEDO/SR/08 dated 28.04.2020.

Final speed certificate for operation of WAG12B class 
of locomotive up to a maximum speed of 120 kmph issued 
on 18.02.2020.

Fig 5: WAG12B(12000 HP) Loco

 � Design Features of 12000 HP locos to be built at 
Madhepura (WAG-12B)

UP GRADATION OF WAG9HC TO 9000 
HP WAG9HH LOCOMOTIVE

Oscillation & EBD trial of WAG9HH locomotive 
(90002) has been completed on 23.02.2020 at 110 kmph 
over SNL-NMDA section of NR. Final speed certificate 
for operation of WAG9HH class of locomotive up to a 
maximum speed of 100 kmph issued on 25.04.2020.
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Fig 6: WAG9HH Loco

 � Advantage

 � Better acceleration reserve at higher speeds 
resulting in

 � Increase through-put. 

 � Increase line capacity. 

 � Right powering of train. 

 � Parameters

 � Maximum TE-500 kN. 

 � Maximum BE- 260 kN. 

 � Maximum Operational Speed - 100 kmph. 

 � Haulage Capacity
Locomotive shall be able to start and haul freight 
trains, in a compensated up gradient of 1:200 at a 
speed of at least 35 kmph, weighing 5200 tonnes.

COCR OF PUSH PULL OPERATION
Confirmatory Oscillograph Car Run (COCR) of 

Special Rajdhani Express train with a rake comprising of 
22 LHB AC (EOG) variant coaches including two LHB 
Generator Vans with single WAP7 locomotive at front of 
rake and single WAP7 locomotive at rear of rake (Push-
Pull operation) at maximum speed of 130 kmph between 
Howrah (HWH) to New Delhi (NDLS) and back on track 
maintained as per Para 607 of IRPWM third reprint-2019 has 
been done from 19.11.2019 to 25.11.2019 and report has been 
issued vide report no. RDSO/2019/TG/MT- MT-1661/F, 
Rev.0 Dt. 11.12.2019 Amendment-Nil. A compendium 
bearing no. RDSO/2019/EL/RM/0188, Rev. ‘0’ –September 
2019 on Push-Pull operation of WAP5/WAP7 locomotives 
over Indian Railways has been issued.  

Based on the test data recorded, it is concluded 
that for all the vehicles covered under the trial, the average 
no. of vertical and lateral acceleration peak values are 
within the limit of 0.25 peak/km set by Policy Circular No. 
6 mentioned in Para 5.1 of this report and the maximum 
value of vertical and lateral acceleration does not exceed 
0.35 g at any location over the trial route.

Fig 7: COCR of Special Rajdhani
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RESEARCH, DESIGNS & 
DEVELOPMENT

EEM Directorate was set up in December 2008 
with the objective of identifying energy saving potential 
areas, promoting energy efficiency and use of renewable 
sources of energy in IR system. In 2016, EEM directorate 
has been given additional responsibility to handle issues 
related with Environment management also. 

IR TUNNEL MANUAL
Railway Board had advised RDSO to prepare the 

draft of “Code of Practice   for Ventilation & Lighting 
Scheme on Indian Railways.” EEM Directorate of RDSO 
has prepared chapter 3 of this code which deals with the 
electrical aspects This chapter contains Methodology to be 
followed by Railways for Tunnel Ventilation & provides 
an overview of the maintenance requirements for the 
electrical equipment installed in tunnel. EEM Directorate 
has sent the modified Chapter 3 of this code to Railway 
Board for further action.

COORDINATION FOR 1st MSG 
MEETING ON ELECTRICAL GENERAL 
SERVICES 

EEM directorate conducted the First MSG 
Meeting on Electrical General Services on 17 & 18 January, 
2020 at Goa. In this, EEM directorate finalized the agenda 
for the meeting & coordinated with Zonal Railways & 
Railway Board over issues on the subject. A wide range of 
new items were deliberated in this meeting. This was the 
first ever MSG on Electrical General Services. 

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN FOR 
PROLIFERATION OF SOLAR ENERGY 
OVER IR

Railway Board has desired that a comprehensive plan 
for Proliferation of Solar Energy over IR be prepared & 

ENERGY & ENVIRONMENT 
MANAGEMENT

a core team of officers should be constituted for this. In 
this regard EEM is nodal directorate in RDSO. Director/
EM was the convener of committee comprising of 
representatives of EEM, B&S, TI, Civil & Loco Directorates 
of RDSO. The committee submitted its report to Railway 
Board vide letter no. EL/EM/0010, dated 26.11.2029.  

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY 
REPORT

EEM Directorate coordinated with Works & EMS 
Directorates & compiled the initiatives undertaken & 
works executed for environment management in RDSO 
& sent it to Rly Board on 01.05.2020 for inclusion in 
Environment Sustainability Report of IR.

GUIDE LINES/TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 
FOR PRE-PAID METERS & ELECTRONIC 
METER WITH AUTO READ FEATURES

Railway Board has advised EEM directorate 
RDSO to prepare technical guidelines on use of Pre-Paid 
meters in Indian Railways.

EEM directorate after making detailed study of IS 
& other technical documents replied to Railway Board in 
March 2020 recommending to follow the concerned IS in 
this regard Railway Board has advised RDSO to examine 
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CEA guidelines /Specification and suggest suitable 
guidelines for Smart Pre paid Meter.

GUIDELINES ON INSTALLATION 
OF SOLAR PANELS ON EXISTING 
PLATFORM SHEDS  

EEM Directorate, vide letter no. EL/EM/0010/12/
MMS, Dated 29.10.2019, has circulated the guidelines 
for installation of Solar Panel on Roof of existing and 
new Platform Shelters and advised that all units may take 
further action accordingly. Guidelines covering the same 
were issued jointly by EEM & B&S directorate in October 
2019.

PROTECTION SCHEME FOR GENERAL 
POWER SUPPLY AT RAILWAY 
STATIONS

Railway Board has instructed RDSO to 
issue necessary Protection Scheme for Power Supply 
arrangement at Railway Stations and to develop a Software/

application to calculate correct setting of protective device 
for general power supply.

Final Guidelines were submitted to Railway 
Board vide letter no. EEL/EM/0025/PSRS, dated. These 
guidelines have been issued by RDSO on 14.08.19. for 
implementation by Zonal Railways.

REVISION OF SPECIFICATION & STR 
OF LIFT & ESCALATOR

EEM Directorate has issued revised Specifications 
& STRs for Lifts and Escalators during October to 
December 2019.
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RESEARCH, DESIGNS & 
DEVELOPMENT
EMISSION TEST CAR

This Mobile Emission Test Car has state–of–
art facility to measure exhaust emissions from Diesel 
Locomotive. A portable coriolis based fuel measurement 
system for accurate measurement of fuel consumption of 
diesel locomotives has also been developed as part of the 
ETC. The mass emission measurement equipment fitted 
on the coach is the latest in design to world standards. 

Emission Test Car consists of Mexa 7100 D gas 
emission analyzer, Real time Particulate matter analyzer, 
model Mexa 1230 PM ,Celesco opacity meter, fuel 
measurement system etc.The mass emission measurement 
is capable online measurement of Methane hydrocarbons, 
Oxides of nitrogen, Smoke opacity, Particulate matter, 
Carbon monoxide and Carbon dioxide.

EMISSION TESTING OF DIESEL 
LOCOMOTIVE TO MEASURE EMISSIONS

Testing of 70 diesel locomotive has been completed 
till June 2019 by using Emission Test Car (ETC) and now 

ENGINE 
DEVELOPMENT

this Emission Test Card  is installed on test bed of ED 
Dte to get emission as per International standards.

TEST REPORT ON NEW DEVELOPMENT
 � Testing of Electronic Unit Injector system has been 

completed to achieve target as reducsion in bsfc 2 to 
2.25% over IR duty cycle, to reduce particulates and 
smoke emission by 25% and NOX value should not 
be increase in comparison to Existing Mechanical 
Unit Injector. Report No TR/ED/2019/253 of July 
2019 for performance evaluation of Electronic Fuel 
System of M/s EMD USA has been issued.

 � Testing of Design and Development of “Turbocharger 
to Suit Miller Cycle Timings for Higher Efficiency 
and Reduced Emissions” For DLW Built 16 Cylinder 
3100/3300/3600 HP ALCo Engines of Indian 
Railways has been completed to achieve target as 
reduction in bsfc 2% over IR duty cycle, to reduce Nox 
20 % and Turbo gas temperature upto 50 centigrade 
in comparision to existing Turbocharger. Report 
No. TR/ED/2020/254 of May 2020 for performance 
evaluation of Miller Turbocharger has been issued.

 � Testing of performance evaluation of Common Rail 
Electronic Fuel lnjection (CReDl) system for DLW 
built 4500 HP EMD Locomotives is under process.

EMISSION TEST CAR (External and Internal View)
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  Head of 
Allocation

2014-
15

2015-
16

2016-
17

2017-
18 

2018-
19 

2019-
20 

Total 19.49 24.71 12.19 21.35 23.69 26.80

*  The Declining trend of works expenditure is a cause of 
CONCERN

Revenue Expenditure (Over last six  years) 
 

(Figures in crores of Rs.)

Head of 
Allocation

2014-
15

2015-
16

2016-
17

2017-
18 

2018-
19 

2019-
20 

Demand-2 177.98 194.66 244.79 246.22 268.50 290.99

Demand-13 11.92 7.51 12.58   13.64 14.46 15.73

Demand-14 5.00 5.35 8.92     8.92 8.92 8.92

Total 194.91 207.52 266.29 268.78 291.88 315.64

MISC RECEIPTS PROFILE OF RDSO
Year-Wise Misc Receipts of RDSO

Misc. Receipts during last 6 years

Year   Amount(in crores)

2014-2015 33.13
2015-2016 37.33
2016-2017 28.63
2017-2018 141.59
2018-2019 132.44
2019-2020 138.16

FINANCE & 
ACCOUNTS

BUDGETARY POSITION (REVENUE)
CURRENT FINANCIAL YEAR  : 2020-2021
Expenditure status up to September-2020(Actuals)    

Revenue                                           
         (Figures in crores of Rs.)

DEMANDS Actuals 
2018-19     

Actuals    
2019-20 

O. B. A. 
2020-21     

Sept-2020
(Actuals)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

D.No.2 268.50 290.99 322.44 160.71
D.NO.13 14.46 15.73 15.60 7.01
D.NO.14 8.92 8.92 8.92 4.64

Total 
Revenue 291.88 315.64 346.96 172.36

DEMAND NO 16 : WORKS EXPENDITURE 
Fund wise Expenditure status up to September-2020
Plan Head - 18 (Railway Research)                                                                        
                                             

(Figures in crores of Rs.) 

Head of 
Allocation

Actuals 
2018-19     

Actuals    
2019-20 

O. B. A. 
2020-21    

Sept.-
2020

(Actual)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

DRF 12.06 4.27 20.00 2.39
DF 11.62 22.53 50.00 21.67

RRSK - - 0.10 0.00
Total 23.68 26.80 70.10 24.06

TREND ANALYSIS Of EXPENDITURE
Works Expenditure Over last six years (D.No.16) 

(Figures in crores of Rs.)

  Head of 
Allocation

2014-
15

2015-
16

2016-
17

2017-
18 

2018-
19 

2019-
20 

DRF 3.11 2.15 1.84   2.04 12.06 4.27
DF 16.38 22.56 10.35 19.31 11.62 22.53

OLWR 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

141.59 138.1

(Fig. in Crores of Rs.)
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Source of Misc. Receipts—Comparative Analysis                     
                                                                                                                                                     (Figures in crores of Rs.)

S.N Receipt Head 2015-16 2016-17  2017-18  2018-19 2019-20 2020-21(upto 
Sept- 20)

1 Design+ Drawing Charges 2.16 0.71 26.75 0.84   0.36 0.08
2 Consultancy Charges 3.05 1.70 37.49 74.48 62.40 5.72

3 Testing charges 2.16 1.71 4.15 6.84 6.21 1.34

4 Inspection charges 19.43 19.49 68.20 37.40 50.30 27.41

5 Misc. Charges 10.53 5.02 5.00 12.89 18.89 4.52

GRAND TOTAL 37.33 28.63 141.59 132.44 138.16 39.07
 
POSITION OF HOUSE- KEEPING ITEMS
Position of Suspense Half-Yearly Balances

Balance Outstanding               (Figures in crores of Rs.)

Suspense Head 30.12.2018 30.06.2019 31.12.2019 30.06.2020
Misc. Adv. Revenue (X) 19.70 21.80 22.18 21.49
Misc. Adv. Rev.(Estt.) 00.62 00.45 0.30 0.33
Deposit Misc. Estt. 14.58 11.08 7.66 4.64
Deposit Misc. Exp. 09.20 8.51 8.56 8.80
Deposit Misc. Pension     03.93 3.08 1.85 2.08
Deposit Misc. Stores 1.36 1.48 -2.08 -0.87
Deposit Misc. Books 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Deposit Misc. PF 2.19 1.45 0.61 0.61
Deposit Works 3.83 3.84 3.84 3.84

Reconciliation of all the suspense Registers have been completed up to June 2020.

ISSUANCE OF E-PPOS 
Finance & Accounts Directorate of RDSO 

has started to issue  e-Pension Payment Orders in 
respect of retiring officers/staff .This will facilitate 
prompt payment of pension to pensioners.

COMPLETION REPORTS 
During the Financial Year 2019-20 total 

73 Completion Reports have been vetted after 
completion/finalization of 73 projects of RDSO.
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SPEED UPGRADATION AND 
STANDARDIZATION OF WAGON

Wagon Directorate has undertaken a mega  project 
to standardize  as  well  as  increase  the operational speed 
of all the wagons running over Indian Railway.

In the first phase, all open  type  Wagons  which  
are  used  to transport  coal, iron  ore,  etc,  constituting  
around  45%  population of freight  stock of  IR, have  been  
made fit to  run at 100/100Kmph, in empty and loaded 
conditions.  Also,  the  variants  of  Open  Category  Wagons 
are being brought down from 27 to 13, which  will  greatly  
help  in operation  and  maintenance in   the   field.   The 
modified wagons are having better suspension and damping 
to achieve better riding characteristics at high speed.

Performance  of  these  wagons  has  been  validated  
in the oscillation trials conducted over Mahoba-
Khajuraho  section  of  North Central   Railway. Further,  
the  oscillation  trails  of  25ton axle load wagons BOXNS 
and BLCS   have   also been completed successfully upto 
110/110Kmph   in empty and loaded conditions on New 
Ateli-New Phulera  Section of Western Dedicated freight 
Corridor of DFCCIL.

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF 
COVERED HOPPER  WAGON TYPE 
“BCFCM”
A new lightweight version of Covered Hopper   Wagon   
type   BCFCM   has   been developed.   The wagon is 
provided with air assisted gravity discharge bottom 
unloading  mechanism. This system operates at very 
low working pressure of 0.2 kg/cm2.  The wagon design 
has  been optimized for  the  transportation of Cement 

FREIGHT STOCK
and Flyash. The percentage increase in throughput of the 
wagon is around 4% and 7% as compared to the previous 
design BCFC (Design-A) and BCCW respectively. 

Prototype testing of the wagon has been completed   
and   series production of the wagon has been started. Two 
rakes of the wagon have already been commissioned.

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT SIDE 
DISCHARGE HOPPER WAGON TYPE 
“BOBSNS” 
 A new variant of  Side  Discharge  Hopper wagon type  
BOBSNS of  25t axle load has been designed by  Wagon  
Directorate  RDSO. The wagon  is  fitted  with  25t  axle  
load LWLH  bogies.  

 By  reducing  wagon  length  by  884 mm   (from   the   
existing   BOBSN   wagon), wagons  per  rake  have  been  
increased  by five  and  Track  load  density  of  9.33  t/m 
has   been   achieved. Tare   weight of the wagon has been 
reduced by 600 kg hence pay  load has been increased 
accordingly, which  in turn will increase rake  throughput  
by  385t  (Approx.  11%). Prototype  wagon  is  ready  for  
oscillation trial at M/s Braithwaite Ltd., Kolkata.

RESEARCH, DESIGNS & 
DEVELOPMENT
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DESIGN  & DEVELOPMENT  OF  25T  
CONTAINER  FLAT  WAGON TYPE 
“BLCS”

Wagon   Dte   has   developed   the   design   of 
container  flat  type  wagons  BLCS  (A-Car  & B-Car)   
fit   for   25T   axle   load   operations.  The  underframe  
members have   been   suitably   improved   to   enable 
transport  of  Tank  Container  (non-uniform loading)    
along    with    existing    dry    cargo containers.

The  design  incorporates   the   indigenously   
designed   Light   Weight   Low Height  (LWLH)  bogie  
and  twin  pipe  air  brake  arrangements.  Board vide letter   
No.   2014/RS   (B)/971/2  dated  09.07.2015   has   placed   
order   for manufacture of 03 nos.  prototype  wagons  (02„ 
A car  and  01„ B car)  on GOC   workshop.   Wagon   has   
cleared   oscillation   trial   on   New   Ateli-New Phulera   
section   of   Western   DFC   at   110   kmph, both in loaded 
and empty conditions.   Series   production   has started at 
GOC & Jamalpur workshops.

DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT OF NEW 
FLYASH/CEMENT  &  ALUMINA  TYPE 
WAGON TYPE “BTFC” 

A new   variant  of wagon  for  carrying Flyash/
Cement/Alumina,  type  BTFC  has been developed. The 
wagon  is  provided with   air   assisted  side   discharge 
system at   2.0kg/cm2   pressure.   Throughput   of this   

new   BTFC   wagon   is   7%  more   than the      existing 
Alumina (BTAP) wagon. Existing infrastructure  (used  
for   BTAP wagon)   of loading   and  unloading   can   be   
used   for this  wagon also.  The  design  of the  wagon 
has  been  completed.  Detailed  drawings  of the  wagon  
have  been  issued  for the proto manufacturing,    which 
is under progress.

DESIGN &  DEVELOPMENT  OF  NEW  
DESIGN  HIGH  CAPACITY  PARCEL  
WAGON TYPE “BCPVN”

RDSO   has   recently   developed   a   new design 
parcel van (BCPVN),   with   increased   volumetric   
capacity, designed   to   operate   as   dedicated   freight 
vehicle/ freight trains.

The prototype  wagon   has   been manufactured.     
Oscillation     trials have been   completed   at  Mahoba-
Khajuraho section  of  NCR.  It  has  cleared  the  speed  of 
110 kmph in both empty and loaded conditions. 

DESIGN OF TILTED BED TYPE FLAT 
WAGON  FOR  CARRYING WIDER  
PLATES 

Advance      rolling      mills      have capability  
to  roll  extra  wide  plates.  Inspite of   large   demand,   
transportation   of   these plates  by  road  or  Railways  
was  not  possible till   now. To overcome this constraint, 
Wagon   Directorate   has   developed   a   first of its kind 
wagon having tilted   bed   design   wagon  which can carry  
extra   wide   plates   (4000   mm),   creating   a totally 
new    freight    segment    for    Indian Railways. Tilted   
bed   will   be   mechanically operated and    loading/
unloading    will    be done  in  Flat-bed  condition  leading  
to  user friendly   operations.   Detailed   design   work of 
this wagon has been completed.
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NEW DESIGN OF WAGON OF “RORO” 
TYPE FOR CARRYING ALL TYPES OF 
TRUCKS

A  new  design  of  Roll  on  Roll  Off  type  wagon 
has  been  developed.  The  wagon  consist  of  5  units  of  
2  A-car  and  7  B-car. It can carry  all  length  of  Rigid  
frame  trucks  (12 m).
45nos. of rigid frame trucks can be transported   in a   rake. 
Also, there is a Possibility of   Loading Semi     articulated 
vehicle having length more than 12  m  on two wagons.

There is no restriction of   width, length and 
gross load of trucks. The design of the wagon has been 
completed.   Detailed drawings of the wagon have been    
issued for the prototype manufacturing, which is under 
progress.

NEW DESIGN OF AUTOCAR CARRIER: 
TALL BOY DESIGN

On  the  demand  of  the  industry, RDSO  has  
designed  a  new  variant  with in Double    Stack Dwarf 

Container (DSDC) profile  with a height  of  4877 mm 
from the rail level. One  rake  comprises of 3 units of 2 
A-car and 12  B-car  each,  with  vestibule arrangement.      

This new variant  can accommodate  SUVs  in  
both  the  decks  and is  with  side  door  opening  to  
facilitate  the loading of two wheelers. Detailed   design 
has been finalized.

NEW DESIGN OF FLAT WAGONS FOR 
TRANSVERSE COIL LOADING TYPE 
“BFNV”

A   new   versatile   wagon   type   BFNV   for carrying  
steel  coils  of  various  sizes  has been  designed  jointly  by 
M/s Jindal Rail Infrastructure Limited and  RDSO under    
PWDA    scheme.    One rake comprises of 45 wagons. This    
wagon    is provided   with   transvers   grooves   which 
enables   loading   of   coils   of   various   size and    dia.    
in    transverse    direction, facilitating loading even under 
OHE, which is a bid advantage. Prototype Manufacturing 
and testing of the wagon has been completed.
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RESEARCH, DESIGN & 
DEVELOPMENT
RATIONALIZATION OF FORMATION 
LAYER THICKNESS ON INDIAN 
RAILWAY TRACK

Document titled “Rationalisation of Formation 
layer thickness on Indian Railway track” following 
the UIC code of International Practices to optimize 
the formation layer thickness on IR was developed by 
Geotechnical Engineering Directorate. This document 
will help in reducing the thickness of formation layers, 
which will lead to cost saving and expedite the progress 
of the construction projects.  Comments and suggestions 
from different firms and individuals were also taken 
in this regard. In this document, quality criteria (Ev2, 
Modulus of Deformation) have been made mandatory 
for better quality control of embankment to meet future 
requirements of higher axle load and higher speeds.  
The policy guidelines for use of geosynthetics on Indian 
Railway has been issued along with this document which 
will help in saving the natural resources thus will have  
positive impact on Environment. Also, this will boost 
Technical Textile initiative of government of India. The 
document has been issued to Zonal Railways/PSUs on 
25.07.19 for implementation in the field.

SPECIFICATION FOR GEOGRID TO 
BE USED AS REINFORCEMENT/
STABILISATION FOR RAILWAY 
FORMATIONS
    Geotechnical Engineering Directorate developed 
the “Specification for Geogrid to be used as reinforcement/
stabilisation for Railway formations” based on the various 
literature survey and studies available as on date. Comments 
and suggestions from various industries/individuals were 
also taken in this regard.  The Specification has been 
issued to Zonal Railways for implementation in field on 
07.02.2020 for trial basis initially. Based on performance 
report from field, final specification shall be issued. This 
document will help in saving in cost of blanket layer & 
reduction in track maintenance efforts.

GEO-TECHNICAL 
ENGINEERING 

Railway Board (ME) nominated a SAG level committee for 
preparing comprehensive Specification for Construction, 
repairs and rehabilitation of Formation on Indian Railway.                              

Further, preparation of this Specification for Railway Formation 
was divided into two phases as instructed by Railway Board:

First Phase: 

    Specification of Geotextile and Geo-composite 
drain and Rationalization of Formation Layer thickness 
Specification for (i) Non-Woven Geotextile to be used as 
separator/filtration layer for railway formation (ii) Geo-
composite Drain to be used behind Bridge abutment/
Retaining wall and (iii) Geocomposite Drain to be used 
at the base of Embankment in Railways were finalized and 
issued to Zonal Railways/PSUs for Trial applications.

Document titled “Rationalisation of Formation 
layer thickness on Indian Railway track” issued to Zonal 
Railways/PSUs on 25.07.19 for implementation in the field.

Second Phase:  

 � Specification for Geogrid to be used as reinforcement/
stabilization for Railway formations  issued to Zonal 
Railways for implementation in field on 07.02.2020.

 � All the balance items of the comprehensive 
specification for construction, repairs and 
rehabilitation of formation were prepared & 
incorporated in the comprehensive guideline.

Subsequently the draft of document 
“Comprehensive Guidelines and Specifications for 
Railway formation”, Specification no. RDSO/2020/GE: 
IRS-0004(D), incorporating all the work  done  earlier in 
Phase 1 & 2 and balance items of phase 2 was prepared & 
uploaded on RDSO website for comments and suggestions. 

This Comprehensive Guidelines and Specifications 
for Railway formation cover various aspects for execution 
of Earthwork in Indian Railway Formation in Construction 
and Open Line including Design of formation and 
Slope Stability Analysis, Applications of Geosynthetics 
in Formation, Quality assurance tests etc.  Formation 
Requirement for CC+8+2T (22.9 T)/25T axle load & 
passenger train operation at 160 kmph on existing track has 
also been incorporated as an appendix.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR RAILWAY 
FORMATION     
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These comprehensive Guidelines & Specifications 
once issued, shall supersede all earlier guidelines/
instructions for Earthwork issued by RDSO i.e. 
Guidelines for Earthwork in Railway Project GE:G-
1,July 2003,Guidelines and Specifications for Design of 
Formation for Heavy Axle Load GE:G-0014 Nov 2009, 
RDSO letter no. RS/G/108/Heavy Axle Load dated 
19.10.15/26.10.16. 

CONSTRUCTION OF   DEDICATED TEST 
TRACK IN  NWR
 The proposed Dedicated Test Track in Jodhpur 
Division, NWR is being constructed on worn out line of 
MG track constructed hundred years back and was washed 
out during 1979 floods which resulted   the closure of MG 
line. 

 Track Machine and Monitoring Directorate has to 
invite tender for Consultancy work of Dedicated Test 
Track.  In this connection suggestions of GE Dte for Terms 
of References (TOR) for tender were intimated to TMM 
Dte. on 23.08.2018.Team of Geo-Tech Officials regularly 
visited the Proposed Test Track site and witnessed activities 
associated with Sub-soil exploration. Few sub soil samples 
were also taken for sample check/test at GE lab/RDSO. 

 � Based on the analysis of Sub-soil test results 
submitted by the Railways for whole stretch of 15 
km, Ground Improvement measures were suggested 
to the Railways on 03.06.19, 16.08.19 and 18.10.19 
respectively.

 � Based on the analysis of test results of sub-soil, fill 
material & blanket material, submitted by NWR 
for 05 to 15 km stretch of Proposed Test Track 
Embankment, Design of Embankment for 32.5 t 
axle load & for speed upto 200 kmph including side 
slopes were submitted to the Railways on 10.12.2019.

 � On request of NWR, Team of Geo-Tech Officials 
visited the problematic portion between Ch:10000 
& Ch:12000 on 09.01.2020. The problematic portion 
is a low level area where lake water was accumulated 
in the base of embankment of Proposed Test Track 
noticed during execution of Ground Improvement 
work. After detailed investigation and analysis of 
site observations, measures were suggested to the 
Railways on 14.01.2020.

 � Scheme for trials regarding use of Geogrid/Geo 
composite Drain (Vertical) in Test Track pertaining 

to GE aspects were also suggested to NWR on 
19.02.2020.

 � Based on the analysis of   Sub-soil test results of 
Proposed Test Track Embankment, submitted by 
NWR for 15 to 18 Km stretch, Ground Improvement 
measures for the same were suggested to the 
Railways on 12.03.20.

EOI  ON DEVELOPMENT OF 
SPECIFICATION OF GEOCELL
 Expression of interest (EOI) for development of 
Specifications of Geocell for use as Basal Reinforcement 
in Railway Embankment was prepared by GE Directorate 
and uploaded on RDSO website on 12.02.2020 with last 
date as 31.03.2020. So far, 07 Nos.  Proposals have been 
received as on date which is under scrutiny.

GUIDELINE FOR FORMATION 
REQUIREMENT FOR CC+8+2T (22.9T) 
AXLE LOAD OPERATION ON EXISTING 
TRACK 
 In order to determine speed potential for running 
of 22.9T/25T axle load at 100 kmph on existing track, 
‘Guideline for Formation Requirement for CC+8+2T 
(22.9 T) axle load operation’ was developed by GE Dte. 
This Guideline for Formation Requirement including 
methodology adopted, model calculation for reference and 
final recommendations were sent to Zonal Railways and 
IRICEN/Pune on 09.03.2020 for submitting comments/
suggestions for further review, if required.

REDRAFTING OF IRPWM
 Relevant Para of draft IRPWM pertaining to 
GE Directorate Section-D (Ballast) Para 213 to 221 and 
Section E (Formation) Para 222 to 226 of Chapter-2 were 
scrutinized and modified draft was submitted to drafting 
committee for  incorporation in the relevant Para of 
IRPWM.

FIELD TRIAL FOR STRENGTHENING 
OF RAILWAY FORMATION BY USING 
GEOSYNTHETIC BETWEEN RATLAM   
& NAGDA STATIONS ON WESTERN 
RAILWAY

Field Trial for the length of about 40 Km for 
Formation Treatment by laying of Geosynthetics using 
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BCM on the double line section between Ratlam-Nagda 
Stations of Ratlam Division, Western Railway was carried 
out. 

To assess the performance of Geosynthetics, RDSO 
team along with Railway officials visited the section and 
inspected the trial from 09.01.2019 to 10.01.2019. During 
visit, site observations were recorded and soil samples 
were also collected for testing at GE Lab, RDSO. Based on 
observations recorded during visit, information submitted 
by Railways and analysis of soil test results, Study Report no. 
RDSO/2019/GE: SR-0042 was finalized in June 2019.

SOLUTION TO FIELD PROBLEMS

CONSULTANCY  REPORT  ON  
FORMATION  TREATMENT  IN   NAINI-
MANIKPUR  SECTION  BETWEEN  JASRA 
& LHOGARA RAILWAY STATION, 
ALLAHABAD DIVISION, NORTH 
CENTRAL RAILWAY
 Dy. CE/TP of Allahabad Division, North Central 
Railway requested RDSO to provide remedial measures for 
formation related issues between stations Jasra- Madarah 
– Lhogara of NYN-MKP section, Allahabad Division.  
Accordingly, RDSO team inspected the five problematic 
locations of the referred section along with Railway officials 
from 22.07.19 to 24.07.19. During visit, site observations 
were recorded and soil samples were also collected for 
testing at GE/lab, RDSO. Based on the analysis of site 
observations and soil testing results, consultancy report 
suggesting remedial measures was issued to the Zonal 
railway on 31.01.20.

CONSULTANCY REPORT MUD-
PUMPING AND TROUBLESOME 
FORMATION LOCATIONS BETWEEN 
JNU-BSB SUBDIVISIONS, NORTHERN 
RAILWAY 

Consultancy Report regarding Mud-pumping 
and troublesome formation locations between JNU-BSB 
subdivisions, Northern Railway suggesting remedial 
measures has been issued to Zonal Railway on 31.12.2019. 
Report is based on the analysis of site observations, 
soil test results and details provided by Railways.  
Recommendations include implementation of five step 
action plan as stipulated by Railway Board & provision of 

blanket layer in entire formation width on top of formation 
etc. 

CONSULTANCY REPORT ON SLOPE 
FAILURE AT KM 110/4-5 BETWEEN 
JATINGA LUMPUR-NEW HARANGAJAO 
STATIONS IN LUMDING- BADARPUR 
– SILCHAR SECTION OF LUMDING 
DIVISION, NF RAILWAY

CTE and PCE (L/A), NF Railway requested 
RDSO for inspection of slope failure location occurred 
at Km 110/4-5 between stations Jatinga Lumpur-New 
Harangajao on Lumding- Badarpur – Silchar section in 
Lumding Division of NF Railway. Accordingly RDSO team 
comprising ED/GE, JD/GE and other GE officials along 
with Railway officials visited the problematic location 
from 17.07.19 to 18.07.19. Team recorded some important 
observations during visit and collected soil samples from 
affected and nearby locations. Based on the analysis of site 
observations and test results, details provided by Railways, 
consultancy report suggesting remedial measures was 
issued to the Zonal railway on 23.10.19 for implementation 
in the field.

CONSULTANCY REPORT ON TECHNICAL 
SOLUTION FOR FREQUENT RAIN CUTS 
IN NEW COOCHBEHAR-GOLOKGANJ 
SECTION, ALIPURDUAR DIVISION, NF 
RAILWAY 

Consultancy Report regarding Technical solution 
for frequent rain cuts in New Coochbehar-Golokganj 
section, Alipurduar Division, NF Railway suggesting 
remedial measures for referred problematic   locations was 
issued to Zonal Railway on 08.08.19. The report is based 
on the analysis of site observations, soil test results and 
details provided by Railways. Recommendations include 
Reprofiling of Embankment, provision of blanket layer of 
adequate thickness and erosion control measures for slope 
protection etc.

ANALYSIS OF SLIP CIRCLE OCCURRED 
IN THE FORMATION IN CHHAPARA-
BALLIA SECTION OF VARANASI 
DIVISION, NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY

Based on request of CE/Con/East/NER, RDSO 
team along with Railway Officials visited the problematic 
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locations in Chhapara-Ballia section of Varanasi Division, 
North Eastern Railway. During visit, site observations 
were recorded and soil samples were collected for testing 
at GE lab/RDSO. Based on the analysis of site observations 
and soil testing results, consultancy report suggesting 
measures for stabilization of problematic locations will be 
issued to Zonal Railway.                  

VISIT FOR ASSESSMENT OF ACTION 
TAKEN ON RDSO CONSULTANCY 
REPORT FOR EMBANKMENT ON 
APPROACH OF BRIDGE BETWEEN 
BHIMALGONDI & BHANDARKUND 
STATIONS OF CWA-NGP, GC PROJECT, 
AND SECR
 On request of CE/Con/Nagpur, JD/GE-I, GE official 
along with SECR officials visited the problematic location 
at approach of Br. no.100 (Old no. 83) of new BG line 
construction on detour of Gauge Conversion between 
CWA-NGP, Nagpur Division, SECR regarding base & 
slope failure of embankment adjacent to abutment A2 
on 01.02.2020 for assessment of action taken on RDSO 
Consultancy Report (No. RDSO/2019/GE, CR-199, 
March 2019). The observations made during site visit & 
measures to be adopted have been sent to Zonal Railway 
on 06.02.2020.

SINKAGE OF BANK IN NEWLY 
COMMISSIONED DOUBLING WORK 
BETWEEN HOJAI-LUMDING

SECTION OF LUMDING DIVISION
Based on the request of NF Railway, RDSO team 

comprising ED/GE and other GE officials along with 
Railway officials inspected the problem faced due to 
sinkage of bank in newly commissioned doubling work 
between Hojai-Lumding section of Lumding Division 
from 02.10.19 to 03.10.19. During visit, site observations 
were recorded and soil samples were also collected for 
testing at GE/lab/RDSO. Based on the analysis of site 
observations and soil testing results, consultancy report 
suggesting remedial measures will be issued to the Zonal 
Railway. Report is under finalization.

INSPECTION OF BREACHED SITES 
OF HIGH CUTTING/BANK BETWEEN 
KARJAT-LONAVALA  SECTION  OF 
CENTRAL RAILWAY
 GM/Central Railway vide letter no. GM/CR/
Misc.2019 dated 08.08.2019 requested RDSO for 
inspection of Ghat section between Karjat-Lonavala of 
Mumbai Division, Central Railway and   provide technical 
solutions for frequent incidence of boulder falling from 
high cutting and settlement of banks. Accordingly RDSO 

team comprising ED/GE and other GE officials along with 
Railway officials visited the problematic locations from 
11.08.2019 to 12.08.2019. During visit, site observations 
were recorded. Soil samples were also collected for testing 
at GE/lab, RDSO which will be sent by Railways. Based 
on the analysis of site observations and soil testing results, 
consultancy report suggesting remedial measures will be 
issued to the Zonal railway. Report is under finalization.

View of Bank failure at Km170/2-3

View of toe protection at Km 170/2-3
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INVESTIGATION OF SETTLEMENT 
OF FORMATION IN MORADABAD–
BAREILLY SECTION, MORADABAD 
DIVISION, NORTHERN RAILWAY
 CTE/NR requested RDSO for investigation of 
formation related problems between Km 1328 to 1335 
(DN line) of Moradabad section, NR. The problematic 
locations of referred stretch were having frequent 
settlement of the bank resulting into track parameters 

going out frequently. Accordingly RDSO team visited the 
referred locations along with Railway Officials. During 
the visit, site observations were recorded and soil samples 
were also collected for testing at GE lab/RDSO. Based on 
the site observations and analysis of soil testing results, 
consultancy report suggesting remedial measures will be 
issued to Zonal railways. Report is under finalization.

View of Land Slide at Km. 114/17-19(MD Line Hill Side) Photo showing soil oozing out at KM 1328

View of crack near track at Km. 116/35-39 (MD Line Hill Side) Photo showing layer of Geo grid at KM 1333

OPENING OF NEW BG LINE FROM 
NAGAPATTINAM TO VELANKANNI 
SECTION, TIRUCHCHIRAPPALI 
DIVISION, SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Chief Engineer / Construction / S & RB / MS requested 
RDSO for a joint inspection of Tiruchirapalli - Thanjavur 
- Nagore - Karaikkal New BG line from Nagapattinam to 
Velankanni section in order to assess the various works 
done in compliance to the recommendations of RDSO 
and further action to be taken by Southern Railway.

 In this connection ED/GE held a meeting with 
CE/South/CN/MS and CAO/Con/Southern Railway at 
Chennai and joint inspection of the referred section was 
also carried out by ED/GE and Chief Engineer/South/
CN/MS along with GE Officials & Railway Officials.  For 
this section RDSO has already issued a consultancy report 
(RDSO/2011/GE: CR 0148) to Southern Railway in May 
2011. During joint inspection various observations were 
made and accordingly suggestions for measures to be 
taken further were sent to Railways on 21.05.19.       
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PROGRESS OF ‘ONGOING’ PROJECTS/
ACTIVITIES

 � DESIGN METHODOLOGY & SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT FOR RAILWAY 
FORMATION DESIGN 

The scope of the project to be taken up under 
TMIR with IIT/Roorkee includes:

 � Design of formation for axle load of 25t and 
32.5t for various soil groups with and without 
use of Geo-synthetics. The design will include 
thickness of various layers i.e. Ballast, Blanket 
layer, prepared subgrade, lower subgrade, side 
slope and berms etc.

 � Development of user friendly optimum design 
of formation with variable input data of subsoil, 
fill material, axle load, speed and properties 
of Geosynthetics. Manual Design as well as 
software for the same will be developed.

Project discussed in detail during MICC meeting 
on 11.12.19. It was suggested that scope of project also 
needs to be reviewed taking into consideration of axle 
load upto 25t and for passenger trains upto160 kmph 
speed. Since IIT/Roorkee does not have required 
actuator testing facility as per project requirement, 
during meeting, it was discussed that lab testing 
facility for validating the numerical model can be 
checked with IIT/Kharagpur also. Professor, IIT/
Kharagpur has verbally informed that a new facility 
(machine) might have to be created to conduct the 
required testing as per project requirement.

Vide letter no. GE/GEN/130 Vol-II dated 
17.12.19 also; IIT/Kharagpur requested to provide 
details of the project requirements & necessary 
testing facilities available at IIT/Kharagpur. Details of 
coaches/wagon as desired by IIT KGP were provided 
to them by email dated 14 & 15.01.2020.

Project discussed in detail with Dr. N.S. Vyas, 
Chairman/TMIR at IIT/Kanpur on 21.02.2020. 
Detailed discussion regarding feasibility of the project 
along with test facility required held with Professor, 
IIT/Kharagpur on 28.02.2020. Further discussions 
were held with IIT Kanpur also in this regard.

IIT/Kanpur submitted project proposal on 
‘Development of Model and Design Methodology 
for Railway Formation and validation using full Scale 
Study’ by email on 20.03.2020. Discussions were 
held with Prof. N.R.Patra /IITK and suggestions/
comments on the proposal were submitted to IIT/
Kanpur for further incorporation in project proposal. 
Accordingly IIT/Kanpur submitted final proposal 
incorporating the suggestions of GE Directorate. The 
same has been submitted to Chairman/MICC for 
approval.

 � USE OF STEEL SLAG AS RAILWAY TRACK 
BALLAST

Scope 

	To explore the feasibility of using Steel Slag as 
Railway Track ballast by conducting field trials.

	Trial has been proposed for feasibility study with

 � Tata Steel Plant (LD Slag) at Ghamariya 
yard in South Eastern Railway &

 � Essar Steel Plant (EAF Slag) in Western 
Railway

	Work is to be carried out in association with 
Central Road Research Institute (CRRI) as 
instructed by Railway Board & in pursuance to 
the directions of NITI Aayog in this regard.

  Status

	Technical R&D Proposal as submitted by 
CRRI, framed in consultation with RDSO has 
been submitted to Chairman MICC/TMIR for 
approval. The project is of 3 years’ time period.

	After sanction/allotment of fund, project work 
will be carried out, which include field trial by 
concerned Zonal Railway. 

TRAINING OF ZONAL RAILWAYS 
OFFICIALS

Total eleven (11) no. of training courses on “Formation 
Rehabilitation and Quality Control for Railway Projects” 
were organized from April’2019 to March’2020 for 
officials of Zonal Railways. Total 95 officials (26 Officers 
& 69 Supervisors) participated in these courses. Hands-
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on training in soil testing was also provided to the 
participants, which will give technical support to them 
in addressing the geotechnical field problems of Zonal 
Railways. These courses are of immense benefit to the 
officials of open line and construction organization of 
engineering department involved in new line doubling, 
gauge conversion, embankment widening, tunneling and 
rehabilitation works.

CONSULTANCIES / INSPECTION 
REPORTS ISSUED 

During the year 2019-20, four (04) consultancies/
inspection reports were issued to different Zonal Railways 
for various field problem faced by them, which will help 
them in addressing these field problems.  Details of 
Consultancy Reports issued are given in Appendix-I.

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING 
LABORATORY

Geotechnical Engineering Laboratory of RDSO 
performed total One Thousand Two Hundred Sixty 
Eight (1268) tests on Seventy Nine (79) soil samples and 
issued 36 Reports during the year 2019-20. These test 
results are used in formulation of consultancy reports to 
Zonal Railways. Some of the major tests conducted for 
the problems referred by Zonal Railways during 2019-20 
are as follows:

 � Tri-axial Shear                   
 � CBR                                  
 � Direct Shear                      
 � Un-drained Cohesion UCC    
 � Soil Classification               

 � OMC/MDD     
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RESEARCH,  DESIGNS & 
DEVELOPMENT

The Metallurgical and Chemical (M&C) 
Directorate caters to the R&D requirements of Indian 
Railways by conducting research, evaluation, testing and 
standardization of different materials with the objective to 
employ most efficient, cost effective and reliable material 
for Indian Railways. It has the expertise for conducting 
Metallurgical & Chemical Investigation of Cases involving 
accidents, derailments, traffic detention etc. M&C 
Directorate also imparts training to Railway personnel in 
the field of Non-Destructive Testing, Welding Technology, 
Corrosion Prevention and failure analysis to equip them 
with the latest development.

SAFETY
Safety is one of the prime objectives of Indian 

railways. Safe running of train is not only required for 
passenger’s safety, but it is also essential so as to avoid huge 
loss incurred by Indian railways due to accidents. M&C 
Directorate plays a major role for safe operations of trains. 
The major contributions of M&C Directorate in this field 
are as follows:

 � FAILURE INVESTIGATION
M&C Directorate has investigated 128 samples in the 
last financial year, involving accidents, derailments, 
traffic detention and unusual recurrence as referred 
by CRS, Zonal Railways, PUs, Railway Board etc. to 
identify the causes of failure and where ever possible 
remedial measures/recommendations were given in 
terms of material & design modification.  Investigation 
Report also includes the type of corrective action to 
be taken to eliminate the cause of failures and thus 
plays a vital role in improving reliability and safety of 
rolling stock.

SOME IMPORTANT FAILURE 
INVESTIGATION CASES IN 2019-2020
	� Investigation Case No. 115/19

Two broken pieces of Improved SEJ (tongue rail), 
counter to each other, were received from Raipur 
division for metallurgical investigation. 

METALLURGICAL 
& CHEMICAL

Metallurgy of improved SEJ tongue rail does not 
conform to the relevant specification in terms 
of the absence of hardening zone in the head 
portion. The failure of SEJ tongue rail sample may 
be attributed to initiation of fatigue crack from the 
stress concentration near to the transition zone of 
sharp machined edge followed by failure in a sudden 
crystalline manner during service.

Recommendations

 � Proper heat treatment shall be carried out to 
obtain the desired hardened zone as per relevant 
specification / drawing.

 � Sharp edge formation during machining of SEJ 
tongue railshall be avoided which is very prone 
for generation of fatigue crack during service.

115/19/1
115/19/2

Intact end Saw cut end

Fig.1. Photograph showing broken ISEJ tongue rail after 
alignment of the received samples

Fig.2. Photograph showing fracture initiation location 
near to the transition zone of machined edge

115/19/1 115/19/2

Shiny impression 
marks

Transition zoneof  
sharpmachined edge
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Fig.3. Photograph showing crystalline fracture face containing fatigue zone near the transition zone of machined edge

Fatigue zone

a b

	� Investigation Case No. 105/19
A wheel set with presence of crack on one of the discs 
was received from North Western Railway, Ajmer for 
metallurgical investigation.
Metallurgical properties of failed wheel disc conform 
to the specification. The failure of wheel disc may be 
attributed to presence of inherent slag entrapment 
which is a manufacturing defect. The slag entrapment 
at a distance of about 54mm from the tread surface 
(measured after opening of the crack), might have 
acted as a nucleus for initiation of crack followed by 
propagation towards the tread and web portion of the 
wheel.
Recommendation
On line ultrasonic testing shall be carried out 
meticulously to check the slag entrapment which is an 
inherent manufacturing deficiency.

Fig.4  Photograph showing presence of crack on one of the 
wheel discs

Fig.5 Photograph showing crack traversing from the tread 
towards the web portion of wheel

Fig.6  Photograph showing initiation of fracture 
after opening of the transverse crack

 � DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
NDT Training Centre is imparting training to 
supervisors from Engineering & Mechanical Deptt. of 
Zonal Railways and PUs in the field of ultrasonic testing 
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of Railway track & Rolling Stock components. During 
the year 2019-20, NDT Training Centre trained 265 
USFD operators in Rail & Rail Welding, 318 Ultrasonic 
operators in Axle & Wheels testing from various Indian 
Railway Workshops & PUs. Besides this, 412 ultrasonic 
operators of various outsourcing agencies have been 
trained and certified on payment basis.

 � BENCHMARKING OF RAIL CUM ROAD 
VEHICLE (RCRV) FOR ULTRASONIC TESTING 
OF RAIL & WELD. (FIRST TIME IN INDIAN 
RAILWAY)

Benchmarking of Rail cum Road Vehicle (RCRV) 
for Ultrasonic Testing of Rail & Weld at the speed 
of 40 Kmph has been done successfully by Non 
Destructive Testing (NDT) section of M&C Dte 
first time in Indian Railways and system has been 
approved by the nodal Directorate i.e Track Design 
Dte. This technology is introduced first time in 
India  and  the technology will enhance the speed of 
Ultrasonic testing for monitoring the Railway track 
as compared to manual Ultrasonic testing of Railway 
Track at a speed of 5-6 Track Km/day /equipment.

 � INDIGENOUS DEVELOPMENT OF DIGITAL 
ULTRASONIC SINGLE AND DOUBLE RAIL 
TESTER WITH B-SCAN FACILITY. (FIRST TIME 
IN INDIAN RAILWAY)

Developmental work for Digital Ultrasonic Single and 
Double Rail Tester as per revised specifications with 
new technology i.e. B-Scan (continuous recording 
facility upto 50km), GPS location, Real time 
recording for future analysis etc has been successfully 
completed. All the 3 nos. of existing vendors who 

Photograph showing RCRV

have upgraded their Digital Ultrasonic Single and 
Double Rail Testers as per revised specifications 
have been approved for manufacturing & supply of 
the equipment to Indian Railways. The Ultrasonic 
Testing of Railway Track with B-Scan technology is 
introduced first time in Indian Railway history. This 
new technology will enhance reliability of testing.

Photograph showing Digital Ultrasonic Single Rail 
Tester new technology B-Scan
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 Photograph showing Digital Ultrasonic Double Rail 
Tester new technology B-Scan

STANDARDIZATION OF 
SPECIFICATION

 � Paint Testing and Corrosion Engineering Lab of 
M&C Directorate in compliance of Parliament 
question (Diary no.2227 dated 03.07.2019) related to 
death of four passengers succumbing to unbearable 
heat onboard Kerala Express, has taken up steps to 
modernize the coaches with a view to make them 
more resistant to extreme heat and temperature and 
provide comfort to the passengers. 

In view of the above, M&C Dte has examined the 
technical feasibility of IS specn no. 17218:2019 
of “Solar Thermo-Reflective Exterior Coating for 
Cooling Roof Top”  for application on roof top of 
coaches intended for heat reduction in order to 
provide comfort to the passengers. Accordingly, 
S.C.Rly, S.Rly, N.Rly & N.C.Rly have been nominated 
by Rly Bd for trial application on roof top of ICF 
design Non AC coaches for its application. A Coach 
no.09455 painted by S.C.Rly is shown in Fig.1 & 2

    

The main concept of “Solar Thermo-Reflective 
Coating” is to take advantage of special Near Infrared 
Reflecting Pigments (NIR) which is capable of 
absorbing the IR radiations from Sun followed by 
reflecting the same almost 65% since IR radiation is 
about 53% responsible for heating as shown in Fig.-3. 
It is because of this the roof becomes cool and hence 
helps in making rooftop cooler than others.

Fig.3

After application of the “Solar Thermo-Reflective 
coating”, the temperature in the compartment will be 
approximately 90C lower than the roof temperature 
compared to uncoated roof tops as claimed. This 
will give a relief from high temperature for Non-AC 
compartment passenger and for AC compartments 
there will be saving of electricity by 30-35% and 
reduction in global warming.

 � Quality audit on exterior painting of coaches for 
06  carriage repair workshops(Alambagh (NR), 
Matunga (CR), Liluah (ER) Lalaguda (SCR) & 
Gorakhpur(NER)) and 03 Production Units(RCF/
KXH, ICF/Chennai & MCF/RBL) of Indian 

Fig.2

Fig.1
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Railways was carried out and recommendations 
for improvement in quality of exterior painting of 
coaches was submitted to Railway Board through 
Carriage Dte.

CONSULTANCY
 � Associated with framing of STR for rail manufacturing 

as per requirement of IRS – T/ 12

 � Tentative Code of Procedure for Ultrasonic Testing of 
Axle to Drawing No. EMU-0-2-007 has been prepared 
and issued to Dy. CME Kachrapara/ER.

 � Tentative Code of Procedure for Ultrasonic Testing 
of Armature shaft to Drawing No. SC-0329 has been 
prepared  and issued to Dy. CCMT/LKO/NR.

 � Tentative Code of Procedure for Ultrasonic Testing 
of Axle (powered), Model UTV90TT (Phooltas) to 
Drawing No. UTVI-01 02/00 has been prepared.

 � Based on feedback from different workshops/sheds 
corrigendum to Code of Procedure No. MC- 41 “Far 
end Scanning during Ultrasonic testing of extended 
armature shaft of Traction motor type TM 4601AZ to 
Drg No F-4625779” issued.

 � Based on drawing provided by Track Machine Dte., 
six (06) nos. of Tentative Code of procedures for 
Ultrasonic Testing of Axles of different Track machines 
have been prepared & issued to Track Machines Dte.

 � 32 nos. cases of Met consultancy of Railway items for 
development of item or to sort out problems related to 
material and testing 

 � Technical comments of M&C Dte on standardization 
& finalization of USSOR Schedule under IRS: CBC 
Bridge code and CECRI Specifications for Surface 
Protection of IR Bridges submitted to B&S Dte.

 � Standardization of painting schemes of wagons 
made of Mild steel as per IS: 2062-2006 E410Cu and 
stainless steel(SS) as per IRSM: 44. reviewed and 
recommendations of M&C Dte on painting schemes 
of wagons, in the light of changes in specifications, 
submitted to Wagon Design  Dte

 � Review of draft Amendment Slip No.-1 to specification 
no. RDSO/2017/CG-01, Rev. Nil for hot coiled 
cylindrical springs for use in suspension I.R. coaches 
having FIAT Design bogies and recommendations of 
M&C Dte submitted to Carriage Dte

 � Technical comments with recommendations of M&C Dte 
submitted to Wagon Design  Dte of RDSO for revision of 
general standard specification: G-72. w. r. t clause-11 for 
painting practices of different types of wagon

INSPECTION, QUALITY AUDIT & FIELD 
TRIALS 

 � QAP &WPSS of welded bridge:  176 sets of QAP & 
WPSS of welded bridge were scrutinized and rendered 
for fabrication.

 � QAP of track items: 37 sets of QAP of track items 
ISEJ, Thick web switch, CMS crossing &  SSD  were 
scrutinized and rendered.

 � Firm’s assessment & quality audit: 32 nos.  cases 
of  Firm’s assessment & quality audit of steel bridge 
fabricator were carried out.

 � Welder certification for bridge girder:  315 nos. of 
Welder certification for bridge girder were carried out.

 � Welder certification for AT Welding:  Training & 
certification of 74 AT welders and recertification of 67 
AT welders for execution of AT welding of rails was 
carried out.

 � Standardization of Welding parameters:    
Standardization of welding parameter of flash butt 
welding of different rail section/grade for 25 nos of 
Flash Butt Welding Machines/plants working in Zonal 
Railways/RVNL/Metro Rail/DFCCL has been done by 
RDSO. 

 � Carried out Metallurgical Inspection of 50000 MT of 
bridge girder

 � Carried out Metallurgical Inspection of 5898 nos. of 
improved SEJ & Thick web switch 

 � Carried out Metallurgical Inspection of 1090 nos. of 
CMS crossings.

 � Carried out Metallurgical Inspection of 500 nos of 
LHB Wheels.

 � Carried out developmental Inspection of 445591 sets 
of GFN66 Liners

 � Carried out developmental Inspection of 633222 nos. 
of GRSP10mm thick

 � Carried out developmental Inspection of 1430 Sets of 
Nylon Cord reinforced GRSP 6mm.
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FIELD TRIALS 
 � 03 Field trials for development of portion with AT 

welding techniques offered by AT Welding portion 
manufacturers have been carried out by RDSO.

 � EVALUATION OF FIELD PERFORMANCE OF UIC 
60 kg. RAILS(880 grade) SUPPLIED BY JSPL:The joint 

inspection of JSPL/SAIL Rails alongwith Track Dte. has 
been carried out  in five nos. of different section as per  
Scheme  for recording general information, wear and 
corrosion, ultrasonic testing and other defects like 
Gauge Corner crack etc.
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RESEARCH, DESIGNS & 
DEVELOPMENT
INTRODUCTION OF ADVANCE 
TECHNOLOGY HIGH HORSE POWER 
DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE (WDG6G) 

An agreement has been signed between Indian 
Railways and M/s GE Diesel Locomotive Pvt. Ltd for 
setting up diesel locomotive factory at Marhowra, Saran 
District Bihar (India) and Procurement and Maintenance 
of Main line Diesel Electric Locomotives. Contract has 
been done for procurement and maintenance of 300 
nos. of 6000 HP and 700 nos. 4500 HP diesel electric 
locomotive. The target operational speed of the locomotive 
is 100 KMPH. These locos will be maintained in start of 
art maintenance sheds at Roza (MB division of NR) and 
Gandhidam (ADI division of WR). Out of these, Roza 
shed is already operational.

RDSO played an active role in design and drawing 
development, prototype clearance and conducted service 
worthiness trials of the locomotive. In June’2017, the 
work of design and development of 6000 HP locomotive 
was started and prototype locomotive has been accepted 
with all design verification and validation in Jan’20, duly 
meeting the target speed potential.

Railway Board sanction obtained for operation at 
provisional speed of 65 Kmph in February’20. Sanction for 
operation at 100 KMPH is under process and is expected 
shortly. The locomotive is designated Transportation 
Code ‘WDG6G’.

Equipped with latest design and technological 
features, it is the most powerful diesel locomotive 
introduced on Indian Railways, so far. It will be help if 
increasing the speed of freight trains to a great extent.
Key highlights of this Loco are as under:   

 � HVAC equipped Cab 
 � GEVO-16 Cyl. Engine with EUI Injection for 

improved fuel efficiency
 � UIC 1 Emissions compliant locomotive diesel engine
 � Alternator start Engine mounted on isolators for 

reduced vibration
 � Enhanced operator and cab amenities with four 15” 

display screens, hot plate, tool Box, Heated wind 
shield, Urinal. 

 � Separate air to air cooling circuit (split cooling) for 
optimized engine cooling.

 � LED headlights and Marker lights.

DEVELOPMENT OF 4500 HP WDAP5 
DUAL MODE LOCOMOTIVE

As per RDSO specification no.MP.0.0800.108, 
Rev-02 March 2016, DLW has manufactured a WDAP5 
dual mode locomotive no.71000. 

This is the first ever loco developed by IR on 
WDP4D platform which can work in Electric Mode (with 
rail power of 4500hp) taking power from OHE supply and 
work in Diesel Mode as well (with gross horse power of 4500 
hp). The loco has been built with traction equipment such 
as Panto, VCB, Baby Compressor, Potential Transformer, 
Traction Transformer, Line Convertor etc.(which works 
only in electric mode operation) and Diesel Engine and 
its auxiliaries, Traction Alternator, Power Rectifier, TA 
blower, etc. (which works only in Diesel Mode operation) 
and with some common equipment which works during 
both mode of loco operation (such as 2 separate DC links, 
2 Aux convertors for powering 2 sets of 5 auxiliary loads 
at 415V three phase AC viz TM blower, OCU,TOP,CWP, 
CMP, 6TMs, Driver’s Control Stand with mode selection 
switch, Locomotive control System, Brake system). It’s a 
Dual CAB loco fitted with HVAC.
The validation Tests of dual mode loco no. 71000 have 
been carried out at DLW from 12.03.2020 to 20.03.2020 
by RDSO officials. Test report issued to DLW vide letter 
no. SD.DEV. Dual Mode Loco dated 23.03.2020 for 

MOTIVE POWER
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compliance of observations, before roll-out from DLW.

Benefits of this loco are:

 � Availability of locomotives with flexibility for seamless 
operation on mixed routes

 � Reduction in detention time of locomotive on the 
traction change points to less than 15 minutes

 � Reduction of man days for shunting of locomotives at 
traction change over points

SCHEDULE & PARTICULAR 
SPECIFICATION FOR AC- AC 3000 
HP CAPE GAUGE DIESEL ELECTRIC 
LOCOMOTIVE FOR EXPORT

M/s RITES‘s requested vide their letter No. RITES / 
Expo / 05 / MOZ / 3000HPLOCO, dated 04.12.2018, for 
development of 3000 HP AC – AC traction Cape gauge 
diesel electric locomotive for export to Mozambique. In 
this regard, RDSO has prepared a specification no. MP-
0.0800.115 (Rev.00) May, 2019 for above locomotive. The 
Cape gauge loco shall have the following important salient 
features.

	Mixed service
	Max. Operating speed of 100 km/h
	Locomotive weight 120 t
	Maximum TE 40000 Kg

	ACTM

Specification was issued to RITES and DLW for 
manufacture at DLW, Varanasi

DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT OF BOGIE 
FOR AC-AC CAPE GAUGE LOCOMOTIVE 
FOR EXPORT TO MOZAMBIQUE 
RAILWAYS
Based on the requirements of DLW for export of cape gauge 
locomotives to Mozambique through RITES, RDSO developed 
Cape Gauge bogie with following design features:

 � Co-Co tri-mount bogie, easily negotiate sharp curves
 � Inter-axle equaliser arrangement
 � AC traction motor
 � Fabricated bogie frame
 � Clasp type conventional brake rigging

A complete set of Bogie drawings were prepared and provided 
to DLW, vide letter no. SV. Export. Mozambique dated 
10.04.2019.

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS (FEA) & 
DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF MODIFIED 
CAPE GAUGE LOCOMOTIVE BOGIE 
FOR EXPORT REQUIREMENT OF 
AUSTRALIA

 � RDSO has developed a design of CG bogie compatible 
with old serviceable WDM2/3A locomotives, to be 
supplied to Australia as per export requirements of 
RITES (ref: MOM of DG/RDSO with GM/DLW at 
DLW on 13th Sept’19). 

 � FEA of bogie frame has been done with 
implementation of critical load cases. Stress values 
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are within the permissible limit from strength point 
of view. 

 � Dynamic simulation has been done. Values observed 
with VI-Rail software at 90 km/h are within the limit.

Stress Pattern in modified Cape gauge Bogie Frame for 
Export to Australia

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT OF 
FABRICATED SG BOGIE FOR OLD 
SERVICEABLE HHP LOCO

 � DLW, vide letter no. DLW/MKTG/81. 1/Fabricated 
SG Bogie dated 21.11.2019 requested RDSO to 
Develop the Fabricated SG Bogie for old serviceable 
HHP Loco as advised by Railway board.

 � Accordingly, suitable design modification using 3D 
CAD model has been undertaken in the SG Fabricated 
bogie designed by RDSO for old serviceable HHP 
Locomotives. 

 � Based on feasibility study, modification has 
been done in solid model of Bogie Frame. Finite 
Element Analysis (FEA) has been carried out 
with implementation of critical load cases. Stress 
values are within the permissible limit strength 
point of view.

 � Dynamic simulation of this bogie with HHP locomotive 
shown satisfactory riding behavior of locomotive 
and accordingly, drawings have been issued to DLW. 
However, as per requirement of DLW, 3rd party design 
verification will be undertaken deploying experts 
professional agency, is under process.

DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNICAL 
SPECIFICATION OF 2000T-M (200T) 
CAPACITY TELESCOPIC TYPE JIB 
CRANE FOR IR & DFC

As per directives of Railway Board vide letter no. 
2018/M(M&P)/7/(DM) dated 22.01.2019, a technical 
specification for 2000t-m(200T) Capacity Telescopic type 
Jib crane for IR & DFC was prepared for procuring 21 nos. 
cranes from global tender.  The salient features of cranes 
are as follows:

 � Upgraded & advance design cranes with telescopic 
boom and higher capacity which can be used to 
restoring accidents in long tunnels as well as on 
electrified multiple lines of IR as well as DFC with 
Quadruple lines. 

 � Working radius of the jib/boom upto 23 meters to 
work in four-line scenario. 

 � Telescopic boom to provide versatility at breakdown 
site especially in cuttings, tunnels & under OHE etc.

 � Cabin controlled, free adjustable outrigger arms 
and propping cylinders stroke, free adjustable 
counterweight, based on lift requirements, Remote 
controlled rigging condition, interlocked with cabin 
control.

 � Independent slewing of counterweight feature while 
working in tunnels, cuttings & other restricted areas.

 � Automatic-cant compensation feature & self-levelling 
of under-frame on grades & curves without reduction 
of capacity of crane in FOR. 

 � Additional tunnel fork attachment which can be fixed 
to main hook/boom to enable handling of a derailed 
stock in a tunnel

The technical specification for procurement of Telescopic 
Jib crane has been approved by Railway Board and 
procurement is under process by COFMOW.
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DESIGN VALIDATION OF MODIFIED WAG11 
LOCOMOTIVE (HAVING COMPLETE SHELL, 
TRANSFORMER  AND OTHER EQUIPMENT 
OF WAG9 LOCOMOTIVE AND BOGIE OF 
WDG4 LOCO)

Vide letter number DLW/D&D/Gen./HHP.Elect 
conversion dated 18.03.2019, DLW requested RDSO to 
carryout Weight Balancing, Check Curve Negotiability 
and Validate Strength of Structure of modified WAG11 
locomotive. Based on the 3D-geometrical models provided 
by DLW, RDSO carried out the design validation, as above.
FEA has been done through linear Static analysis to find out 
the stress value in structure at different loading condition, 
using Finite Element model generated on Hypermesh and 
solved on Radioss. Based on the study, RDSO suggested 
the improvements in the design of underframe.
RDSO recommendation on the design validation, were 
issued to DLW vide letter No.SD.HHP.Conversion dt. 
15.04.19 & 29.04.19

THIRD COMBINED DMG MEETING 
3rd Combined DMG meeting was organised 

successfully at Secunderabad on 20/21.12.2019 after a 
gap of 5 years. In this meeting AM(L)/RB, GM/SCR, 
PCEE/SCR, EDME/Tr./RB, PCME/SCR, PCME/DLW, 
ED/MP/RDSO, CMPEs from Zonal Railways and other 
officers participated. Discussions on 19 agenda items 
took place and recommendations finalised. Draft minutes 
were submitted to Railway Board on 29-12-2019. These 
recommendations will be very helpful in improving 
reliability of diesel locos.

REPORT ON INVESTIGATION AND 
FAILURE ANALYSIS OF POWER 
ASSEMBLY OF HHP LOCOMOTIVES

There have been spurt of engine related component 
failures, and in particular, power assembly failures during 
the past three years in HHP Diesel locomotives. Due to 
multiple developments and changes related to power 
assembly working area, during the same period, Zonal 
Railways were finding it difficult to arrive at the root cause 
of failures.

The issue was discussed at length during the meeting of 
GM/DLW and DG/RDSO on 11th June 2019 and further 
during the Railway Board Video conference with Zonal 
Railways, DLW and RDSO on 14th June 2019. It was 
decided to form a committee representing RDSO, DLW 
and Zonal Railways for analysis of failures of engine 
components of HHP Diesel locomotives.

According, detailed research and analysis was conducted 
by committee, initially for cylinder Liners, Piston and 
Piston rings, which constitutes the major part of power 
assembly failures and report no. MP-Misc.313, Feb-
2016 (Rev-00) on Investigation and Failure Analysis Of 
Power Assembly of HHP Locomotives was prepared by 
committee.

Report no. MP-Misc.-348, Oct-19 has been finalised 
and circulated to Zonal Railways on 17-10-2019.The 
recommendation in the report are of great help in 
improving the reliability of power assemblies in HHP 
locomotives.

MEASURES TO  IMPROVE   AUXILIARY 
POWER UNIT UTILIZATION

The Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) as an add on unit, 
comprising of Small DG Engine, Alternator, Compressor 
and associated control units, facilitates shut down main 
engine automatically based on monitoring of the engine 
and electrical parameters while loco is idling at standstill 
condition and will keep the locomotive in a state of 
readiness for operation at very short notice. APU while 
running maintains the MR Pressure and charge the battery 
during main engine shut down condition. This helps in 
fuel savings of loco.
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RDSO has set target to achieve 50% APU Utilization. At 
present, the APU utilization has improved from 23% in 
April’19 to 40% in Mar’20.

To improve the utilization, following actions have been 
taken by RDSO.

 � Zonal Railways have been advised to sensitize the crew to 
increase the opportunity of utilization of APU.

 � Major causes of unavailability of APU system of 
ALCO loco such as APU compressor faulty, etc. has 
been identified. In this connection, M/s Medha has 
conducted a study in VSKP yard and has started 
masking the unnecessary APU compressor faulty 
message, which prohibits APU to restart through 
software update and approx. 40% of the fleet has been 
covered. 

 � SMS and Email alert has been enabled for Power 
Controller to improve the APU Utilization on account 
of crew.

DEVELOPMENT OF TRACTION 
ALTERNATOR-RECTIFIER TA9906AZ 
FOR AC-AC 3000HP CAPE GAUGE 
EXPORT LOCOMOTIVES AS PER RDSO’S 
PARTICULAR SPECIFICATION NO. MP-
0.0800-115(REV.-00), MAY 2019

RDSO in association with DLW is developing 3000hp 
Cape Gauge Export Locomotive. 
In this regard, a meeting was held between RDSO DLW 
and BHEL on 11-09-2019 regarding design finalisation 
Traction Alternator-Rectifier and Traction motor. 
In line with above MOM, the offered design of Traction 
Alternator-Rectifier type TA9906AZ furnished by M/s 
BHEL/Bhopal has been cleared by RDSO on 04-11-
2019 for development and implementation in cape 
gauge Locomotive. BHEL has confirmed that they are in 
process of development of Traction Alternator-Rectifier. 
This will widen IR presence globally in the field of export 
locomotives.
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RESEARCH, DESIGNS & 
DEVELOPMENT
 RDSO recognizes that its employees are the 
most valuable assets. The main objective of Personnel 
Directorate is to create a conducive environment in 
the organization so as to enable employees in devoting 
undivided attention to its core work of Research & Design.
 Primarily dealing with establishment work of the 
organization, the main functions & responsibilities of 
the Personnel Directorate in RDSO are to look into the 
welfare of employees, maintain cordial industrial relations, 
conducting man power planning, providing trained 
manpower, conducting selections for career progress, 
arranging & finalizing settlement dues & providing 
relief in the event of death or otherwise etc. Formulation 
of Recruitment & Promotion Rules alongwith its 
implementation also falls within the purview of Personnel 
Department.

MANPOWER STRENGTH OF RDSO AS 
ON 01.04.2020 

Category Sanctioned Strength Working Strength
A 223 170
B 167 110
C 2012 1602
D 866 670

DISPOSAL OF WORK IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH CITIZEN CHARTER/ISO NORMS
 Being an ISO 9001:2015 certified organization, 
transparency, efficiency & time-bound disposal of work 
are the core values of RDSO which personifies the 
system warranted by ISO norms. Certain prominent HR 
activities like compassionate appointment, payment of 
settlement dues, issuance of NOC for various purposes, 
PF withdrawal, cases of own request transfer etc. are 
disposed within a specified time as specified under citizen 
charter/ISO norms.  These time limits are being strictly 
adhered to. 

WELFARE ACTIVITIES
 � Grievance Redressal System

Full-fledged Welfare Section is functioning in RDSO. 
The core work of the Welfare Section is to assist the 
staff in matters of their day-to-day importance. 

Their complaints are registered and forwarded to 
respective officers, disposal of which is monitored by 
the welfare cell and regularly reviewed by the higher 
authorities so as to ensure their timely disposal. 

GRIEVANCE ADALAT

 � Encouraging Competition Amongst The Staff & Their 
Families

Drawing, Painting, Quiz & Essay competitions were 
organized this year by Staff Benefit Fund Committee 
for employees and their family members to encourage 
healthy level of competitive attitude among them.            

ASSOCIATIONS FOR GRIEVANCE 
REDRESSAL

With a view to maintain cordial relations amongst 
staff as well as Officers in RDSO, meeting with various 
Associations are held on a regular basis. The aim of these 
Associations is to strive for harmonious relationship 
between the staff & administration in various staff matters.   

Following Officers & Staff Associations are functioning in RDSO :

 � RDSO Officers’ Association
 � RDSO Promotee Officers’ Association
 � RDSO Class Three Staff Association
 � Junior Subordinate Staff Association
 � RDSO SC/ST Employees Association
 � RDSO OBC Employees Association

COMPASSIONATE GROUND 
APPOINTMENTS

Compassionate Appointment cases are also dealt 
with on priority basis. Following registration of requests, 
concerted efforts are made for timely finalization of such 
cases. For the financial year 2018-19 no compassionate 

PERSONNEL
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ground appointment related grievance is pending in 
RDSO. Even no grievance received in Compassionate 
Adalat held in last years.

TIMELY FINALIZATION OF 
SETTLEMENT CASES

Our main objective is to pay 100% settlement amount 
to retiring employee on the last working day of the month. 
In the settlement function, organized for the retiring staff, 
all dues & documents alongwith gold-plated medal are 
presented to them. Due to the utmost care & prompt action 
being taken in payment of settlement dues, no genuine 
grievance received in Pension Adalat held in last years. 

STATUS OF IMPLEMENTATION OF 
RESERVATION POLICY

The Reservation Policy related to reserved 
community candidates as applicable in the cases of 
Recruitment & Promotions under Govt. of India is 
being implemented by this organization. All privileges, 
concessions, relaxations to the reserved community 
candidates such as presence of reserved community 
member in the Selection Board, facility of pre-selection 
coaching, relaxation of marks in selection post including 
policy of Best Amongst Failed etc are also being observed 
by this organization while granting promotion. 

A  JAG/Selection Grade officer has been 
nominated as Liaison Officer/Reservation. Main 
responsibility of the LOR is to watch implementation of 
various policies of Govt. made for the benefit & upliftment 
of reserved community employees. Separate Reservation 
Cell is functioning in this organization. All proposals of 
Direct Recruitment and Promotions are routed through 
this section. Reservation Cell is also conducting periodical 
inspection of communal rosters maintained for various 
posts and ensures implementation of various safeguards 
provided to Reserve Community Candidates.

A full-fledged SC/ST Staff Association is 
functioning in RDSO. The aim of the Association is to 
strive for harmonious relationship between the Reserve 
Community employees & the administration in all matters 
of common concern & to safeguard the interests, rights and 
privileges of the SC/ST employees in matters relating to their 
employment & improvement of their service conditions.

HR HIGHLIGHTS
 � Women’s Empowerment 

 � Various programs were held on the issue of 
women empowerment during the period 1st 

March 2020 with the slogan “Each For Equal”. 
This included a talk show of DG/RDSO with 
Lucknow Doordarshan and address on the legal 
rights of women by senior practicing high court 
advocate Ms. Nandita Kumar and also a march by 
RDSO women employee.

 � A women empower camp was organized by Staff 
Benefit Fund in December 2019 in which women 
employees of the organization visited Dudhawa 
National Park. 

Women Empowerment Camp Visit to Dudwa National 
Park

Campaign - Each for Equal

 � Initiatives for improving work culture and 
environment at work place 

 � A help desk was arranged to assist the RDSO 
pensioners in registration, entry of data and 
printing of UMID card.

 � In house module for on-line D&AR clearance has 
been developed, 

 � 100% digitization of service records.
 � A Grievance Adalat was held on 30.10.2019 in 

Vigilance Aware Week. Personnel Officers were 
present in the Adalat to hear and  address the 
grievances received.  

 � Pension Adalat was held on 23.08.2 and 
16.12.2019.

 � Compassionate Adalat was held on 11.11.2019

 � Service Record Pakhwara was held on 16.08.2019 
to 27.08.2019. All the willing staff have been shown 
their Service Records.
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RESEARCH, DESIGNS & 
DEVELOPMENT

POWER 
SUPPLY & EMU 

INTRODUCTION OF FIRST EVER 
INDIGENOUS AIR-CONDITIONED EMU 
RAKE WITH 3 PHASE PROPULSION 
SYSTEM

After tests & trials, India’s first ever indigenous 
Air-conditioned AC 12 Car EMU rake equipped with state 

The salient features of this rake are:

	Safety features:

 � Automatic, Electric operated sliding plug doors.
 � Vestibuled 6 coaches.
 � ETB (Emergency Talk back) feature in PA/PIS 

system.

	Energy Efficiency and other superior features:

 � Regenerative braking to the tune of 30%.
 � Higher continuous rated transformer (1578 

kVA).
 � Independent auxiliary converter for Air 

conditioners (RMPUs)
 � State of the art TCMS (Train Control & 

Management System) with Train Control 
Network as per IEC 61375 (WTB as Train level 
backbone and MVB at basic unit level) and 
Ethernet for data downloading.

 � State of the art Passenger Information System 
(PIS) & PA system. 

 � Remote monitoring and data downloading. 
 � Touch screen type Driver display unit.
 � Energy efficient, elegant looking LED based coach 

lighting.
 � Higher rated (300 Ah) VRLA Battery for 

improved back up.

	Better Passenger comfort: 

 � All coaches air-conditioned
 � Pneumatic suspension.
 � Wide and double sealed Glass windows for 

panoramic view.
 � Comfortable modular polycarbonate seats.
 � 2 Coaches earmarked for Ladies, certain 

seats earmarked for Senior Citizens and 
Divyangjans.

 � Air-conditioned driver cab (1.5T AC in each cab).

of the art & energy efficient 3 phase propulsion equipment 
conforming to RDSO specification, manufactured by ICF 
with BHEL electrics, and type tested by RDSO has been 
inducted in to commercial service on Western Railway. 
The train is providing much needed comfort to the 
commuters of Wester Railways. 
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LSLRD COACH FOR HOG COMPLIANT 
Indian Railways have decided to manufacture HOG 

compliant LSLRD (Second Class Cum Luggage & Brake 
Van with compartment for Divyangjan) coaches to replace 
one of the power car from HOG Loco hauled trains.  As 
there was no specification for such type of Switch Board 
Cabinet (SBC), RDSO has prepared a new specification 
no- RDSO/PE/SPEC/D/TL/0195–2019 (Rev.0), issued 
on dated 18.10.2019 and vendors for the same has also 
been developed. This will facilitate, introduction of HOG 
system by replacing one of the two Power Car to provide 
better energy efficiency as well as extra passenger capacity.

 

 

DEVELOPMENT OF LED BASED HEAD 
CODE, GPS BASED PASSENGER 
INFORMATION SYSTEM (PIS) FOR 
EMU & MEMU COACHES

EMU & MEMU coaches are equipped with LED 
based Head Code, GPS based Passenger Information 
System (PIS) conforming to RDSO specification. System 
displays name of next halting station, name of destination, 
direction of the platform and safety messages. This has 
helped passengers in the crowded suburban trains of 
Mumbai.

 

ROOF MOUNTED VENTILATION 
UNITS (RMVUS) FOR 3 PHASE AC EMU 
OF MRVC PHASE II PROJECT

AC EMU coaches under MUTP-II have been 
equipped with two Roof Mounted Ventilation Units 
(RMVUs) each to provide fresh air to limit CO2 
concentration inside the coaches under SDCL conditions 
to 700 PPM as per ASHARE stipulations. Performance of 
the RMVU’s has been reported to be very satisfactory.
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DEVELOPMENT OF 4.5 KW REGULATED 
BATTERY CHARGER (RBC) FOR LHB 
COACHES

Based on poor performance of on-board 
Regulated Battery charger (RBC) specification for 4.5 
kW, Underslung type Regulated Battery Charger (RBC) 
has been developed in June-2018 for LHB coaches. Nine 
vendors have already been developed and other vendors 
are in process of developing the product.

PROLIFERATION OF ENERGY 
EFFICIENT HOG SCHEME FOR 
MAINLINE PASSENGER COACHES

Extensive field trials of Head on generation 
(HOG) converters on WAP-7 loco have been completed. 
More than 450 trains are now successfully running on 
HOG. All the new coaches built by PU’s are now fully 
HOG compliant. Saving per Train/Annum is apprx. 
Rs.1.967 Crs.

DEVELOPMENT OF MICROPROCESSOR 
BASED SMART SWITCH BOARD 
CABINET (MSSBC) 

RDSO has developed specification for Microprocessor 
based Smart Switch Board Cabinet (MSSBC) for LHB 
EOG/HOG AC coaches. MSSBC has special features like 
compact in size, LCD touch screen display for viewing, 
monitoring and controlling parameters of air-condition, 
passenger information system and status of switchgears. 
RDSO has issued specification no. RDSO/PE/SPEC/
AC/0192-2018(Rev-0) along with Drawings and electrical 
wiring diagram for standardization. 

DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH CAPACITY 
POWER CAR (ON BOARD DA SET OF 
750 KVA)

At present, Power Car used to have 2 X 336Kw 
DG sets along with Parcel space & Guard Room. For 
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the first time in India a new High Capacity (LDSLR) 
Power Car no. NER 18711, has been manufactured with 
1 X 450KW DG set configuration manufactured at the 
Modern Coach Factory Raebarely. This Power car has 
special features, as it is HOG compliant air-conditioned 
power car accommodating 6 Divyang citizens in addition 
to Parcel space & Guard Room. This DA set is built with 
low noise configuration. 

   

DEVELOPMENT OF INDIGENOUS 
ROLLING STOCK FOR KOLKATA 
METRO

RDSO has been instrumental in design and 
development of indigenous rolling stock manufactured 
by ICF/Chennai for Kolkata Metro equipped with 3-phase 
IGBT based propulsion systems, fully suspended traction 
motor and having better safety features, better passenger 
comfort and energy efficient. Two prototype rakes have 
been put into service w.e.f. 03.04.2019. The key features 
of the stock are regenerative and dynamic braking, State 
of the Art TCMS with Train Control Network as per IEC 
61375 (ETB as Train level backbone and ECN at basic unit 

level), State-of-the-art step less master controller, State of 
the art Passenger Information System (PIS) & PA, Remote 
monitoring and data downloading, Touch screen type 
Driver display unit, Higher rated VRLA Battery for better 
back up. Introduction of these rakes on Metro Railway 
marks the beginning of a new era of 3-phase technology 
with regenerative features on 750 V DC traction based on 
Third Rail for the first time ever on IR.               

 

DESIGN APPROVAL FOR KOLKATA 
METRO ROLLING STOCK TO BE 
SUPPLIED BY M/S DALIAN, CHINA 
WITH PROPULSION SYSTEM FROM 
M/S TOSHIBA, JAPAN
  RDSO has played a pivotal role in approving the 
designs for the new Kolkata Metro Rolling Stock to be supplied 
by M/s Dalian, China with propulsion system from M/s 
Toshiba, Japan. After completion of the type tests at different 
places in China and Japan, the high end technology prototype 
rake with superior quality standards has reached Metro 
Railway, Kolkata from China via sea route in March’2019. 
The rake is likely to be put into service after completion of 
all the performance tests, oscillation & EBD tests and signal 
interference tests. A total of 14 rakes are to be supplied in this 
project against a contract of Railway Board.
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The salient features of the rakes are as under:

Salient Features:

	Max. Service speed: 80 kmph.
	Average Acceleration from 0 to 40 kmph:  0.85 m/s2.
	Average Service deceleration from 80 to 15 kmph:  1.1 

m/s2

	Propulsion system (from Toshiba, Japan).
 � 3 phase IGBT based, naturally cooled under slung.
 � Fully suspended 3-Phase asynchronous traction 

motors.
 � State-of-the-art Train Control & Management 

System (TCMS).
	Regenerative Braking.

  State-of-the-art Passenger Information System (PIS) 
& PA with Emergency Talk Back (ETB) system.

  Automatic, electrically operated sliding plug doors.
  Air-conditioning as per international standards.
  Shell and bogie as per latest international standards.
  Passenger’s surveillance system using CCTV.
  Driver’s Display Panels with touch screen.
  Disc Brakes.

RDSO has initiated development of MEMU coaches 
to be fitted with three phase propulsion equipment and 
other electrics. RCF has placed order on BHEL for 146 
sets for the supply of three phase propulsion equipment; 
ICF has also placed order on M/s Medha for 24 sets under 
slung electrics & 134 set on board electrics.

Salient Features:

	Regenerative braking
	Microprocessor based control and fault diagnostics
	State of the art TCMS (Train Control & Management 

System) with Train Control Network.
	State of the art Passenger Information System (PIS) & 

PA system
	Energy efficient, elegant looking LED based coach 

lighting
	Touch screen type Driver display unit
	Provision of air ventilation system in future
	Aerodynamic nose cone
	Wider lookout glasses
	Stainless steel grab handles

	Improved seating arrangement (polycarbonate seats) 

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT  &  
MANUFACTURE OF MEMU COACHES 
WITH 3–PHASE PROPULSION 
EQUIPMENT & CONTROL SYSTEM

RDSO is associated in design and development of 
MEMU stock with 3-Phase propulsion and control system. 
In terms of Railway Board order, M/s BEML has fabricated 
12 car prototype MEMU rake fitted with 3-phase electrics 
as per PS&EMU Directorate specification No. RDSO/
PE/SPEC/EMU/D/0163 (Rev.1)-2012 with amendments 
1, 2 & 3. Commissioning tests (Static) has already been 
completed successfully and the rake is under oscillation 
trials.

The salient features of this rake are:

	Safety Features:

 � Cab occupancy with driver’s authentication.
 � Communication between driver and Guard.
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 � Vestibuled coaches.

 � Public announcement system

	Energy Efficiency and other superior features:

 � Regenerative braking to the tune of 23%.

 � State of the art TCMS (Train Control & 
Management System) with Train Control Network 
as per IEC 61375 (WTB as Train level backbone 
and MVB at basic unit level) and Ethernet for data 
downloading.

 � State of the art Passenger Information System 
(PIS) & PA system. 

 � Touch screen type Driver display unit.

 � Energy efficient, elegant looking LED based coach 
lighting.

	Better Passenger Comfort: 

 � BLDC fans and LED based tube lights for 
improved ventilation and illumination

 � Pneumatic suspension for improved riding index.
 � Comfortable modular recron cushion material 

seats.
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RESEARCH, DESIGNS & 
DEVELOPMENT
INTRODUCTION

The Psycho-Technical Directorate is mandated to 
design, develop and standardize specialized Aptitude Test 
Batteries meant specifically for different safety categories 
i.e. ALPs, SMs, Motormen and High Speed Loco Pilots 
and is instrumental in their selection and promotion on 
Indian Railways through direct recruitment by RRBs, 
RRCs and in-service selections/promotions. The tests are 
developed to assess the requisite safety critical attributes for 
different jobs found through scientifically carried out Job 
Analysis Studies by the Directorate on periodic basis. The 
Directorate also focuses on stress management programs 
and counselling for overall well-being of safety staff and 
other employees too. The vast experience accumulated 
over 58 years of its existence has enabled the directorate to 
develop expertise in the field of human factors related to 
safety in train operation, which is unique in the country. 

For the first time the directorate conducted 
Aptitude test in Computer based mode for a record 
number of candidates for the post of ALPs in compliance 
to Board’s order for achieving computerisation in Aptitude 
testing. Testing in CBT mode was also conducted for 
RRCs, PSUs and Metro Rail Corporations too and this has 
now become a regular feature. 

Some of the notable achievements of the year 
(2019-20) are as under:

APTITUDE TESTS IN CBT MODE
The directorate has taken great strides in 

conforming to the digital India initiative and conducted 
Aptitude tests in CBT mode for the first time for RRBs, 
RRCs, in-service selections/ promotions and Metro 
Railways too. 

Details of Aptitude testing conducted in CBT mode are 
given below:-

PSYCHO-TECHNICAL 
 � Aptitude test for ALPs was held for the first time in 

CBT mode on 10.05.2019 and 21.05.2019 (for Odisha 
candidates who were effected by Fani cyclone) on pan 
India basis, in which 1,71,222 number of candidates 
appeared. Result processing and sample checking 
was done very promptly and same was advised to 
RRBs within 05 days from the date of exam.

 � As a consultancy to DFCCIL, CBT mode of testing 
was conducted on 26.08.2019 for 585 candidates for 
recruitment of Executive Operating category of staff. 

 � Aptitude test for in-service selection/promotion 
of ALPs through GDCE (Group Departmental 
Competitive Exam) for RRC/SECR/Bilaspur was 
successfully conducted for the first time in CBT 
mode in a single shift on 20.11.2019 at Raipur. 648 
number of candidates appeared for the test. 

 � For selection/promotion of Station Masters through 
GDCE for RRC/SWR/Hubli, Aptitude test was 
conducted in CBT mode for the first time on 11.01.2020 
in which 326 number of candidates appeared. 

 � For Metro Rail Corporations too, Aptitude test for 
recruitment of Station Controllers/Train Operators 
and Traffic Controllers for Maha Mumbai Metro 
(M3) was also conducted from 22nd to 24th of 
January 2020 in CBT mode for the first time in which 
784 candidates appeared.  

 � For in-service selection selection/promotion of 
Station Masters through GDCE for RRC/Jabalpur/
WCR, 506 were screened in CBT mode on 02.03.2020.

PSYCHOLOGICAL SCREENING OF 
CANDIDATES FOR SELECTION/
PROMOTION OF SAFETY CATEGORIES 
STAFF

For in-service selection/promotion, 797 number 
for ALPs, 1865 number for ASMs and 1688 number for 
Motormen have been tested through paper-pencil mode.

SCREENING OF LOCO PILOTS FOR 
DEPLOYMENT ON TRAINS WITH 
SPEED MORE THAN 110 KMPH

Loco Pilots prior to deployment on high speed 
trains are screened on indigenously developed Computer 
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Aided Driver’s Aptitude Test (CADAT) battery which 
taps safety critical cognitive and psycho-motor attributes 
using different tests like Complex Reaction Time, Form 
Perception test, Group Bourden test, Speed Perception 
test and Visual Differentiating Attention Test. The number 
of Loco Pilots screened on this system in year 2019-20 was 
590. Apart from this, 60 Loco Pilots from Kota division of 
WCR were also screened as a special drive as per orders of 
Railway Board in view of increased speed of trains due to 
the introduction of LHB rakes.  

CONSULTANCY 
Consultancy to KRCL, DFCCIL, RITES and various 

Metro Railways is provided on regular basis. The number 
of candidates tested for various Metros in 2019-20 for 
selection of various categories of staff was 1030 and the 
total consultancy amount earned was Rs.29.86 lakhs.

APTITUDE TEST DEVELOPMENT FOR 
ENRICHMENT OF TEST BATTERIES

 � A new test of Power of Observation was developed 
and used in the selection of ALPs through RRB in 
CBT mode.

 � One objective type test of Group embedded figure 
test was developed and used for selection in Metro 
Railways.

 � One test each of Perceptual Speed, Memory and 
Power of observation have been developed and used 
for selection in Metro Railways. 

 � Development of dynamic computerized tests for 
safety categories- Out of the 10 newly developed tests 
6 have been standardised  and data collection from 

field is going on for the standardisation of the rest of 
the tests of battery.

ON-GOING PROJECTS
The directorate has taken up the following projects:

 � A study on SPAD analysis and suggestive measures 
has been taken up by the directorate. Data for analysis 
of SPAD cases of last five years has been collected 
from all Zonal Railways. Human factor is the focus 
of the study.

 � Development of test battery for very high speed train 
Loco Pilots: Two licenses of Vienna Test system are 
being procured for study and research purpose which 
will help in development of indigenous test battery for 
screening of very high speed train Loco Pilots.

DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTERISED 
PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSONALITY 
TESTING FACILITY AT PSYCHO-
TECHNICAL LAB

 � Computerised version of Rorschach, a projective test 
of Personality, has been procured for testing of safety 
category staff to analyse the causes of unsafe behaviour 
patterns and other underlying issues. It is also being 
used for research purposes.

 � Computerised version of NEO PIR, a questionnaire 
based test of personality has also been procured for 
research purposes. 

 � Directorate’s link on www.rdso.indianrailways.gov.
in: For the benefit of the candidates appearing for the 
post of ASMs, ALPs, MMs and for Metro Railways, a 
link of sample tests of various Aptitude test batteries 
applicable for paper-pencil mode is provided on 
RDSO’s website. In case of CBT mode, a demo link 
is provided replicating test pattern which is made 
available before the actual test that aids in generating 
awareness about the pattern of the tests. Demo links 
were prepared and uploaded prior to all Aptitude 
tests conducted in CBT mode in 2019-20 which were 
uploaded on RRBs/RRCs/Rail PSUs/Metro Rails 
websites.
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RESEARCH,   DESIGNS  & 
DEVELOPMENT
QA/MECHANICAL

INTRODUCTION
Quality Assurance (Mech.) Directorate formed in Sep’ 

2002 segregating R & D activities from those of purchase 
inspection, vendor development etc. This Directorate has 
following functions and roles:

FUNCTION & ROLE
 � Inspection of wagons against orders by Railway board 

&Non Railway customers.

 � Inspection of safety item for IR & also for Non Railway 
customers having bearing on safety of train running.

 � Facilitating IR by making available vendors for 
critical & safety items/subassemblies, involving Fresh 
approval of vendor (As per policy of Railway Board).

 � Quality Audits of registered vendors’ facilities to 
ensure that these are in conformance with stipulated 
requirements.

 � Biannual publication of vendor directory on RDSO’s 
web portal, covering items dealt by QA, Motive Power, 
Wagon, Carriage & M&C Directorate. 

 � Upgradation of Schedule of Technical Requirements 
(STRs) from time to time.

 � Providing technical assistance to the manufacturers 
producing critical & safety related items. 

 � Consultancy charges for wagons.

IMPORTANT PROJECT/WORK DONE
MULTI SOURCING

RDSO design directorates are engaged in 
technological upgradation of the items/subassemblies. 
In the process, new items are developed along with few 
vendors (say 2 to 3). Further the multi-sourcing is being 
done by QA Directorate to ensure easy availability of 
supplies at competitive prices. 

QUALITY 
ASSURANCE

VENDOR DIRECTORY
QA(Mech.) Directorate compiles vendor directory for 

the items dealt by following Directorates.

 � QA(Mechanical) 

 � Motive Power

 � Wagon

 � Carriage

 � Metallurgical & Chemical

The vendor directory is published twice a year i.e. 
on 1st January and 1st July and is available at RDSO’s 
web portal for Railway users/RDSO vendors. Monthly 
correction slips are also posted at RDSO Website for easy 
reference of users. 

INSPECTION OF ITEMS
Vide Railway Board guidelines QA (Mech.) Directorate 

has been assigned the job of inspection of critical and safety 
related items (Rly. Board’s letter No. 92/M(L)/466/2706 Dt. 
5.8.99 & 91/M(C)/137/23 dated 24.11.2000).

As on date, this directorate has 31 no of items in its control.

QUALITY AUDIT OF RAILWAY UNITS 
A system of Quality Audit at Railway Units is 

followed to have interaction with Railway units & to 
ensure conformance to the requirement of laid down work 
instructions & maintenance practices. During the year 
areas like corrosion repair the coaches, CTRB overhauling, 
interior furnishing coaches, ICF bogie overhauling has been 
considered for Quality Audit. The observation of the audit is 
briefed to unit head instantly. The audit reports are uploaded 
on railnet (10.100.2.19) for perusal by all Railway Units. Audit 
reports are highly useful to plan & take corrective action on 
the areas identified by the audit team, which has a bearing on 
equipment reliability and train safety. 

QUALITY AUDITS OF VENDOR 
MANUFACTURING FACILITY

A system of Quality Audit at vendors’ premises 
has also been streamlined. Emphasis is now being given on 
process audit/inspection in addition to product inspection. 
Quality audits are found highly effective to review the 
compliance of requirement as per approved QAP. 
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HIGHLIGHTS & ACHIEVEMENTS
 � EASE OF DOING BUSINESS

	GROUPING OF VENDOR DIRECTORY 
ITEMS 

RDSO has been promoting the ease of doing 
business for the vendors. In this regard, 
concerted efforts have been taken to further ease 
vendor registration enabling them to register 
for additional items based on similarity, similar 
process, similar industry etc. This will result in 
increased vendor interest and vendor base for 
Railway procurements. 

	DIGITAL ISSUE OF INSPECTION 
CERTIFICATES AND DISPATCH MEMOS 

RDSO has successfully switched over to the 
digital platform on the IREPS portal for issue 
of all dispatch memos (DMs) and inspection 
certificates (ICs) w.e.f  26/02/2020. This has been 
done in coordination and assistance of CRIS. 
This digitization effort of RDSO is resulting  in 
saving about 3-10 days in the whole process of 
issuing Inspection certificates. Besides being 
secure, the digital IC is helping the vendors for 
receive the early payment.

	ON LINE APPOINTMENT  SOFTWARE

RDSO has launched “online appointment 
software” on RDSO’s main website for use by the 
vendors as well as RDSO officials. Vendors can 
seek appointment online with RDSO officials. 
The concern RDSO official shall get SMS alert 
about the online appointment request.RDSO 
official need to confirm the appointment time or 
modify the same.  It has come into effect from 
26/02/2020.

	REVAMPED RDSO WAGON PRODUCTION 
WEB PORTAL

Revamped RDSO wagon production 
management web portal was inaugurated on 
16th October 2019 at I&L office, New Delhi by 
DG/RDSO. The revamped software will have 
following additional features.

 � Provision of system generated IC & DM

 � Uploading of wagon inspection check sheet 

 � Online issue of NCR 

 � Tracking status of wagon inspection

 � Details of all DM sub-assembly 

 � SMS & e-mail facility at each stage 

 � Improvised report section.

	MODERN VENDOR LOUNGE: A SMALL 
BUT IMPORTANT STEP TOWARDS 
ENHANCING “ EASE OF DOING BUSINESS 
WITH RDSO’’

Sh. V. K. Yadav, Chairman, Railway Board 
inaugurated a Vendor Lounge at RDSO Lucknow 
on 12.09.2020.

A Help desk is provided in vendor lounge at RDSO 
for providing all the solicited information to the 
vendors and to facilitate Industry Fraternity, who 
visit RDSO in connection with enquiry about 
details of various products for which approval 
is granted by RDSO and vendor registration 
process.

This Vendor lounge has a comfortable seating 
arrangement with air conditioning along with 
Internet facility, Tea/coffee dispensing unit, 
printer facility, Help Desk to disseminate basic 
information about vendor registration process 
of RDSO, Magazines and News Papers etc. It is 
an Important Step towards Enhancing “ Ease of 
Doing Business with RDSO”.

Vendor lounge inauguration by CRB on 12/09/2019

	INAUGURATION OF FACILITATION 
CENTRE AT I&L/KOLKATA 

Shri Virendra Kumar, DG/RDSO, inaugurated 
the newly constructed facilitation center 
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for vendors at I&L/ Kolkata in presence of 
vendors of Mechanical, Civil and S&T.Vendor 
facilitation center having area of 150 Sq-ft 
which has been developed in existing space of 
I&L, Kolkata Office.

This facilitation center facilitate for vendors 
viz. Air Conditioning of office, Refrigerator, 
Television, Tea/Coffee Vending machine, Hot & 
Cold Water &News Paper & Magazine etc.

 � VENDOR MEETS

 A total 21 no of vendor meets were organized at 
different places across India. Some of these are:

	MEGA VENDOR MEET (ITEMS HAVING 
LESS THAN THREE VENDORS)

Hon’ble MR has stressed upon the need to 
proactively approach industrial hubs & invite 
prospective vendors to RDSO. In continuation 
of efforts in this direction, a vendor meet for 
the items having less than three vendors was 
organized in August’19 in RDSO (Lucknow). 
It was attended by more than 600 prospective 
vendors. Vendors were interacted during 
the vendor meet. A presentation was also 
delivered to help vendor understand the vendor 
registration process.  A separate area was 
earmarked for items displays. A technical team 
of RDSO was available to explain technical 
parameters/application of items displayed to 
vendors. During the meet, a question/answer 
session was also held.

CRB addressing the vendors during vendor meet 
through video conferencing on 30th Aug 2019

	PARTICIPATION IN TECH BHARAT 2020, 
BENGALURU

Laghu Udyog Bharti Karnataka organized a 
conference “Tech Bharat 2020”on 17th and 18th 
of January 2020 at Bengaluru to network more 
than 700 start-up entrepreneurs across India 
with all stakeholders from the Industries.

In the event, a presentation was also delivered 
by ED/QAM/RDSO/LKO, Shri Shivendra 
Singh ED/QAM/Mumbai, Sh Rajneesh Kumar 
coordinated in various activities in the event 
on “enhancement of doing business” and 
elaborated the vendor registration procedure 
and opportunities in associating with the supply 
chain of IR.

17 no of railway items having less than 3 vendors 
were also displayed in the RDSO stall. Around 
50 delegates/vendors visited to RDSO stall and 
highly appreciated to presentation and shown 
keen interest in doing business with Indian 
Railway.
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	MEETING WITH WAGON 
MANUFACTURES OF KOLKATA ZONE:

A meeting was held with wagon manufacturer’s 
of Kolkata zone at Fairlie Place/ Eastern 
Railway on dated 14.10.2019. During the 
meeting, it has been discussed on the initiatives 
taken by RDSO for simplification of process, 
transparency and ease of doing business such 
as online opening of files and inspection 
requests (IR), auto allocation of inspectors, 
liberalization of advanced opening of IR etc. 
Kolkata zone has increased wagon production 
from 10037 in 2018-19 to 12271 during 2019-
20. Further, wagon builders were congratulated 
for increase in wagon production, however, it 
was emphasized to increase the production to 
be level of 1500 wagons per month from the 
current level of 1200 wagons per month.

Meeting of DG/RDSO with wagon 
builders of Kolkata Zone

SUBORDINATE REST HOUSE 
INAUGURATION AT  I&L/NEW DELHI

Subordinate Rest house of RDSO  at QA/
Mechanical/RDSO, New Delhi was inaugurated by Shri A. 
K. Agarwal, Add. Member (ME)/ Railway Board on 24.12 
2019 in presence of Shri Virendra kumar, DG/RDSO 
which will facilitate RDSO official for improved amenities 
viz. renovated bath rooms, provision of TV, RO, Geyser 
etc. during their stay.

TRAINING 
No of training were organized for enhancing skills of staff 
and officers. Some of these are 

 � TRAINING IN LATEST WELDING 
TECHNOLOGY

10 inspectors of Kolkata Zone have attained one day 
seminar on “Realigning the Welding Education To 
Meet The Challenges Of Industry” organized by The 
Indian Institute of Welding, Kolkata on 07.03.2020 
at Kolkata. Improvement of welding quality by 
implementation of latest welding technology was 
discussed in the seminar. This seminar was very 
helpful for inspectors for understanding modern 
welding technique.

 � TRAINING ON SUSTAINABLE WELDING 
EXCELLANCE

Training on “Creating sustainable welding excellence 
through Industry Academia Synergy” has been 
organized by M/s SM India Welds Consultancy Pvt 
Ltd on 21.11.2019 at Le Meridian, Gurugram which 
was attended by all officials of I&L, New Delhi. Shri 
A.K. Tewari PED/EnHM/Railway Board and Shri Laxmi 
Raman, EDME (Proj)/Railway Board were also present
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 � TRAINING ON IREPS INSPECTION MODULE

Training was imparted on IREPS inspection module 
by I&L/NDLS to QA/S&T/NDLS, QA/Electrical/
Bhopal & QA/I&L/Kolkata.

Training on IREPS inspection module in QA/S&T/NDLS

 � TRAINING ON REVAMPED WAGON  
SOFTWARE

A training session has been organized on 07.11.19 
to educate the AIEs & SSEs of zonal units (Lucknow, 
Kolkata & Mumbai) about the revamped wagon 
software (rdsowagon.org) which was inaugurated by 
DG/RDSO on 16.10.19.

 � TRAINING OF RDSO STAFF (PA/PS) ON 
ONLINE APPOINTMENT SOFTWARE
To improve the vendor experience with RDSO, 
“online appointment software” has already been 
launched on the RDSO’s main website for use by the 
vendors as well as RDSO officials. Vendors can seek 
appointments online with RDSO officials with SMS 
confirmation. In this regard, training was organized 
by QA/Mech dte on dt.12/03/2020 for over 50 
frontline staff for effective use of the software.

Training on online appointment software in RDSO

QA/CIVIL
INSPECTION OF PRODUCTS

Quality Assurance/Civil Directorate is total On-line 
system for product inspection has been adopted and 
inspection certificates are uploaded on website. During the 
year 2019-20 total value of product (Track Components) 
inspected was Rs. 651.70 crores.

QA/Civil Directorate dealing with fresh approval, up-
gradation, quality audit of approved vendors etc. Presently 
vendor registration/approval process is completely on-
line.  In the year 2019-20 works done by the directorate in 
this regard are as follows:  

 � Quality Audit of 33 firms

 � Up- gradation of 17 firms

 � Fresh approval of 79 firms

 � Oversight Inspection of 28 sleeper plants

QA/ELECTRICAL
Quality Assurance (Electrical) Directorate was 

set up at RDSO Lucknow in August 2014. This directorate 
deals with the work of multi – sourcing of vendors and 
handles issues related to quality of supplied materials. The 
directorate also publishes Vendor Directory for electrical 
items. This directorate also inspects items wherein 
Inspection Authority is mentioned as RDSO in POs 
floated by Railways Board/PUs/Railways etc. 

The directorate takes care of vendor development 
of electrical items whose development has been stabilized. 
The Electrical items being dealt by different directorates 
are Electrical, Traction Installation, PS & EMU and 
Energy Management of RDSO. Current status of Vendor 
development/monitoring done by RDSO for electrical 
items is as follows:-

SN Directorate No. of 
Items 
dealt

No.  of 
Vendors

1. Quality Assurance (Electrical) 102 231

The Vendor Directory is uploaded and revised 
periodically to take care of changes in vendor status on 
website. The Vendor Directory is issued twice a year i.e. 
on Ist January and Ist July. Work of development of online 
software for product monitoring system in respect to items 
of inspection pertaining to QA(Electrical) Directorate 
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and computerization of RDSO’s Vendor Directory for 
electrical items has been completed.

Status of all electrical items dealt by different Electrical 
directorates of RDSO is as under:

S.No. Directorate Item controlled by 
QAE directorate

1. QA(Electrical) 
Directorate

102

2. Electrical Directorate  18
3. Traction Installation 

Directorate
 62

4. PS&EMU directorate  06
5. Energy Management  02

Total 190

Case wise details of QAE in 2019-20       

 � 20 new Vendors for different items have been 
developed by QA(Electrical) Directorate.

 � 15 Vendors have been upgraded from Developmental 
source to Approved source on the basis of past supply 
& field performances.

 � Capability Assessment of 26 fresh vendors have been 
carried out. 

 � Type testing on 53 items have been done. 

 � As part of Re-validation of approval Quality Audits 
on 11 firms have been carried out.

 � 04 nos. Application of fresh vendors registration 
rejected & closed due to non-compliance of 
deficiencies/failure in Prototype testing.

QA/S&T
Quality Assurance/S&T Directorate deals with 

inspection of material of 140 Nos. S&T items required 
by all Zonal Railways & various PSUs. This Directorate 
also deals with vendor development & multi sourcing for 
majority of S&T items. Besides, officers carry out quality 
audits & surprise inspections also at firm’s premises to 
keep control over quality. Penal action against the firm is 
also taken in case of quality related issues.

 � During this year 2019-20, S&T material worth Rs. 
5524 Crores were inspected which is highest ever. 
Some of the photograph taken during inspection are 
attached 

 � A total of 19 fresh approvals were given to various 
firms for various items. This became possible through 
various steps taken to streamline the approval process 
& cut down delays in order to facilitate Ease of doing 
Business for Industry.

 � A total of 48 quality audits were conducted during 
the year. Different vendors dealing with 18 nos. 
items were upgraded from developmental vendor to 
approved vendor.

 � During this year 1, 70,000 (Approx.) Kilometers of 
S&T cables were inspected to facilitate Zonal Railways 
& PSUs to carry out various works. This is highest ever 
& 33% higher than the quantities supplied during the 
previous year.

 � During this year, over 5, 50,000 Nos. relay were 
inspected to facilitate Zonal Railways & PSUs to carry 
out various works. This is highest ever & doubled in 
last two years (wrt 2017-18) 
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RESEARCH,  DESIGNS & 
DEVELOPMENT

Research Directorate is the Nodal Directorate 
of RDSO for coordinating all R&D activities as a part of 
joint collaborative effort for taking up railway research 
projects with academia including Centres for Railway 
Research (CRRs) located in various IITs, professional 
Chairs in premier academic institutes of the country, 
National and International Research Organizations 
including International Railway Research Organizations 
like KRRI/South Korea, RTRI/Japan, VNZIIT/Russia 
etc.  Research Directorate of RDSO also coordinates with 
the Industry, Railway Board and other Ministries like 
DST & MoE to seek guidance from the apex bodies like 
Governing Council (headed by CRB & CEO) and Central 
Board for Railway Research (CBRR) through regular 
interactions for deciding the roadmap for short term and 
long term railway research for Indian Railways.   Research 
Directorate also takes up R&D projects for development 
of indigenous technologies and knowledge creation in the 
field of emerging technologies like condition monitoring 
based preventive maintenance systems for improving asset 
reliability and availability on Indian Railways. Various 
activities executed by Research Directorate during the 
year 2019-20 are as under:   

DPR FOR SETTING UP A CENTRE OF 
EXCELLENCE FOR BOGIE DESIGN

Considering the need for design optimization of 
the existing bogies currently in use on Indian Railway 
Network, with the primary objective of making them more 
track friendly and explore the possibility of increasing the 
speed potential of the existing rolling stock on IR network,  
the project for setting up of Centre of Excellence (CoE) for 
Bogie Design in RDSO was conceptualized and presented 
by Research Directorate to the Governing Council during 
the 33rd GCM held on 12.02.2018. The detailed project 
report was prepared and sent to Railway Board. The 
project has been approved by Railway Board in the Pink 
Book of 2020-21 at a total cost of Rs. 234 Cr. The execution 
of the project involves setting-up advanced computational 
facility for designing of bogies on virtual platform using 
high end CAE tools and setting-up physical test facilities 
and Labs for prototype design validation. The project is 
currently under progress.   

FIBER BRAGG GRATING (FBG) 
SENSOR BASED WHEEL IMPACT LOAD 
DETECTOR SYSTEM 

In line with the efforts being made by Indian 
Railways for switching over to predictive maintenance 
regime based on real time condition monitoring of the 
asset health using different types of sensors and smart 
algorithms, Research Directorate engaged with an IISc 
based startup to develop an optical fibre sensor (FBG) 
based wheel condition monitoring system.  The project 
involves study of the existing WILD systems in service on 
IR, analysis of the dynamic behaviour of the rolling stock, 
developing a suitable architecture using FBG sensors and 
AI/IoT/ML based algorithm to develop more accurate and 
precise system for monitoring the status of health of the 
running gear (wheels/suspension elements etc.) and the 
loading of the track caused by dynamic impact of moving 
stocks at different speeds.  The work is under progress 
and the Lab level prototype of the developed system has 
already been validated through in service trials.  This 
development is a joint effort of RDSO, IISc based startup 
and IISc faculty and knowledge created as a part of this 
project will be jointly owned by all stake holders.

RE-ASSESSMENT OF DYNAMIC 
AUGMENT OF ROLLING STOCK ON 
THE TRACK STRUCTURE

Considering the design improvements 
implemented and new designs inducted by Indian Railways 
as a part of asset modernization and upgradation over the 
years, the dynamic loading factors for the rolling stock 
and its impact on the upgraded track structure needs to 
be re-assessed and re-validated for better decision making 
while deciding on the operational aspects like increase 
in the speed potential of different kinds of rolling stocks 
on different types of track structures at different speeds. 
Considering the multi-disciplinary nature of this project 
and the experimentation involved, Research Directorate 
took-up the project for Rail Instrumentation at specific 
locations on IR network to capture the real time rail-
wheel force data during the passage of the train through 
the instrumented sites at different speeds. A total of 15 
sites are to be instrumented across various sections of IR 
under this project. The data captured under this project 
will be analysed to derive the dynamic augment factors 
for different kinds of rolling stocks at specific speeds 
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while running on a specific type of track structure. The 
outcome of this project will help in decision making while 
clearing higher axle loads and higher operational speeds 
on existing IR network. 

MEETING OF CENTRAL BOARD OF 
RAILWAY RESEARCH (CBRR)

48th meeting of Central Board of Railway Research 
(CBRR) was held at RDSO on 09/07/2019. The meeting 
was chaired by DG, RDSO & was attended by Additional 
Members & PEDs/EDs from Railway Board including 
AM/CE, AM/ME, AM/Electrical, AM/Traffic, AM/Signal. 
Members from Industry fraternity, academia, other 
Government R&D Labs also participated in the meeting. 
Faculty members/Researchers/Scientists/R&D Heads 
from IIT/Kanpur, IIT/Kharagpur, IIT/Roorkee, IIT/
Madras, IIT/BHU, DRDO, SAIL, BHEL, BEL, SIEMENS 
and HARSCO participated in this meeting. 

Detailed technical discussions on the progress 
of the on-going & new projects were held during the 
meeting and technical inputs on potential areas of 
research in specific domains useful for Indian Railways 
was taken from all the participants in the meeting.  Work 
done by RDSO was appreciated & the delegates from the 
DRDO, SAIL, BHEL, BEL, IITs and industries presented 
technologies related to the Railways. The event got wide 
coverage in the print media. 

GOVERNING COUNCIL MEETING
34th Governing Council Meeting (GCM) was 

held at RDSO on 12.09.2019. The meeting was chaired by 
Chairman Railway Board (CRB & CEO) and was attended 
by the Members from Railway Board including Member 
Rolling Stock, Member Engineering, Member Traction, 
Member Staff, Member Traffic, Financial Commissioner, 
Additional Member (Planning) and Railway Board 
PEDs/EDs.  During the meeting the Research roadmap 
proposed by 48th CBRR were discussed and reviewed. 
Progress in important projects like Dedicated Test Track 
Project, implementation of UIC-518 testing methodology 
and Development of Instrumented Measuring Wheels 
were also discussed during the meeting. Some of the new 
projects which were deliberated upon during the meeting 
are listed below :

 � Front End Drive Converter Unit (FEDCU) for EMUs

 � Improvement in characteristics/ properties of weak   
soils by use of chemical stabilizers for use in the 
Railway Embankment 

 � Condition monitoring of 25kV Composite Insulators 
to facilitate predictive maintenance 

 � Development of measurement techniques for 
return current through rail, and investigation on 
computation of Rail Potential Rise

 � Standardization of design parameters for 
infrastructures needed for speeds up to 200 kmph 
and for speed up to 250 kmp

 � Design of bogie for DPRS fit for 200 kmph 

 � Measures for reduction of Noise and Dust in Non-
AC LHB coaches  

 � Train Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) Phase II 
Project for having features similar to European Train 
Control System (ETCS) Level 2 for higher speeds 

 � Solution for Surge and lightning protection for Signal 
equipment installed at way-side 

 � Implementation of EN50126 for rolling stock of 
Indian Railways

TECHNOLOGY MISSION FOR INDIAN 
RAILWAYS (TMIR)

‘Technology Mission for Indian Railway’ has 
been set-up as a SPV, vide Railway Board order no 
ERB-I/2015/23/23 dated 28.04.2015 to work as consortium 
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of Ministry of Railways, Ministry of Education (erstwhile 
Ministry of Human Resource Development), Ministry 
of Science & Technology and Industry on an investment 
sharing model for taking up identified railway projects for 
applied research and use on Indian Railways.  The mission 
involves fund contribution in the ratio of 30%, 25%, 25% 
and 20% by Ministry of Railways, Ministry of Science & 
Technology, Ministry of HRD and Industry respectively.

Mission Implementation and Coordination 
Committee (MICC) is the main executive body responsible 
for approving & monitoring of various projects taken up 
under TMIR. MICC comprises of members from IIT, 
MHRD, DST, Railway Board, RDSO & Industries.  

Regular meetings of MICC of TMIR are being 
organized by Research Directorate of RDSO in consultation 
with Efficiency & Research (E&R) Directorate of Railway 
Board. 

Following projects are in progress under TMIR :

 � Development of IMW with complete DAQ and tailor 
made software to analyze the FEM results to locate 
critical locations on wheel for instrumentation

 � Development of model and design methodology 
for railway formation and validation using full scale 
model study.

 � Development of methodology and specification for 
utilization of steel slag as ballast material in railway 
track

CRR/ IIT-KHARAGPUR
Performance of CRR at IIT KGP was reviewed on 

22/01/2020 by a team of Railway Board and RDSO officials 
during their visit at IIT Kharagpur.  Officers included DG/
RDSO, PED/ (T&MPP)/Railway Board, VC/NRTI and 
ED/Research. During the meeting issues related with 
ongoing M.Tech Programme in Railway Engineering, 

Status of setting up of CRR & projects executed under 
CRR were presented & discussed. 

SPECIFICATIONS/CODES/MANUALS 
PUBLISHED IN THE YEAR 2019-20 

 � Technical specification for Hot Axle & Hot Wheel 
detector system for IR

 � Technical specification for SMART Yard modules

 � Technical Specification for Machine Vision Based 
inspection System

 � Draft FRS for hybrid fuel cell based power train

 � Bench marking of strain gauge vs accelerometer 
based WILD systems

 � Bench marking of best global practices with IR 
protocol for handling critical alerts

PAPERS PUBLISHED IN SYMPOSIUM/
CONFERENCE/SEMINARS/JOURNALS 

Paper on ‘Performance evaluation of strain gauge 
and accelerometer based WILD systems’ – included in 
WCRR 2019 (Tokyo) Conference
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RESEARCH, DESIGNS & 
DEVELOPMENT
MODERNISATION OF SIGNAL LAB
 With the initiative and motivation of DG, RDSO, Signal 
Lab of RDSO has been renovated. Chairman, Railway Board 
Sri Vinod Kumar Yadav inaugurated the renovated Labon 
12.9.2019 in the gracious presence of Director General, 
RDSO Sri Virendra Kumar. A logo designed and developed 
for the Signal Lab was also unveiled by him. The facade of the 
Signal lab has been revamped to give it a face-lift. 

For better appreciation of indigenous development 
under ‘Make in India’ initiative, a Model Room on Modern 
Indigenous Railway Signalling has been developed in the 
Signal Lab. Over the years, a number of advance signalling 
equipment/systems have been indigenously developed 
like TCAS, EI, UFSBI, Data-logger, Digital axle counters, 
IPS, LED signals, point machines etc. which not only have 
modernized Indian Railways signalling but are also at 
par with international standards. Functional models of 
indigenously developed signalling equipment like EI, UFSBI, 
SSDAC, Data logger, IPS, LED signals and recently developed 
TCAS are displayed here to simulate signal interlocking at 
station and block working in a block section completely with 
indigenous equipment. Training facility for Railway officials 
is also created in the Model Room for their exposure on 
latest technologies being inducted in Indian Railways. This 
will not only highlight our contribution under ‘Make in 
India’ initiative but also encourage Indian vendors to develop 
indigenous High-Tech products for Indian Railways.

 Test facility to test interoperability of indigenously 
developed Train Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) 
of different vendors has also been created along with 
reorganisation of the test set up of environmental, electronic 
signal and electromechanical signal labs. 

CRB visited the Model Room and testing labs and 
appreciated the test facilities and the overall ambiance 
of the Signal Lab. Sri Pradeep Kumar, Member (S&T), 
Railway Board also visited the Signal Lab on 14.12.2019 
and appreciated the renovation work done in signal lab 
and suggested further improvements. In appreciation of 
good work done by Signal Directorate in Signal lab, he also 
declared an award of Rupees Fifty Thousand as a token of 
appreciation and motivation.

SIGNALLING

Chairman, Railway Board Sri V.K.Yadav inaugurating 
renovated Signal Lab on 12.09.2019

CRB inspecting Signal Lab on 12.09.2019

Sri Pradeep Kumar, Member (S&T), Railway Board inspecting 
Signal Lab on 14.12.2019

Sri Pradeep Kumar, Member (S&T), Railway Board inspecting 
Signal Lab on 14.12.2019
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DEVELOPMENT OF TRAIN COLLISION 
AVOIDANCE SYSTEM (TCAS)
 Train Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) has 
been indigenously developed in association with industry 
partners. RDSO specification for TCAS is RDSO/SPN/196. 
After successful trials, three Indian vendors (M/s Medha, M/s 
HBL & M/s Kernex) have been cleared for developmental 
orders for Absolute Block section, up to 110 KMPH speed 
during March 2018 to April 2019. Also RDSO has applied 
for IPR on 31.12.2018 jointly with these vendors. TCAS is a 
SIL-4 certified system which can be interfaced with existing 
interlocking including relay based interlocking to prevent 
collisions and SPAD (Signal Passing at Danger) cases.

 � Suitability of TCAS for Speed upto 160 kmph

Trials for the Train Collision Avoidance System with 
WAP-5 (With E-70 Brake Interface) locomotives in 
Mathura- Agra section of North Central Railway 
for speed up to 160 kmph have been successfully 
conducted by RDSO in association with all the three 
TCAS developing firms. 
The comprehensive Report of these trials has been 
prepared (Report No. SS-154/2019 dated 28.11.2019) 
and submitted to Railway Board. 

 � Suitability of TCAS for Automatic Territory

Trials in Automatic Block Section between 
Sanath Nagar-Hafizpet-Lingampallisection of 
Secunderabad Division in South Central Railway 
have been carried out. Remote Interface Unit 
developed for automatic section is under validation 
by ISA and type test.

 � Implementation of Temporary Speed Restriction 
(TSR)

Draft spec. for implementation of Temporary Speed 
Restriction (TSR) have been prepared and TSR could 
be demonstrated at site. Being safety critical, SIL-4 
complied TSR server is under development. 

 � Direct Interface with EI

Interface with EI of indigenous make has been tried 
as a proof of concept in Signal lab of RDSO for 
development of interface protocol.

 � Interoperability with European Train Control 
System (ETCS Level-2)

Interoperability with ETCS Level-1(TPWS) 
territory in Agra- Rundhi section of NCR has been 
checked with TCAS fitted loco for reading of Ballise 
Information and prevention of SPAD as proof of 
concept for development of interoperability with 
ETCS Level-2 territory.

STANDARDISATION OF SIGNALLING 
CIRCUITS

There is wide variation in signalling circuit 
practices of Zonal Railways. Due to variation in practices, 
it becomes difficult to standardize various schemes. 
Railway Board formed a committee for Standardization 
of Signalling Circuits over Indian Railways in Nov’2018. 
The Committee has finalized the circuits and the report 
submitted to Railway Board on 18.10.2019. Railway Board 
has approved the report and advised Zonal Railways for 
implementation at one station by 31st March 2020vide 
letter No. 2018/Sig/36-SD/1 dated 26.11.2019. 

Sincere efforts of the committee were also well 
appreciated at Railway Board level [Member (S&T)]. 
The committee consisted of Shri Shailesh Khandelwal, 
CSTE/C/ECR now ED/Telecom/RDSO (Convener), Shri 
M. M. Waris, JDSIG-4/RDSO and two other officers from 
Zonal Railways.

Corridor of Signal Lab

Facade of Signal Lab
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Standardized circuits shall result in significant 
reduction in design time for new S&T projects. It will also 
help in developing an automated design tool which RDSO 
has been developing in association with IIT/Kharagpur.

DEVELOPMENT OF LOGIC FOR SAFETY 
ALARMS FOR SAFETY DEPARTMENT

Data logger system deployed and networked 
over Indian Railways is being used to analyze signalling 
data in the Control Office /Test room for preventive 
maintenance of signalling gears and generation of 
Exception Reports and alarms. Further alarm are being 
generated on occurrence of incidences that are severe in 
nature and may have safety repercussions. In addition to 
existing alarms being generated, additional ten incidents 
were identified by Safety Directorate to generate alarm 
and SMS to be sent to SrDSOs and other Safety officials 
apart from S&T officials.

 In view of instructions of Railway Board, the 
logics have been finalized by RDSO to provide SMS 
alerts to Sr. DSOs and HQ officers of Safety Deptt.Zonal 
Railways have been advised for implementation vide 
Railway Board’s letter No. 2018/Sig/18/6/Data-Logger/1 
dated 31.01.2020.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN AUTOMATED 
DESIGN TOOL TO EXPEDITE 
SIGNALLING DESIGN

RDSO has developed an automated design tool in 
association with IIT/ Kharagpur for automatic generation 
of Route Control Chart (RCC)and some circuit diagramsfor 
a station from its Signal Interlocking Plan (SIP) as proof of 
concept. The software tool automatically generates Route 
Control Chart (RCC)and signalling circuits in Boolean & 
ladder form from the captured SIP.

The tool hasbeen demonstrated in PCSTEs’ 
Conferences held on 26th /27th  April 2019 at Guwahati  
and 23rd/24th Nov. 2019 at Secunderabad. The feedback 
from Zonal Railways has been very encouraging.  

The software tool has been uploaded on EI 
database server (http://10.255.216.67) for use by all 
Zonal Railways. Training to Zonal Railways has also been 
imparted at RDSO.

Encouraged with the success of auto generation of 
Route Control Chart (RCC), Phase-II work is undertaken 
in the Works Program 2019-20 with wider scope to include 
auto generation of SIP and complete circuit diagrams 
with the flexibility to edit as per specific rules/customized 
requirement for specific yards etc., as applicable. Auto 
generation of standard circuits shall reduce time involved 
in circuit design significantly for new signalling projects.

MODIFIED TOKEN LESS BLOCK 
INSTRUMENT (TLBI) FOR USE IN RE 
SECTION

Modified TLBI arrangement comprising of TLBI 
as per IRS:S-32/66, UFSBI as per IRS-S:104/2012  Ver. 0, 
Interface Circuit No. CWM/SK/00412 Alt.1 and Block 
Panel drawing No.CWM 01319 has been finalized for use 
in 25KV RE area on ‘D’ & ‘E’ route in Single Line Section 
as an interim measure and approved by Railway Board 
vide letter No.2017/Sig/WP/RE works dtd.18.12.2019. 
Replacement of TLBI with modified TLBI arrangement for 

Trial of TCAS at 160 kmph in Mathura- Agra section

Sri R.K.Jain, ED/Signal (Co-ord.) presenting 
On  ‘TCAS and Beyond’ in PCSTEs’ 

Conference, held at Secunderabad on 23rd to 24th Nov. 2019.
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RE fitness does not require change in EI/PI interlocking 
circuits and will thus enable faster execution of RE works. 
This was a requirement from CORE and RVNL for faster 
execution of RE works.

DEVELOPMENT OF IP BASED 
PROTOTYPE NETWORK FOR DATA 
LOGGER 

Central Railway reported problem of delay in 
real time updation of station data on display terminals 
at a central location. They conducted a trial of migrating 
the data logger network from conventional 57.6 kbps 
ring topology to IP based networking at 7 stations of 
Nagpur Division.  Railway board vide letter No. 2008/
Sig/25-Conf./2 dated 04.02.2019 asked RDSO to examine 

the scheme of IP based prototype network being tried at 
Nagpur Division and submit a report. The trial set up of 
Central Railway has been examined by RDSO in association 
with Central Railway and Data logger OEMs. Accordingly, 
report No.SS-153/2019 has been prepared suggesting 
further improvements and submitted to Railway Board 
on 30.08.2019. The report has been accepted by Railway 
Board and Central Railway has been advised vide Railway 
Board’s letter No. 2010/Sig/SGF/12 data logger/1 dated. 

25.09.2019 to implement IP based datalogger networking 
scheme in one of their division and convey the feedback.

DEVELOPMENT OF 128 DIGITAL 
INPUT RTU OF DATA LOGGER

The existing capacity of 32/64 digital inputs of 
Remote Terminal Units (RTU) of datalogger system was 
inadequate for use in auto goomties for 3rd line works. 
References were received for development of 128 input 
RTUs for use in auto goomties for 3rd line works. Based on 
the requirements from Zonal Railways, 128 digital input 
RTU have been developed in July 2019.

ETCS LEVEL-2 ON INDIAN RAILWAYS 
AND INTEROPERABILITY WITH TCAS

European Train Control System Level-2 system is 
being implemented for the first time on Indian Railways. 
ETCS Level-2 is under implementation on four sections @
total 640 RKMs of Indian Railways for extensive trials on 
High Density Routes. TCAS is also under implementation 
at 1199 RKMs on SCR for extensive field trial before 
large scale implementation. In view of implementation of 
TCAS and ETCS Level-2 in Indian Railways, it will require 
interoperability and also amendments in existing GR, 
SEM and other operation related manuals.

SPECIFICATION FOR ‘ETCS INTERFACE 
DESIGN TO MAKE IT INTEROPERABLE 
WITH TCAS’

In view of implementation of TCAS and ETCS 
Level-2 in Indian Railways, a draft specification for 
Specific Transmission Module (STM) has been prepared 
to stipulate the functional requirements of STM for 
interfacing with ETCS level-2 on-board equipment to 
make it interoperable in TCAS territory. The specification 
includes all protocol levels of communication, including 
connector and physical level. The STM is proposed 
to be developed by UNISIG firms or their authorized 
representatives in association with vendors of Indian 
Railways ATP system i.e. TCAS.

Draft specification has been prepared and circulated 
to Zonal Railways for comments vide this office letter 
No.STS/C/86th SSC Meeting dtd.07.02.2020 and also 
uploaded on website on 11.03.2020 for comments from 
the firms and Zonal Railways.

Conference held on 23rd& 24th Nov. 2019
Snapshot of Tool while capturing SIP
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CHANGE IN GR AND SEM FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION OF ETCS LEVEL-2 
ON IR

As ETCS Level-2 is initially being implemented 
in part sections, both ETCS fitted and unfitted trains 
will run in the ETCS territory. ETCS fitted trains do not 
follow line side signals and absolute block working (block 
section is split in small sections to allow more than one 
train in the block section) while unfitted train will follow 
line side signals and absolute block working. To run both 
type of trains, amendments will be required in the existing 
General Rules (GR), Signal Engineering Manual (SEM) 
and other operation related manuals for runningtrains 
in mixed mode scenario (i.e. running both ETCS fitted 
and unfitted trains in the same section) in ETCS Level-2 
territory. Some changes in GR & SEM have been identified 
and proposed to Railways for comments vide this office 
letter No. STS/C/86th SSC Meeting dated. 07.02.2020. 
Zonal Railways are also requested to identify and convey 
more changes as required.

WORKSHOPS ON AUTOMATIC TRAIN 
PROTECTION SYSTEM

 � A Workshop on Automatic Train Protection System 
with special focus on ETCS Level-II was held at 
IRISET/Secunderabad on 14th&15thNovember 2019. 
RDSO presented on changes required in ‘Operating 
Guidelines with respect to ETCS Level-2 for trains 
running in mixed mode scenario’ which generated 
significant positive response from the participants.

 � A workshop on ETCS Level-2 was held at IRISET, 
Secunderabad for CCRS, CsRS and Dy.CsRS on 
13.03.2020. RDSO presented a paper on ‘Operating 
Guidelines w.r.t. running ETCS L-2 for Trains in a 
Mixed Mode Scenario’.

LINE CAPACITY SIMULATION WITH 
MIXED TRAFFIC IN ETCS LEVEL-2 
TERRITORY BY BIRMINGHAM CENTRE 
FOR RAILWAY

As directed by Railway Board vide mail dated 
23.12.2019, the requisite information of Jhansi-Bina 
Section has been collected from Jhansi Division of North 
Central Railway and compiled in the desired formats for 
Birmingham project and forwarded to Professor Clive 
Roberts, Director of the Birmingham Centre for Railway, 

on 11.02.2020 for simulation of line capacity enhancement 
with mixed traffic (i.e. running of both ETCS fitted and 
unfitted trains) in ETCS Level-2 territory. Subsequently, 
a meeting is also held on 20.02.2020 in Railway Board, 
wherein their doubts have been clarified.

APPLYING FOR ASSOCIATE 
MEMBERSHIP OF EULYNX

EULYNX is a consortium of 12 European 
Infrastructure Managers to standardise interfaces and 
elements of the signalling system. RDSO has been 
processing for obtaining Associate Membership of 
EULYNX to take advantage of using their already 
developed interface specifications in Indian Railways, 
as feasible and to get exposure of work being done 
internationally in connection with ETCS L-2. Draft MoU 
has been deliberated with them and sent to Railway Board 
vide this office letter no. STS/E/EULYNX Vol-I dated 
11.03.2020 along with correspondence emails for kind 
perusal and administrative approval.

ENGAGEMENT OF INTERNATIONAL 
CONSULTANCY

Railway Board has conveyed in principle approval 
for engaging consultancy services at international level 

R.K.Jain, ED/Signal (Co-ord.) presenting 
on ‘Operating Guidelines w.r.t. to ETCS 

Level-2 for  trains in a mixed mode scenario’
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to develop interoperability between ETCS Level-2 and 
TCAS for Indian Railways and other requirements. The 
document for floating RFP (Request For Proposal) is 
under preparation.

OFC NETWORK DESIGN FOR 
CONNECTING RADIO BLOCK CENTRE 
AND ELECTRONIC INTERLOCKING

RBC (Radio Block Centre) is the heart of the ETCS 
level 2 trackside systems. It is the safe central trackside 
equipment of the ETCS level 2 and is responsible for the 
security of all trains running in the level 2 area with which 
a GSM/LTE communication has been established. In 
other words, RBC manages the exchange of data required 
for safe train travel and separation, but only in its area of 
governance responsibility.

Due to this centralized nature of RBC, the way 
side interlockings are required to be connected through 
a dedicated vital network. The centralized nature of RBC 
facilitates the operation of Centralized Traffic Control 
(CTC) in a very effective and efficient manner. Hence, the 
way side interlocking are also required to be connected in 
a non-vital network to the CTC. This non-vital network 
shall also include the Condition Monitoring System 
(CMS). 

International practices for the network 
connectivity between RBC and EI, as available, have been 
studied. A draft OFC network scheme has been prepared 
for optical fiber requirements and laying of new OFC for 
main route and utilising existing OFC network of RailTel 
for Ring protection path to economize cable laying. 
Draft scheme has been circulated to Zonal Railways 
for comments vide this office letter No. STS/C/86th SSC 
Meeting dated. 07.02.2020.

REVIEW OF CERTAIN SIGNALLING 
ITEMS FOR DISCONTINUING THEIR 
VENDOR DEVELOPMENT

Presently there is a thrust on reducing no. of 
items from Vender List of RDSO. Accordingly, 29 items 
were identified for discontinuing their RDSO spec. and /
or vendor development based on their obsolescence and 
commercial availability. The list of proposed items for 
deletion was sent to Railway Board and also circulated 
to Zonal Railways for comments vide this office letter 

No.STS/C/86th SSC Meeting dtd.07.02.2020.

Deletion of 22 (i.e. 09 + 13) items has been approved by 
Railway Board vide letters No. 2019/Sig/86th SSC dtd. 
06.03.2020 & 24.03.2020. 

VENDOR DEVELOPMENT DURING F.Y. 
2019-20
Seventeen (17) new vendors have been developed for 
various signalling items during the year which includes 3 
cross approval cases. 

PREPARATION OF NEW CHAPTERS FOR 
INCLUSION IN SIGNAL ENGINEERING 
MANUAL
Following draft chapters have been prepared for inclusion 
in SEM and circulated to Zonal Railways for comments 
vide this office letter No. STS/C/86th SSC Meeting dated. 
07.02.2020.

	Draft new chapter on EI for inclusion in SEM Part-II.

	Draft new chapter on ATP for inclusion in SEM Part-
II.

BLOCK WORKING BUILT INTO  EI
Railway Board vide letter No. 2014/Sig/M/83rd 

SSC dated 11.11.2019 has instructed to develop scheme 
and conduct field trials of “Block Working Built into EI” 
with same make of EIs installed in adjacent block stations. 
In this regard, a conceptual scheme has been developed 
and circulated to Zonal Railways vide this office letter No. 
STS/L/SSI/ CA/US&S/Vol-52/2004 dtd. 20.02.2020. Block 
working will be provided on the same VDU and EI. Dark 
fibres will be required for direct communication between 
the two EIs. This will eliminate requirement of external 
block instrument.

Railways are also requested to inform RDSO the 
details of suitable block sections for carrying out trials 
where EIs of same make are planned for commissioning 
and circuits are in design stage.

SYNCHRONISATION OF CLOCKS OF 
DATA LOGGER AND COA
 Railway Board instructed Zonal Railways to 
integrate COA (Control Office Application) with Data 
logger. During integration, variation in clock time of Data 
logger with the time of COA was reported at some stations. 
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The issue was referred to RDSO vide Railway Board’s 
letter No.2019/Sig/SGF/18/6/2/Data Logger (COA) dated 
03.10.2019.

Accordingly, all the RDSO approved Data 
logger firms were advised to submit feasibility of clock 
synchronization of Data logger with IRNSS (Indian 
Regional Navigation Satellite System i.e. Indian GPS 
system) to which COA is synchronised. After confirming 
the feasibility, firms were advised to demonstrate the 
implementation of above at one station on trial basis.

Thereafter, trial has been conducted at Kondapalli 
station of Vijayawada Division of S.C. Rly by installing 
commercially available IRNSS receiver and connecting 
it to the Data logger serial port to achieve the clock 
synchronisation.The firmware of Data logger is altered 
for making these changes. The outcome of trial is positive 
and now the clock of station under trial is synchronized to 
IRNSS clock within 48msec. 

As timing of train arrival/departure on NTES 
website is in (HH:MM format) i.e. upto Minutes while 
synchronization is now achieved in millisecond range, 
Railway Board’s intervention is requested vide this office 
letter No. STS/E/Data Logger/Efftronics/VOL-XII/628 
dated 28.02.2020 to involve CRIS to validate the results 
through a joint test procedure.

REVIEW OF RDSO SPECIFICATIONS TO 
CONVERGE MULTIPLE SPECIFICATIONS 
FOR THE SAME APPLICATION INTO ONE 
SPECIFICATION AND INCORPORATION 
OF OTHER IMPROVISATIONS

Presently there are more than one RDSO 
specification stipulating different architecture / 
configuration for the same signalling application for 
certain items like Electronic Interlocking, Block Proving 
with Axle counter, Digital axle counter, Integrated power 
supply. Multiple specifications for same application with 
same operational features except difference in processing 
architectures not only causes confusion to purchaser 
during procurement but also restricts competition. 
Keeping all configurations under one specification will 
result into healthy competition both quality and cost-wise 
besides having advantage of cumulative vendors of all the 
configurations/ existing specifications for the same 
application. This exercise will also enable further deletion 
of 4 items from the vendor list.

Following draft specifications have been prepared and 
circulated to Zonal Railways for comments vide this office 
letter No.STS/C/86th SSC Meeting dated.07.02.2020.

	Single specification for Electronic Interlocking 
with provision of block working and direct 
interface having standard interface protocols (like 
EULYNX or as defined by RDSO)

Presently there are two RDSO Specifications for 
Electronic Interlocking- RDSO/SPN/192/2019 for 
‘Electronic Interlocking’ and RDSO/SPN/203/2011 
for ‘EI for Big Yards’. Both the specifications do not 
stipulate the requirement of compatibility with ETCS 
Level-2 and built in block working which have also 
been incorporated. 

	Single specification for BPAC

Presently there are two RDSO specifications for Block 
Proving with Axle counter - IRS:S: 105/2012 and 
RDSO/SPN/175/2005. These specs cater for three 
configurations for the same application of BPAC. 

	Single specification for DAC

At present there are two specifications of RDSO for 
Digital Axle Counter with three configurations as 
given below:

 � RDSO SPN/177/2012 Version 3.0 is for two 
configurations i.e. SSDAC (Single Section Digital 
Axle Counte  r) and HASSDAC (High Availability 
Single Section Digital Axle Counter). 

 � RDSO/SPN/176/2013 Version 3.0 for MSDAC 
(Multi Section Digital Axle Counter).

SSDAC or HASSDAC are generally used for BPAC, 
auto signalling and IBS applications where only two 
detection points are required. Whereas, MSDAC is 
used in yard for point zones and automatic signalling 
sections where more detection points are required to 
be used.

As per international practice, there is generally one 
configuration i.e. DAC (or MSDAC), which can be 
used for both - 2 DPs and more than 2 DPs.

	Single specification for IPS for stations/ LC/IB/RH

Presently there are two specifications for IPS-

 � RDSO specification No. RDSO SPN/215/2018 
Ver. 2.0 for power supply arrangement for LC/
lB/RH.
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Separate RDSO specification No. RDSO/SPN/215 
for power supply of LC gates was drafted in year 
2015 for LC gates on RE/ Non RE Routes. It was 
considered that sophisticated electronic equipment 
are generally not installed at LC gates, hence, instead 
of SMPS based charger and DCDC converters as 
per RDSO/SPN/165, bi-directional inverter having 
charging facility and transformer rectifier unit 
would be sufficient. Also it was designed to work on 
48 V with less back up considering space constraint 
to accommodate IPS with 55 nos. of batteries as per 
RDSO/SPN/165. This also has the provision of solar 
charging in non RE area. This is not expandable in 
future due to fixed configuration and rack size.

As now Ministry of Railways has decided to electrify 
all BG routes in a mission mode and also electronic 
equipment like RTU of data logger, LED signals, 
train actuated warning systems and ATP related 
equipment etc. are being installed there, transformer 
rectifier technology will not be appropriate due to 
higher ripples. Option of Solar power may also be 
not of much use due to proposed RE of entire BG 
route.

TECHNICAL SYSTEM APPLICATION 
APPROVAL (TSAA)
Technical System Application Approval for Electronic 
Interlocking of yards having more than 100 routes is 
done by RDSO to ensure that EI installations are being 
commissioned with the stipulated installation discipline. 
Total 52 no. of TSAA have been accorded in the current 
F.Y. till date to various Zonal Railways as per details given 
below-

Rlys. SWR SECR SCR NWR SER

No. of EIs 9 8 7 5 4

Rlys. ECR SR NCR ECoR NR

No. of EIs 4 3 3 2 2

Rlys. NFR NER WR CR ER

No. of EIs 1 1 1 1 1

EMI/EMC COMPATIBILITY TESTING 
OF ROLLING STOCK

 � Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) of new 
prototype of “On-Board –EMU” was tested with 

signalling and clearance from signalling point of view 
given on 19.12.2019.

 � Modified design of AC EMU rake for Kolkata 
Metro manufactured by ICF rake with indigenized 
electronics of M/s Medha was tested for EMI/EMC 
compatibility with signalling and clearance from 
signalling point of view given on 28.05.2019.

 � EMI/EMC compatibility clearance for WDG-6G 
Diesel Locomotive (manufactured at Marhowra) was 
given on 24.05.2019.

 � Trials for testing Electromagnetic Compatibility 
(EMC) of new prototype   of “Under slung EMU” 
having M/s Medha make Electronicswith signalling 
have been conducted in Nallasopar - Andheri section 
of Mumbai Div., Central Railwayon 18.02.2020 and in 
Virar-Churchgate section of Mumbai Div., Western 
Railway from 16.02.2020 to 21.02.2020.

 � Trials for testing Electromagnetic Compatibility 
(EMC) with signalling for modified prototype of 
WAG-7 equipped with Regenerative braking of M/s 
Medha make have been conducted on 26.02.2020 
between Lucknow to Unnao at Northern Railway.

TECHNICAL AUDIT OF SIGNALLING 
INSTALLATIONS

 � Electronic Interlocking- Technical audit of Electronic 
Interlocking installations at Barang, Puri& Bhubaneshwar 
of ECoR, Auto signal location LSC13 between SKQ-
CHL,Tundla&Bahilpurwaof NCR, Raja ka Sahaspur, 
Kathghar&Duganpurof NR and Muri station of SER, 
Gumanihat Station of NFR, have been conducted during 
the year. Deficiencies were communicated to the Zonal 
Railways and OEMs for compliance.

 � Digital Axle Counter-Technical audit of TZD –OLA, 
OLA – MLMR section of Chennai Div, SR, BNDA 
– KHU section of Jhansi &BINR station of Agra 
divisions of NC01R, Taldi-Canning block section 
(Double Line) &Kakinara Station of SealdahDiv, of 
ER have been conducted during the year. Deficiencies 
were communicated to the Zonal Railways and OEMs 
for compliance.

 � Technical audit of LED signals at Mathura Junction, 
Vrindavan Road, Bhuteshwar and Mora stations 
of Agra Division of NCR, Earth Leakage Detector 
in Moradabad div. of NRand Non-Metallic CLS 
housings in Sealdah div. of ER have also been 
conducted during the year
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INTERNATIONAL  RAILWAY   
EQUIPMENT EXHIBITION

The 13thInternational Railway Equipment 
Exhibition was held from 22nd to 24th October 2019 
at New Delhi, which is an international platform to 
display railway equipment, railway related products and 
accessories. RDSO has organised a stall there in which 
Signal Directorate displayed TCAS system. The TCAS 
system was visited by a number of Railway personnel and 
dignitaries and was well appreciated.

SEMINAR ON EMI/EMC
A seminar has been conducted by Signal 

Directorate at RDSO/Lucknow on 10thOctober 2019 on 
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) and Electromagnetic 
Compatibility (EMC). The eminent speakers from 
SAMEER (Society for Applied Microwave Electronics 
Engineering & Research), an independent R&D 
Laboratory under Ministry of Electronics and IT delivered 
talks. Various directorates of RDSO participated in the 
Seminar.

 � PCSTEs’ Conference was held at Secunderabad 
from 23rd to 24th November 2019. Shri R.K.Jain, 
ED/Signal(Co-ord.) gave a presentation on ‘TCAS 
and Beyond’. Also Shri M.M.Waris, JDSIG-4 
demonstrated the automated design tool developed 
by RDSO in association with IIT/ Kharagpur for 
automatic generation of Selection Table and some 
circuits as a proof of concept. Both the presentations 
generated significant positive response from the 
participants.

34th GOVERNING COUNCIL MEETING 
(GCM) 
Following two projects were presented in 34th GCM-

	Train Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) Phase 
II Project for having features similar to European 
Train Control System (ETCS) Level 2 for higher 
speeds.

	Solution for Surge and lightning protection for 
Signal equipment installed at way-side.

Sri Pradeep Kumar, Member (S&T), 
Railway Board visiting TCAS counter in IREE Shri M.M.Waris, JDSIG-4 demonstrating the automated design tool

Shri R.K.Jain, ED/Signal(Co-ord.) giving presentation on ‘TCAS and 
Beyond’
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RESEARCH,  DESIGNS & 
DEVELOPMENT 
DEVELOPMENT OF IP BASED INTEGRATED 
PASSENGER INFORMATION SYSTEM
 As a policy matter, most of the Equipment in 
Indian Railways are being shifted to IP platforms as a 
technological upgrade. In line, “IP Based Integrated 
Passenger Information System” has been developed 
by Telecom Directorate/RDSO. The system consists of 
networked Indoor & Outdoor Video Display Boards, 
Train Indication Displays, Coach Guidance Displays and 
PC Based Announcement System. The system is also 
capable of displaying commercial advertisements and 
video information. In a multi-colour display board, the 
important fields like “Train number, Train name, Arrival 
and Departure status, Expected Time of A/D, Platform 
Number” can be displayed in different colours to easily 
read and differentiate by the passengers. Trains having 

TELECOMMUNICATION

Central Data Controller

Multiline Display Board (mono color)

Multiline Display Board (multi-color)

Fig 1. Various components of a typical IP Based Integrated Passenger Information System (IPIS)

certain special status can be displayed in different colours. 
Status of trains like cancelled, diverted, platform changed 
etc, can also be displayed in special colours to quickly 
capture the attention of the passengers.

 Interoperability between systems from different 
manufactures is achieved by using standard communication 
protocol independent of hardware. Features like well-
defined Input/output interface, uniformity of dimensions 
of display boards, remote monitoring/diagnostic & 
reporting, better visibility of media, OFC as media to avoid 
interference from 25kV line, use of 3-in-1 SMD LEDs etc. 
are added for better performance of the system.

 The IP Based Integrated Passenger Information 
System (IPIS) consists of Central Data Controller (CDC) 
loaded with software for announcement & display, Remote 
monitoring Software (RMS), PDC, LED display (TV) and 
display boards of different sizes like Single Line, Multiline, 
At a glance, True color Indoor and outdoor video display, 
Coach Guidance.
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 � Revision of the specification for the item “IP based 
Video Surveillance System”

IP Based Video Surveillance System is to be provided 
at Main entrance/exit, Platforms, Waiting hall, 
Reservation counter, Parking area, Railway yards, 
Foot over bridges etc. of Railway stations and other 
Railway establishments. The Video Surveillance 
System is based on non-proprietary open architecture 
where the Video Management Software, Video 
Recording Software, Video Analytics Software and 
Face Recognition Software can work and integrate 
with any make of IT hardware like Server, Storage, 
Workstation, Network Video Recorder and Switches, 
etc.

The specification was revised after wide consultation 
with various Vendors/ OEMs/ Railways. Some of the 
major changes done in the RDSO specification to 
keep up with the emerging technology in the current 
market to be used over Indian Railways are as follows:

	Three Schemes are kept in the revised 
specification as:

 � Station only/Standalone architecture

 � Clustered based architecture

 � Cloud based architecture

The new clustered based architecture saves cost 
as hardware is not needed at every station. It 
reduces the requirement of huge bandwidth 
between RPF Thana and Cloud. Basic 
functions like storage, VMS etc at RPF thana 
only increasing reliability and also limiting 
bandwidth requirement.

	ONVIF Profile ‘S’ & ‘G’ for the interface of 
network video products has been introduced 
instead of only Profile ‘S’, as it is necessary for 
edge storage inside of the cameras.

	Increased size of sensor for 4K UHD Cameras

	PoE+ is made mandatory for cameras so that 
no separate power cable is required for any type 
of camera, it eliminates separate/local power 
arrangements and improves system reliability.

	Storage support for Camera SD Card has been 
increased from 64 GB to 128 GB so that the 
need for storage hardware at every station is 
eliminated, thus reducing cost.

	Infra-Red provisions for all types of Camera, 
instead of Bullet type only, so that the Cameras 

will work in no or very low light condition.

	In the revised specification Motorized Varifocal 
Lens: Focal length has been defined as 4.5 mm 
- 10 mm is defined. The focal length for Bullet 
cameras fixed for more clarity.

	Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) is made 
mandatory for all types of cameras as ≥90dB 
so as to enhance the picture quality for varying 
light conditions.

	Server hardware processor defined with AMD/
Intel instead of only Intel so as to get wider 
participation from vendors. Also optimization 
of hardware as per requirement is now possible 
which in-turn results in reduction in hardware 
thus reduction in cost of the work.

	Provision of 32 / 64 / 128 channel NVR added 
for optimization instead of only 64 channel 
so that the Railways have multiple choices of 
NVRs. Option for SAS/SATA/SSD for storage 
defined for wider participation in Disk drives.

	PC Workstation now has an option for AMD 
Processor besides Intel and workstation changed 
from Server based to Workstation based for 
wider participation and cost reduced as now 
workstation is sufficient for viewing.

	New generic specification for 4 types of Switches 
for CCTV added - Core Switch, Aggregation 
Switch, Layer 2 Switch (24 Port) & Field Switch(8 
port).

	Remote Viewing on Web and Mobile App added. 
This new feature has been added for providing 
mobile accessibility.

	FRS Benchmarking has been made more 
appropriate. Performance benchmarking based 
on PoC/ demo may be decided by purchaser to 
meet user requirement

	Use of GPU graphic Card for FRS: The clause 
generalized for use of any Server additional 
items as per solution requirement and now use 
of GPU card only is not mandatory, it is more 
w233flexible now.

PROJECTS
 � LTE-R for Indian Railways

Long Term Evolution (LTE) is 4th Generation (4G) 
Mobile Communication System and is emerging 
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as Global Standard for all new Train Control and 
Railway Signalling applications replacing the 
incumbent 2nd Generation (2G) GSM-R technology. 
LTE for Railways (LTE-R), the next generation mobile 
train radio communication system will meet Indian 
Railways present and future demands by providing 
improved railway traffic control, passenger safety and 
improved security for train operations.

Telecom Directorate of RDSO being the 
Telecommunication R&D Organisation of Indian 
Railway is continually involved in study of mobile 
train communication systems and was also associated 
with technology expert institutions namely IIT 
Madras, IIT Hyderabad and CEWiT for the study 
project of LTE-R for Indian Railways. The project 
deliverables covered the following objectives:-

 � Requirements of Wireless Communications in 
Indian Railways

 � Study of LTE for Indian Railway Requirements

 � Adaptation of LTE for Indian Railways

LTE-R consists of User Equipments, Evolved 
Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network, Evolved 
Packet Core, IP Multimedia Subsystem and Mission-
Critical Push To Talk (MCPTT) application. The 
LTE-R systems are compatible with modern train 
automation systems like European Train Control 
System (ETCS) or similar and also interoperable with 
other legacy mobile communication systems such as 
GSM and UMTS.

Indian Railway envisages following applications/
facilities on LTE-R:-

 � Mission Critical Passenger Safety Services & 
Applications  through  ETCS Level 2 or similar 
Railway Signalling system on IR.

 � Video Surveillance (Live Feed) through CCTV 
cameras in trains along with Video Analytics for 
Passenger Security.

 � Faster data network Communication for voice, 
video and other related applications.

 � More network-enabled devices (IoT based Asset 
reliability Monitoring).

 � Providing Wi-Fi facility in trains.
 � Train and wayside Telemetry through Mobile 

communications. 

Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI), has 
recommended for allocation of 5 MHz (paired) spectrum 
in 700 MHz band to Indian Railways for LTE-R.

MAJOR TELECOM INFRASTRUCTURE 
WORKS IN RDSO CAMPUS

 � Work of Video surveillance system in the RDSO 
Complex has been completed successfully.

 � Protection paths for Railtel circuit are configured 
from Manak Nagar to RDSO campus.

 � Earlier Main link coming from Hazratganj to RDSO 
was not protected.

 � Permanent Wi-Fi installed & commissioned in 
VVIP & MRVC ORH.

 � Improvement in Railnet infrastructure in RDSO- 
Internet Bandwidth has been increased from 500 
Mbps to 1000 Mbps for RDSO office & 100 Mbps to 
400 Mbps for RDSO residential area.

DIGITAL INITIATIVES
 � E-office implemented in RDSO, Telecom 

Directorate being Nodal Directorate including 
issuing of Digital Signature Certificates.

 � A new dedicated webex meeting facility has been 
created for RDSO through Railtel to facilitate smooth 
meetings in RDSO. This platform is extensively used 
for various meetings in RDSO during this period of 
Covid19 Pandemic.

 � To facilitate work from home for officials of RDSO 
in view of Covid19 Pandemic, VPN requirements 
of around 370 officials of various directorates have 
been provided.

 � To facilitate E-office working in RDSO, online 
Training to around 800 officials of RDSO has been 
imparted.

 � Interactive training shivir on e-office working 
covering all directorates of RDSO was organised 
during 18.05.2020 to 26.05.2020 in the main 
conference hall of RDSO. All admins and important 
officials were trained to work on various aspects of 
E-office management and working in their respective 
directorates.

 � A total of approximately 134 officials & family 
members of the directorate installed the Aarogya 
Setu app as per directives of MHA.
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RESEARCH,  TEST & TRIAL
FIELD TRIALS AND LABORATORY 
TESTS

Testing Directorate is playing a key role in design 
validation for all newly designed and / or modified rolling 
stocks through regular field trials like Oscillation trials, 
Coupler force and Controllability trials, Confirmatory 
Oscillograph Car Runs, Squeeze test, Emergency Braking 
Distance trial, Track Monitoring of Rajdhani Routes and 
also some specialized nature of field trials like Rating & 
Performance trials, Jerk trials, Haulage Capacity trial 
Cant Deficiency Trial etc. The Directorate also undertakes 
simulated tests on rolling stock sub-assemblies and various 
components in its three laboratories namely Air Brake Lab, 
Brake Dynamometer Lab and Fatigue Testing Lab. 

The Directorate is using highest standards for 
testing practices for field trials and laboratory tests. Fully 
Computerized Data Acquisition and Data Analysis System 
with Electronic Transducers for recording parameters are 
being used to meet International standards. A total of 84 
nos. of field trials and 10 nos. of laboratory tests have been 
conducted in this year.  

Important field trials and laboratory tests taken up in the 
year 2019-2020:

OSCILLATION TRIALS
Following important oscillation trials have been conducted 
for improvement in passenger services and improving 
throughputs on Indian Railways:

 � WAG12 (coupled locomotives) class of locomotives 
over BE - MB - SRE section of Northern Railway

WAG12 (coupled locomotives)

 � WAG11 (Twin Co-Co electric locomotive converted 
from WDG4) class of locomotive over BE - MB - SRE 
section of Northern Railway 

WAG11 (Twin Co-Co electric loco)

 � WAP7HS class of locomotive over NAD-KOTA-
SWM section of West Central Railway and BE-MB-
SRE section of Northern Railway 

WAP7HS locomotive

 � WDG6G class of locomotive over VKB-PRLI section 
of South Central Railway

WDG6G locomotive

 � WAG12B class of locomotive over NMDA-SNL 
section of Northern Railway and NAD - MTJ section 
of West Central Railway

TESTING
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 � WAG12A (coupled locomotives) class of locomotives 
over BE – MB - SRE section of Northern Railway

WAG12A locomotive

 � WAG9HH class of locomotive over SNL-NMDA 
section of Northern Railway

WAG9HH locomotive

 � 22.9t axle load BG bogie flat steel wagon type BFNSM 
22.9 over MBA - KURJ section of North Central 
Railway

BFNSM 22.9t wagon

 � 22.9t axle load BG bogie open wagon type BOXNR 
fitted with Casnub 22HS and 22NLB bogies over 
MBA - KURJ section of North Central Railway

 � 20.03 t axle load BG Bogie Ammonia Tank Wagon 
type BTALNM over MBA - KURJ section of North 
Central Railway

BTALNM wagon

 � 22.9t axle load BG bogie rail wagon type BRN 22.9 
over MBA –KURJ section of North Central Railway

BRN 22.9 wagon
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 � 15.25t axle load BG bogie Parcel van type wagon 
BCPVN fitted with Casnub 22HS bogie over MBA – 
KURJ section of North Central Railway

BCPVN wagon

 � 22.32t axle load BG bogie open rapid discharge 
hopper wagon type BOBRN fitted with Casnub 
22NLB bogie over KURJ – MBA section of North 
Central Railway

BOBRN 22.32t wagon

 � Broad Gauge Bogie Open wagon type 
BOXNHSM1 with maximum axle load 22.82 
t over MBA - KURJ section of North Central 
Railway 

 � Broad Gauge Bogie Open wagon type BOXNM1 
with maximum axle load 22.82 t over MBA - 
KURJ section of North Central Railway

 � BG Bogie Flat wagon type BRNA (fitted with 
CASNUB 22NLB bogie) with axle load 20.32t 
over MBA-KURJ section of North Central 
Railway

 � 25t axle load BG bogie Open Wagon type 
BOXNS over New Ateli- New Phulera section of 
Western Dedicated Corridor of DFCCIL

BOXNS 25t wagon

 � 25t axle load broad gauge bogie container flat wagon 
type BLCS over DFC

BLCS 25t wagon

 � Broad Gauge Bogie Hopper wagon type (BOBYNHS) 
fitted with CASNUB 22HS bogie with axle load 22.9t 
over KURJ - MBA section of North Central Railway

 � LHB Non-AC EOG GS variant (LS-5A) coach on 
Fiat bogie fitted with pneumatic suspension (160 kn 
capacity) at secondary Stage over Bina-BPL section 
of West Central Railway

LS-5A coach

 � LHB design high capacity parcel van without 
luggage racks (LVPH) coach on fiat bogie fitted with 
pneumatic suspension at secondary stage over BE-
MB-SRE section of Northern Railway and SWM-
KOTA-NAD) section of West Central Railway
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LVPH parcel van

 � 8 Wheeler Inspection & maintenance OHE car under 
slung type (8W-DETC self-propelled) manufactured 
by M/s BEML Bangalore over VKB - PRLI section of 
South Central Railway and kmph BSL - KNW section 
of Central Railway

8W-DETC self-propelled

 � 12 car formation BG AC EMU coaches with 
underslung 3-phase IGBT based propulsion system 
and having pneumatic suspension in secondary 
stage manufactured by ICF/Chennai  over combined 
sections of CSTM-KYN-KSRA & KYN-KJT section 
of Central Railway

12 car BG AC EMU

 � 8 car formation MEMU stock fitted with underslung 
3-phase IGBT based propulsion system and having 
pneumatic suspension in secondary stage over 
combined sections of Mumbai CSTM-KALYAN-
KASARA & KALYAN-KARJAT section of Central 
Railway

8 Car MEMU
 � 8-Car formation 3-phase on-board MEMU coaches 

with modified suspension manufactured by ICF over 
SNL – NMDA section of Northern Railway

 � Maha Metro Rail Nagpur project coaches 
manufactured by M/s CRRC Dalian Co. Ltd. China 
with air suspension at secondary stage over Khapri 
station (chainage 19550) to Congress Nagar station 
(chainage 8100) on Reach-1 section of Maha Metro 
Nagpur project standard gauge rail network.

Maha Metro Nagpur

 � Gujrat Metro standard gauge coaches manufactured 
by M/s Hyundai Rotem company over apparel park 
station (chainage 14208.837) to vastral gam station 
(chainage 20359.036) section of Gujarat metro SG 
rail network 
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Gujrat Metro

 � 750 volt (DC) MRS (Metro Rolling stock) by M/s 
Dalian Loco & Rolling stock ltd. between DUM-
DUM & Kavi Subhash metro of KMRCL (Kolkata 
Metro Rail Corporation)

EMERGENCY BRAKING DISTANCE 
TRIALS

 � 8 Wheeler Inspection & maintenance OHE car 
under slung type (8W-DETC self-propelled) 
manufactured by M/s BEML Bangalore having 
pneumatic suspension at secondary stage over BSL-
KNW section of Central Railway

 � EP Brake system blended with regenerative brakes 
on prototype rake of 12 car formation BG air 
conditioned EMU coach with underslung 3 phase 
IGBT based propulsion system manufactured by ICF 
over combined section of Central Railway

 � 16 car formation of prototype rake of MEMU stock 
having 3 phase IGBT based propulsion system 
with stainless steel car body and having pneumatic 
suspension in secondary stage over ET-AMLA-NGP 
section (including 1 in 65 gradient of ghat section) of 
Central Railway 

 � 8 car formation MEMU stock fitted with under 
slung 3-phase IGBT based propulsion system and 
having pneumatic suspension in secondary stage 
over combined sections of Mumbai CSTM-Kalyan-
Kasara and Kalyan-Karjat section of Central Railway 

 � WAG9C locomotive at over DDU – DOS section of 
East Central Railway

WAG9C locomotive

 � WAP7HS class of  locomotive over NAD-KOTA-
SWM section of West Central Railway 

WAP7HS loco

 � WDG6G class of locomotive 

 � WAG12B class of locomotive 

 � Metro - Gujrat Metro, Maha Metro Rail Nagpur and 
Kolkata Metro 
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COUPLER FORCE & 
CONTROLLABILITY TRIAL

 � Coupler force trials of 16 car formation of prototype 
rake of MEMU stock having 3 phase IGBT based 
propulsion system with stainless steel car body and 
having pneumatic suspension in secondary stage over 
ET-AMLA-NGP section (including 1 in 65 gradient of 
ghat section) of Central Railway 

16 car rake of MEMU stock

 � Controllability, EBD and Coupler Force trials of 
passenger train comprising (24+1) ICF coach with 
WDP4/WDG4/WDM3A locomotive over ascending 
/ descending the ghat section of CLR - QLM in Hubli 
division of South Western Railway

CONFIRMATORY OSCILLOGRAPH 
CAR RUN (COCR) 

 � 16-coach formation Train Set under the project name 
as Train - 18 manufactured by ICF/Chennai at a 
maximum speed of 130 kmph between NDLS - LDH 
– NDLS on Northern Railway.

Train - 18

 � Special Rajdhani Express train with a rake comprising 

of 22 LHB AC (EOG) variant coaches including two 
LHB Generator Vans with single WAP7 locomotive 
at front of rake and single WAP7 locomotive at rear 
of rake (Push-Pull operation) at maximum speed of 
130 kmph between HWH to NDLS

 � 24 numbers of AC and Non AC (EOG) LHB variant 
coaches including 02 numbers of LHB Generator 
Vans (01 no. of LWLRRM and 01 no. of LDSLRA) with 
single WAP7 locomotive up-to a maximum speed of 
130 kmph over PWL-AGC-GWL-JHS-BINA section 
on North Central Railway & West Central Railway

 � 24 numbers of AC and Non AC (EOG) LHB variant 
coaches including 02 numbers of LHB generator vans 
(01 no. of LWLRRM & 01 no. of LDSLRA) with single 
wap7, upto a maximum speed of 130 kmph over MTJ 
– KOTA – NAD – RTM – BRC - MMCT section of 
North Central Railway, West Central Railway, Central 
Railway & Western Railway

 � 24 numbers of AC and Non AC (EOG) LHB variant 
coaches including two LHB Generator Vans (01 no. 
LWLRRM & 01 no. of LDSLRA) with Single WAP7 
locomotive up to a maximum speed of 130 kmph 
over TATA - JSG - TATA section of South Eastern 
Railway

 � 24 numbers of AC and Non AC (EOG) LHB variant 
coaches including 02 numbers of LHB Generator 
Vans (01 number of LWLRRM & 01 no. of LDSLRA) 
with single WAP5/WAP7, upto a maximum speed 
of 130 km/h over NDLS- CNB- ALD-DDU- PNBE-
ASN-BWN-Howrah section and DDU-GAYA-ASN-
BWN- SDAH sections of Northern Railway, North 
Central Railway, East Central Railway & Eastern 
Railway

 � 24 numbers of AC and Non AC (EOG) LHB variant 
coaches including 02 numbers of LHB Generator 
Vans (01 number of LWLRRM & 01 no. of LDSLRA) 
with single WAP5/WAP7, upto a maximum speed of 
130 km/h over NDLS-CNB-ALD-DDU-PNBE-ASN-
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BWN-Howrah and DDU-GAYA-ASN-BWN- SDAH 
sections of Northern Railway, North Central Railway, 
East Central Railway & Eastern Railway

STRESS INVESTIGATION TRIALS
Stress investigation trials conducted in manufacturer 
premises:

 � BCNAHSM1 (Design-D) wagon manufactured 
by M/s Cimmco Limited, Kolkata, M/s Texmaco 
Rails & Engineering Ltd, Kolkata and M/s Modern 
Industries, GT Road, Sahibabad

BCNAHSM1 (Design-D)

 � BOXNS wagon manufactured by M/s Texmaco Rail 
& Engineering Ltd., Agampura Works, Belgharia, 
Kolkata, M/s Titagarh Wagons Ltd, Kolkata, M/s 
BESCO Limited Wagon Division, Kolkata and M/s 
Cimmco Limited, Anandpur, Kolkata

BOXNS wagon

 � BRN (22.9t) wagon manufactured by M/s Jindal Rail 
Infrastructure Limited, Vadodara

 � BOXNHL MBS design D wagon manufactured by 
M/s Oriental Foundry Pvt. Ltd., Kutch, Gujrat and 
M/s Commercial Engineering & Body Builders Co. 
(CEBBCO) Ltd., Jabalpur 

BOXNHL MBS design D

 � BFNSM 22.9 t wagon manufactured by M/s Titagarh 
Wagons Ltd, Kolkata

 � BCFC (Design E) wagon manufactured by M/s Jindal 
Rail Infrastructure Limited, Vadodara, Gujrat

BCFC (Design E) wagon

 � 8 Wheeler Diesel Electric Tower Car shell (8W-DETC) 
manufactured by M/s Engineering & Locomotive Co. 
Ltd., Bangalore

8W-DETC tower car

SPECIAL TRIALS AND STUDY
 � Rating and Performance trial of WAG12B class of 

locomotive over GURLA-LABAN section of West 
Central Railway

 � Rolling resistance trial of rake of 16-coach 
formation train set under the project name as Train 
-18 manufactured by ICF/Chennai between NDLS - 
LDH on Northern Railway 

 � Adhesion and Rating & Performance trial of 
WAP7HS class of locomotive over NAD-KOTA-
SWM section of West Central Railway 
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 � Measurement of platform height and vehicle 
clearance (Gap) between the bottom of sole bar 
and top of the platform on prototype rake of 12 car 
formation BG air conditioned EMU coaches fitted 
with under slung 3-phase IGBT based propulsion 
system manufactured by ICF, Chennai

 � Negotiability trial of WAG12B class of locomotive over 
ladder type formation in a yard consisting of minimum 3 
loop lines connected through a series of 1:81/2 turnouts 
at Kota station yard of West Central Railway

Negotiability trial

TRACK MONITORING RUNS
Periodic Track Monitoring Runs conducted on following 
routes:

 � NDLS-AGC-NDLS 
 � NDLS-HWH-NDLS
 � NDLS-BCT-NDLS and 
 � NDLS-MAS-NDLS

TM Run NDLS-AGC-NDLS

LABORATORY TESTS
AIR BRAKE LABORATORY TESTS
Performance & Endurance test of Distributor Valve 
submitted by M/s JWL Dako-CZ (India) Ltd.

Comparative study test for bench marking of M/s 
Locomatics, Hosur make feed valve model no. Combined 
feed valve w.r.t. the existing approved design C2N feed 
valve of M/s SIL, Kolkata design in air brake laboratory

Distributor valve under test

BRAKE DYNAMOMETER 
LABORATORY TESTS

 � Dynamometer testing of MG DEMU cast steel test 
wheels 

Brake Dynamometer testing machine

 � Quality test of ‘L’ type and ‘K’ type composition brake 
blocks for locomotive stocks

FATIGUE TESTING LABORATORY 
TESTS

 � Load deflection and fatigue test of elastomeric pads 

 � Endurance test of Conical Springs removed from 
Kolkata Metro Coach

 � Testing of Spring Loaded Side Bearer Assembly
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RESEARCH,  DESIGNS & 
DEVELOPMENT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION FOR 
PROCUREMENT OF R260 GRADE 
RAILS

RDSO has developed specification for rail grade 
R260.This high carbon steel rail will have cleaner steel 
as compared to the presently used 880 grade rail. It will 
have better mechanical properties, including higher yield 
strength. This is likely to result in reduced number of rail 
failures under the operating conditions prevailing on the 
Indian Railways.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION FOR 
ZINC ALUMINIUM METALLISATION 
OF RAIL

Considering the problem of corrosion of rails 
specially in coastal areas, Railway Board directed RDSO 
to consider all the technical material available, response/
suggestions received from various persons/organizations 
and suitably revise the presently laid down guidelines for 
corrosion prevention of rails, including automation for 
good quality work.

Accordingly, Technical Specification for Zinc Aluminium 
Metallisation for Rails (IRS:T-51) was prepared RDSO 
and approved by Railway Board has been circulated to 
all Zonal Railways on 27.02.2020 and also uploaded on 
RDSO website.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION FOR 
STATIONARY FLASH BUTT WELDING 
PLANT AND CONNECTED MACHINES 
& ACCESSORIES

Stationary Flash Butt Welding Plants working in 
Indian Railways are of old vintage. These plants are to be 
replaced with plants of state of art technology prevailing 
at present.

Accordingly, technical specification for stationary flash 
butt welding plant was finalized by RDSO and it has been 
circulated to all concerned and also uploaded on RDSO’s 
website on 07.05.2019.

TRACK
INFRASTRUCTURE AND PROCESS 
INSPECTION AND APPROVAL TO 
MAKE 60KG 1080 HH RAILS AT M/S 
JINDAL STEEL & POWER LIMITED, 
RAIGARH

As per direction of Railway Board, RDSO team 
visited M/s JSPL, Raigarh plant from for technical 
capacity assessment, rail manufacturing capability and 
process approval for 60kg/1080 HH grade rails. Report 
of 1080 HH 60 E1 rail manufacturing capability of M/s 
JSPL, Raigarh was prepared and submitted to Railway 
Board for consideration vide letter dated 13/17.02.2020.

MAINTENANCE PRACTICES FOR 
CONTINUATION OF LONG WELDED 
RAILS OF LENGTH OF 78M-250M
 Maintenance practices for continuation of long 
welded rails of length of 78m-250m prepared by RDSO 
and approved by Railway Board has been circulated to 
all zonal railways for trial for a period of 02 years and 
submit quarterly performance report to RDSO.

REPORT FOR OPERATION OF 22.9T 
AXLE LOAD AT 75 KMPH

A report has been prepared by Track Design 
Dte. of RDSO for operation of 22.9t axle load at 75 kmph 
and sent to Railway Board by Director General/RDSO in 
August, 2019.

CONSULTANCY FOR VALIDATION 
OF RAIL STRESS EVALUATION 
METHODOLOGY

Railway Board (ME) desired that the rail stress 
calculations done by RDSO should be got validated from an 
international expert and opinion of the expert should also 
be sought for exploring the possibility of operation of 25t 
axle load wagons of Indian Railways on existing track laid 
on 60kg (90UTS) rails.
Consultancy was awarded to M/s Transportation 
Technology Transfer (TTT), Inc. USA having faculty 
and technical personnel of University of Illinois, Urbana 
Champaign (UIUC), USA. They have validated the 
RDSO Report and recommended use of 60 kg/110 UTS 
(YS as 800MPa) rail for operation of 25t axle load. Final 
report has also been sent to Railway Board on 04.5.2019.
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88th MEETING OF TRACK STANDARDS 
COMMITTEE

The 88th Meeting of Track Standards Committee 
was held at PURI from 16th to 18th January, 2020. 
Agenda items, proposed by Zonal Railways, IRICEN/
Pune, Railway Board and RDSO were deliberated during 
the meeting. 14 new items, 03 informal items and 43 
pending items were discussed in 88th meeting of Track 
Standard Committee (TSC). Committee recommended 
their finding after detailed technical discussions on each 
of the items. These items will help in finding solution to 
the problem being faced in the field and in standardization 
of some important items related to track structure and 
maintenance. Few important items deliberated in the 
meeting are as under-.

 � Track structure for (CC+8+2T)/22.9T Axle load.

 � Re-drafting of P.way Manual.

 � Criteria for De-stressing of Long Welded Rails.

 � Inspection schedule of Pway officials

 � Reduction of distressing temperature by 5° in Zone IV.

 � Provisions of Reverse curve in the LWR Manual, 1996.

UNIQUE IDENTIFICATION (UID) 
NUMBER OF CMS CROSSING

In view of digitizing of IR track’s data, it was felt 
necessary to allot a Unique Identification (UID) Number 
of CMS crossings for their easy identification in the field. 
This UID number may be dove-tailed with the IR Track 
Management System (TMS) applications so that the data 
regarding performance/GMT/life/ wear/replacement 
reported from the field shall be directly available to 
all concerned for detailed analysis. Further, in view of 
87th TSC recommendations & Railway Board’s orders 
on pending item no. 1346 (Serial No. 46), a scheme for 
allotting UID number to each CMS Crossing for each 
firm was prepared & sent to all approved vendors of CMS 
Crossings for suggestions. The scheme of allotting UID 
number to each CMS Crossing was modified incorporating 
the suggestions of vendors. The modified scheme has been 
implemented w.e.f. 01.01.2020.

CONTINUATION OF LWR THROUGH 
TURNOUTS

In view of directives of Railway Board, a “Report 
on Continuation of LWR through Turnouts (CT-48 of 
August’ 2019)” was prepared along with drawings and 
sent to Railway Board with request to accord approval 
for conducting field trial for continuing LWR through 
Turnouts. Railway Board approved the above report vide 
letter dated 06.09.2019 and advised the Zonal Railways to 
lay LWR through turnout as per the detailed guidelines 
contained in the report. RDSO had circulated the above 
report to  all Zonal Railways vide letter dated 13.09.2019. 
For conducting the above trial one LWR through Turnouts 
has been laid in Chamrola yard on Tundla- Ghaziabad 
section of Allahabad Division of NCR. This involves use 
of Weldable CMS crossing also which has been developed 
for the first time on Indian Railways and is put under trial.

FINALIZATION OF DRAWINGS/
SPECIFICATION/STR & GUIDELINES 
FOR ZERO TOE LOAD FASTENING 
(ZTLF) SYSTEM

In view of instructions contained in Railway 
Board’s letter dated 03.12.2018, the specifications & 
guidelines of Zero Toe Load Fastening (ZTLF) system 
have been finalised along with drawing no. RDSO/T-8759 
to RDSO/T-8765 and development of vendors for the same 
is in progress. The development will facilitate use of these 
fastenings on track at girder bridges thus minimising the 
need for maintenance of track on bridges.

UPLOADING OF DRAWINGS, 
SPECIFICATION & TRIAL SCHEME ON 
TMS PORTAL FOR MATERIALS UNDER 
TRIAL

Field trials of P. Way components are being 
conducted on Indian Railways in order to assess the 
efficacy of new track items as well as modified track items 
in field conditions. It has however been found that in most 
of the cases, Zonal Railways have not been able to procure 
the trial quantity at all due to one reason or the other. Due 
to this, the trials are getting delayed and the basic purpose 
of conducting trial is getting defeated.
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The issue of slow trials by Zonal Railways was 
discussed during 87th TSC held at Ahmedabad on 10th 
& 11th Jan, 2019. In view of deliberation held, Railway 
Board  was requested to consider nominating one Zonal 
Railway as a nodal agency for the purpose of procuring 
the trial items for all the nominated Zonal Railways so 
that the trials of P.Way items can be done at the faster 
pace on Indian Railways. Railway Board vide letter dated 
07.02.2019, has centralised the procurement of various P. 
Way items and has nominated certain zonal railways as 
Nodal agency for the purpose of procuring various field 
trial items on behalf of all the nominated zonal Railways 
for conducting field trial. Accordingly, all these trial items 
along with detailed letter and connected drawings have 
been uploaded on the TMS portal for ease of all concerned 
& the railways for conducting & monitoring the trials 
effectively.

DEVELOPMENT OF HVN LINER OVER 
INDIAN RAILWAYS

Presently High Viscous Nylon 66 Insulating Liners 
(HVN) are being used worldwide due to better impact 
load & corrosion resistant properties. Indian Railway is 
also trying to use HVN through RFP. Global RFP for HVN 
Liners was uploaded on 07.03.2019  on RDSO’s website 
with last date of RFP submission as 08.04.19. Total 16 nos. 
firms have participated. 14 nos. firms submitted samples 
for testing at RDSO.

The final evaluation of the RFP proposals has been 
completed by RDSO and sent to Railway Board for 
approval of limited field trial over Indian Railways vide 
this office letter dated 27.12.2019. Railway Board vide 

letter dated 04.02.2020 approved the trial of 2 km length 
on 04 Zonal Railways. Trial Scheme has been sent to all 
trial Zonal Railways on 26.02.2020.

High viscous nylon-66 material has been 
proposed in place of Glass-filled nylon-66 (GFN-66) for 
its better elongation & impact properties. Cost saving is 
another advantage through larger quantity of production 
due to its lower density. Heat stabilized grades provide 
excellent long term heat ageing and property retention. 
Cost savings are expected on account of no breakage, 
increased life of operation, and reduced down time and 
manpower requirement.

UNDER SLEEPER PAD FOR REDUCTION 
IN BALLAST THICKNESS

Based upon a Global RFP, the proposals of four 
firms have been selected for field trial over Indian Railways. 
Railway Board vide letter dated 14.06.2019 has approved 
the trial of USPs in three Zonal Railways (CR, SER & 
NCR) and instructed RDSO to issue trial scheme. The 
trial scheme was prepared and sent to trial Zonal Railways 
on 01.07.2019. Further, the trial scheme has been revised 
after discussion with Railway Board (ED/Track (M) on 
24.07.2019 and in view of CR letter dated 26.07.2019. 
The revised trial scheme has been sent to all trial Zonal 
Railways on 30/31.07.2019. Further clarifications have  
been provided to NCR and SER vide RDSO letter dated 
04.09.2019 and 24.09.2019 respectively. The clarification 
asked by CR for keeping trial length of various USP & non 
USP section as 0.80m, 0.70m, 0.8m & .0.70m received in 
this office on 29.10.2019 has been examined and replied 
on 13.11.2019.
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RESEARCH, DESIGNS & 
DEVELOPMENT
TRACK RECORDING CARS
TRACK MONITORING

To ensure safety of traffic periodic track monitoring 
of Indian Railway track is done by TMM Directorate and 
the details sent to concerned zonal railways so that the 
track defect can be attended timely. During 2019-20, track 
recording of 92,012 Km was done.  

 � Development of Sahnewal New-Morinda Section of 
Ambala Division as dedicated Test Section with track 
in the prescribed category as required by the laid 
down criteria for conducting various trials of rolling 
stock.

 � Publication of Paper in Indian Railway Technical 
Bulletin – May & August’2019  on the topic “09-3X 
Dynakic Tamping Express”.  

TRACK MACHINES 
& MONITORING

SN System Important features
1. Integrated Track 

Geometry measurement 
system (ITMS)

1. Track geometry parameter including curvature.
2. Full rail profile and rail wear with rail inclination and lip flow.
3. Acceleration measurement on one pivot of TRC & test vehicle/ Locomotive and 

on both sides of one axle of TRC.
4. Identification of any obstacle in Maximum Moving Dimension (MMD).
5. Rear window video recording.
6. Video recording of track components and identification of defects in Rails, 

Sleepers, fastenings and Ballast through image processing.
2. Zero speed Integrated 

Track Geometry 
Measurement System 
(ZITMS)

1.  Track geometry parameter including curvature from  zero speed.
2. Full rail profile and rail wear with rail inclination and lip flow.
3. Acceleration measurement on one pivot of TRC & test vehicle/ Locomotive and 

on both sides of one axle of TRC.
4. Identification of any obstacle in Maximum Moving Dimension (MMD).
5. Rear window video recording.
6. Video recording of track components and identification of defects in Rails, 

Sleepers, fastenings and Ballast through image processing.
3. Unattended Axle 

Box Acceleration 
Measurement Systems 
(UABAMS)

1. Measurement of acceleration at axle box level in unattended manner.
2. Data storage facility in cloud.
3. Generation of exception report and degradation patterns.

 � Publication of Paper in IPWE Seminar - February’2020 
on the topic “Correlation Between TRC Recordings 
and Field Measurements – Development of 
SAHNEWAL NEW MORINDA SECTION- AS 
DEDICATED TEST STRETCH”.

 � Seminars on Correction Slips no 149 and 150 in Zonal 
Railways for better understanding of the correction 
slips across Indian Railways, at 08 nos. of locations.

 � Laying of new tolerances for track monitoring and 
maintenance. Evolution of New Track Quality Index.

 � Correction slips no 149 and 150 were framed and 
incorporated in IRPWM. 

 � So far IR is having only 05 nos. TRCs (03 nos. contact 
sensor type and 02 nos. contact less laser sensor 
type) for track monitoring. New systems based on 
latest technologies are under implementation in IR. 
Specifications of following systems based on latest 
technologies, with listed features have been finalized:-
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SN System Important features
4. Track Inspection and 

Monitoring System 
(TIMS)

1. Acceleration measurement on one pivot of TRC & test vehicle/ Locomotive and 
on both sides of one axle of TRC.

2. Rear window video recording.
3. Video recording of track components and identification of defects in Rails, 

Sleepers, fastenings and Ballast through image processing.
5. Ground Penetration 

Radar (GPR) for ballast 
health monitoring 
and formation 
Rehabilitation on IR.

1. Ballast and formation scanning by GPR technology.
2. Generation of reports based on scanning for decision making for deployment 

of BCM in track.
3. Generation of report for formation rehabilitation on IR,
4. Development of Ballast Fouling Index for IR.

6. Self-Propelled Turnout 
Measurement Cars. 
(Under finalization)

1. Measurement of track and turnout geometry parameters.
2.  Generation of exception report for field engineers.

LARGE TRACK MACHINES
 � SPECIFICATION OF TRACK MACHINES

Due to more traffic density & less availability of block, 
in order to enhance the output of track machines, 
specification of following machines have been revised 
and approved by Railway Board for better output.

 � Track Relaying Machine (TRM) 
 � Mobile Flash Butt Welding Machine (MFBWM) 
 � Rail Borne Maintenance Vehicle (RBMV) 
 � Utility Track Vehicle (UTV-8 wheeler)
 � Switch Rail Transportation Wagon
 � Improved in field Unloading and Loading System 

for long Rail Panels
 � Ballast Cleaning Machine
 � Ballast Regulating Machined

 � MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE MANUAL OF 
TRACK MACHINES 
To ensure proper maintenance of Track Machines, 
RDSO has issued Maintenance schedule of following 
machines to railways:

 � Muck Disposal Unit (MDU) 

 � Track Relaying Train TRT)

 � Dynamic Track Stabilizer (DGS-Plasser-62N)

 � Ballast Regulating Machine (PBR-400R)

 � CRITICAL SPARE PARTS
 For maintenance of any machine, timely availability 

of spare parts and consumables play an important 
role. To keep the machine in sound condition, list of 
Critical Spare Parts of following machines have been 

prepared and issued to Railways:
 � Muck Disposal Unit (MDU)
 � Dynamic Track Stabilizer (DGS-Plasser-62N)
 � Rail Borne Maintenance Vehicle (Phooltas)
 � Continuous Tamping Machine (09-32 CSM)
 � Tamping Express 09-3X
 � Worksite Tamper (VPR-02M)

 � INSPECTION CHECK LIST
To avoid failure of On-Track Machines in block 

section, inspection check list of following machines 
have been prepared and issued to Zonal Railways:-

 � Muck Disposal Unit (MDU) 
 � Track Relaying Train TRT)
 � Dynamic Track Stabilizer (DGS-Plasser-62N)
 � Rail Borne Maintenance Vehicle (Phooltas)
 � Ballast Regulating Machine (PBR-400R)
 � Dynamic Track Stabilizer (Metex)

 � SPEED CERTIFICATES
15 Nos. speed certificate of the following track 

machines have been issued:

 � Provisional seed certificate of Ballast Regulating 
Machine Mdel SRDSPZ 350, manufactured 
by M/s Hubei Srida, Heavy Duty Engineering 
Machinery Co. Ltd., China

 � Provisional speed certificate of Multipurpose 
Tamping Machine Model-Unimat Split Head 275 
MFI, manufactured by M/s Plasser India.

 � Provisional speed certificate for operation of 
Points and Crossing Machine Model CDC-16 
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III, manufactured and supplied by M/s Gemac 
Engineering Machinery Co. Ltd., China

 � Provisional speed certificate of Utility Track 
Vehicle supplied by M/s Ovis Equipments Pvt. 
Ltd. Hyderabaad for Kon kan Railways.

 � Provisional speed certificate of Shoulder Ballast 
Cleaning Machine Model BS-550, supplied by 
M/s CRCC high Tech Equipment Corporation 
Ltd., China.

 � Revalidation of provisional speed certificate of 
Ballast Regulating Machine Model PBR-400R 
manufactured and supplied by M/s Plasser, India.

 � Revalidation of provisional speed certificate for 
Lifting, Lining, Leveling and Tamping Machine 
Model  08-32C Duomatic manufactured and 
supplied by M/s Plasser, India. 

 � Revalidation of provisional speed certificate for 
Rail Grinding Machine Model RGI-72 supplied 
by M/s Loram, USA.

 � Speed certificate for Oscillation trial os Rail 
Grinding Machine Model RGI-72 supplied by 
M/s Loram, USA.

 � Speed certificate for Oscillation trial of Ballast 
Regulating Machine Model No. PBR-400R 
manufactured and supplied by M/s Plasser, India.

 � Speed certificate for one-time movement of 02 
nos. Points and Crossing Tamping machine 
Model CDC-16 III, manufactured and supplied 
by M/s Gemac Engineering Machinery Co. Ltd., 
China for one machine from Vadala Railway 
Station of Central Railway to Safdarganj Railway 
Station of Northern Railway and other machine 
from Vadala Railway Station of Central Railway 
to Deen Dayal Upadhaya Railway Station of East 
central Railway.

 � Speed certificate for one time movement of 20 
nos. of Multipurpose Tamping Machine Model-
Unimat Split Head 275 MFI, manufactured by M/s 
Plasser India from Tuglakabad Railway station of 
Northern Railway to concerned Zonal Railways.

 � Speed certificate for one time movement of High 
Output Ballast Cleaning Machine Model RM-900 
supplied by M/s Plasser, India from Vadala Road 
(VDLR) Railway Station to Bhusawal Railway 
Station of Central Railway.

 � Amendment No. 01 to provisional speed certificate 
of muck Disposal Unit MFS 120 supplied by M/s 
Plasser, India.

 � Speed certificate for one time movement of 
Ballast Cleaning Machine model RM-80-92U 
manufactured and supplied by M/s Plasser, India 
from Vadala Road (VDLR) Railway Station of 
Central Railway to Farisabad (FDB) Railway 
Station of Northern Railway.

 � Policy of procurement of spares of Track machines 
has been finalised by railway board  on 09.12.2019 
and issued to Zonal Railways vide letter no.TM/HM/
Policy dated 12.12.2019.

 � Tentative code of procedures for ultrasonic testing 
of axles of track machines has been issued vide letter 
no.TM/HM/USFD/Vol I dated 24.09.2019.

 � Under frame inspection guidelines has been issued 
vide letter no.TM/HM1/Vol III dated 28.01.2020.

 � Printing of IRTMM after its revision has been 
completed and same is under distribution to Zonal 
Railways.

SMALL TRACK MACHINES
 � Comprehensive Policy Guidelines for Procurement, 

Operation, Maintenance and Repair of Small Track 
Machines with provision of AMC has been issued 
with approval of Railway Board and circulated 
to all Zonal railways. This will result in optimum 
utilization of STMs and a step further in complete 
mechanization of Track Maintenance.

 � DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MACHINE
 � TMM Directorate is developing vendors for 

Track Based Gauge Face Lubricators (Hydraulic 
& Electronics Type). 9 applications of different 
vendors in this regard are under process at different 
stages.This machine will reduce wear of rails on 
curves leading to higher life of rails in service. 

 � Specification for Push Trolley Geometry 
Measurement System for Turn Out has been 
framed and uploaded on RDSO website. Railway 
Board has been procuring 16 such machines.

 � GPS based OMS : One vendor for this machine 
has been approved applications for three vendors 
are also under process.
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 � MULTI SOURCING OF VENDORS
In connection with multi sourcing of vendors, four 
vendors for various Small Track Machines have been 
developed in 2019.

 � Unlike other directorates, Policy for Vendors 
Registrations of RDSO, TMM Directorate was earlier 
developing vendors with approval of Railway Board 
which led to larger finalization time.  Separate Guide 
lines for STMs vendors have been now approved by 
DG for adoption by TMM Directorate. This authority 
has been delegated now fully to RDSO, for bringing 
uniformity with other directorates resulting in 
significant reduction in time taken for finalization for 
vendor applications.

TRACK LABORATORY
          Track Laboratory is having well qualified research 
and technical staff with static and dynamic testing facilities 
of track components. Track components can be tested on 
hard as well as ballasted deck under simulated dynamic 
loading condition as occurring in the field by actual rolling 
wheel axle set.

Facilities available:

 � Static and dynamic testing of track components
 � Fatigue testing of track components on  RAIL 

TRACK PANEL FATIGUE TESTING EQUIPMENT
 � Testing of Toe Load of Composite Groove Rubber 

sole pads
 � Evaluation of stress at critical locations for track 

components
 � Calibration of helical springs for mechanical toe load 

measuring device
 � Verification of calibration of load cell for electronic 

toe load measuring device
 � Calibration of OMS in association with Research 

Directorate of RDSO
 � Creep resistance test

Following Testing Works were carried out in Track Lab 

 � Testing of ERC MK-III samples – 56 Nos.

 � Testing of ERC MK-V samples –80 Nos.

 � Testing of ERC MK-VII samples (new Design) – 08 Nos.

 � Calibration of Helical Spring –38 Nos. 

 � Calibration OMS – 49 nos 

 � Testing of toe load using in service 6.2 mm thick 
composite grooved rubber sole pads in track for 
performance evaluation - 64 Nos.

 � Field Trial for determination of Longitudinal and 
Lateral Ballast resistance for wider sleeper of different 
sleeper density (1540, 1660 & 1818) for Lab Condition, 
Just after tamping and consolidated Track has been 
done between Utratia-Bakkas section –  Test report no 
TM-228 May 2019 sent to Track Design Directorate.  

 � Field Trials for assessment of dynamic augment 
produced by rolling stocks on curve Track (1.3 
degree) – Done for 100mm clean and 200 mm caked 
up ballast cushion having sleeper density 1660 - test 
result sent to Track  Design Directorate vide this office 
letter no TM/TL/62/Vol-I dated 15.01.2020.

 � Fatigue Testing of AT weld joint by Thermit Portion 
Plant, Lucknow - Completed Test Report no. TM-226 
sent to Track Design Directorate on 22.04.2019.

 � Fatigue Testing of Prestressed concrete Turnout 
sleepers (25T axle load) - Test Report no. TM-229 
August 2019 sent to Track Design Directorate.

 � Fatigue Testing of Robel Clamp - Test Report No. TM-
232 sent to Track Design Directorate on 09.10.2019.

 � Fatigue Testing of Composite sleepers – In progress. 
Testing of 2 out of 3 samples have been done.

 � Work for measurement of LWR longitudinal stress 
(Thermal and total), bending stress and dynamic 
augment factor under dynamic loading using 
wayside data acquisitions system done by M/s Apna 
Technologies & Solution Pvt.Ltd, E 10 industrial 
Estate, Guindy, Chennai is in progress in East Coast 
Railway.

CONSTRUCTION OF DEDICATED TEST 
TRACK

Alignment plan of Dedicated Test Track has 
been finalized in-house utilizing the knowledge gained 
through training on UIC-518/EN-14363. Work is already 
in progress at site. Approx.16 lakh cum earthwork has 
been completed & work on 16 no. (bridges (14 minor & 2 
major) is in progress.  Proposal for Phase-II (total length 
= 58.5 Km) has also been sanctioned by Railway Board in 
Works Programme of NWR at a cost of Rs. 466.43 crores.

FINALIZATION OF STUDY REPORTS
During the year, 17 study reports have been finalized and 
issued. 
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RESEARCH,  DESIGNS & 
DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT OF AUTOMATIC 
PHASE SWITCHING SECTION (APSS)

With increasing speeds and inter neutral section 
distance coming down, there is an imminent need to 
make traversing neutral section automated and making 
it independent from switching off/on of DJ by the loco 
pilot. RDSO has developed Bi-directional logic relay 
for providing power to locomotives without break in 
Automatic Phase Switching Section (APSS) having 
insulated overlaps required for separating different phase 
supply from adjacent traction sub-stations . With this 
system, trains having multiple electric locomotives, EMUs 
etc. can easily and safely negotiate the insulated overlaps 
(IOLs) without interruption of power for the rolling 
stock. Adoption of Automatic Phase Switching Section 
(APSS) on IR is expected to result in doing away with 
the requirement of conventional neutral section where 
there shall be no need for loco pilots to take any action 
of switching ON/OFF of locomotive circuit breaker while 
passing through the Automatic Phase Switching section 
where feed from one different phase supply to another is 
changed. Trials have been Conducted in Asaudah (ASE) 
TSS of NR during 2018.

The advantages of APSS over the Neutral Section are 
numerated below.

 � There would be no power for less than 300 milli 
second while switching of power supply of 
different phase to another which enables to run 
the loco at the notch Loco Pilot desires, hence no 
loss of train speed which happens on negotiation of 
conventional Neutral Section.

 � Stalling of loco is eliminated which happens in case 
of Neutral section.

 � The damage to OHE due to entering of the loco 
into Neutral Section without DJ opening will be 
reduced to zero.

 � Most desired part which has been always in 
discussion is reduction of stress to Loco Pilots. 
This development would be of immense help in 

TRACTION 
INSTALLATION 

reducing the stress of loco pilot resulting efficient 
and safe operation of trains by using APSS in place 
of Neutral Section.

DEVELOPMENT OF TRACTION SUB 
STATIONS (TSS) LAYOUT WITH 
REDUCED AREA REQUIREMENTS

Indian Railways has targeted for the 100 percent 
electrification of its tracks/routs. For this, new Traction 
Sub Stations are to be commissioned along the tracks of the 
Indian Railways and sufficient land is required for this. In 
the present scenario, land acquisition is a major problem 
for the new works. Also, it was decided to construct the 
Traction substation in a 22m width only as the space is not 
available in the width along the Track.

Considering these issues, RDSO has developed 
and issued the Traction Sub Station layouts in minimum 
requirements of the space. About 40% less space (20.9m 
x 109.75m area in place of 41.75m x 90.55m area) will be 
required for commissioning of the Traction Substation 
in comparison to earlier land requirements so that the 
substations could be commissioned within the Railway 
land area obviating the need for land acquisition from 
out-side agencies. This will not only reduce the cost 
of acquisition but also time delays would be availed in 
acquiring the land from outside agencies.

DEVELOPMENT OF 8-WHEELER DIESEL 
ELECTRIC TOWER CAR (8W-DETC)

Based on the Prototype testing, oscillation trial 
and CRS sanction, RDSO has developed Self-propelled 
8-Wheeler Diesel Electric Tower Car (8W-DETC) with 
maximum operational speed of 110kmph.8-Wheel DETC 
is used for maintenance & Inspection of Over Head 
Equipment (OHE).

This development will facilitate Zonal Railway in 
carrying out inspection & maintenance of OHE as well as 
early restoration of traffic in case of breakdowns/accidents.
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Salient Features of DETC:-

 � CCTV surveillance system: to monitor roof activities 
in both driver cabins.

 � Search Light (2x250W): Two nos. Search Light on 
roof having swiveling control from both cabs for 
inspection while run.

 � Lifting & Swiveling Platform (5700x1500mm): For 
OHE maintenance work which has side shifting reach 
of 4200mm

 � OHE Sensing Device: for indicating presence of OHE 
power.

 � 10 KVA DG Set: For supplying power to Lifting 
platform Drilling Machine.

 � Portable Generator-cum-welding machine (5kVA, 
1Ph, 230V): for portable welding and portable flood 
light.

 � Cabin Heater: in both driver cabs to keep the cab 
warm during winter season.

 � Master Controller with Deadman device: for automatic 
application of brake in the event of failure of driver to 
operate the car.

 � Head/Tail light interlock:when vehicle is moving in 
forward/reverse direction.

 � ED flasher light: provided adjacent to Head light for 
the use of driver in case of any emergency.

DEVELOPMENT OF SPRING TYPE 
AUTO TENSIONING DEVICE (ATD)

Normally pulley type Auto Tensioning Device 
(ATD) is being provided in areas having OHE in open 
section. RDSO have issued the specification No. TI/

SPC/OHE/SPRINGATD/0110 Rev.1 for spring ATD 
and developed one source, with its prototype approval 
for field trial. The spring type ATD is maintenance free, 
highly reliable, ensure high safety, Easier installation 
and operation, minimized human/material resources for 
maintenance and more than 30 years of anticipated service 
life. Spring ATD can be used at locations where space 
constraints (like tunnels/Viaducts) for OHE equipment 
are there. Spring ATD is suitable for conventional and 
high speed Railway.

DEVELOPMENT OF COPPER- 
MAGNESIUM STRANDED CATENARY 
WIRE

Presently, 65 mm2 Cadmium Copper Stranded 
Catenary wire is being used in Indian Railways. Copper-
cadmium has a good combination of properties but is no 
longer accepted in most applications as a conductor alloy, 
on account of the toxicity hazard and risk of respiratory 
disease associated with cadmium, both in initial 
manufacturing and later in recycling. Copper-Cadmium 
poses threat to health.

Hence RDSO has prepared Specification for 
Copper Magnesium Stranded catenary wire, with properties 
similar to copper cadmium catenary wire  so that existing 
copper cadmium catenary wire can be replaced with non- 
hazardous alloy without compromising electrical and 
mechanical properties. Also Copper Magnesium has a good 
resistance in natural and industrial atmosphere (maritime air 
too). Three firms have developed Cu- Mg catenary wire as 
per RDSO Specification. CORE and ECoR have been advised 
to procure material for field trials.
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RESEARCH, DESIGNS & 
DEVELOPMENT
SAFETY

REVISION OF SPECIFICATION OF 
BATTERY OPERATED LED BASED 
HAND SIGNAL LAMP

Based on feedbacks from Loco Pilots, Guards 
and Zonal Railways,  Signal Directorate was requested 
to revise the specification of Hand Signal Lamp  in view 
of requirement of lesser weight and size of the lamp as 
desired by most of the staff.  After interaction with the 
existing vendors, specification for LED based Battery 
operated Hand Signal Lamp has been revised, with use of 
light weight ‘AÁ’ batteries in place of R-20/LR-20 batteries 
as prescribed earlier. Use of ‘AA’ batteries has   reduced size 
as well as weight of Hand Signal Lamp and it has become 
quite handy to use.  Requirement for vendor approval has 
also been dispensed with. Specification has been uploaded 
on RDSO website in June, 2019.Vide Traffic Directorate 
letter No. TFC/281/HSTL dated 20.06.2020, all PCOMs 
and PCEEs of Zonal Railways have been advised for 
procurement of Hand Signal Lamps as per revised 
specification.

TECHNOLOGICAL AID AT NON-
INTERLOCKED LC GATES
  A multi-disciplinary  team of ED/Traffic, ED/
Signal, ED/Telecom and ED/Track-II studied the two 
systems installed in South Central Railway (Vijaywada 
Division) and Western Central  Railway (Jabalpur) as 
technological aid provided at manned non-interlocked 
Level Crossing Gates  for conveying the position of gate 
-opened or closed to station master on duty. Cases have 
been reported that gateman had given private number to 
station master on duty in spite of gate being in opened 
condition. It was felt that a system which conveys the 
actual position of gate - opened or closed to station master 
on duty will prevent accidents at such gates.  A team of 
RDSO officials visited the concerned level crossing gates 
to inspect the two systems installed in South Central 
Railway and West Central Railway and also interacted 
with divisional officers.  A joint study report was prepared 
and sent to Safety Directorate, Railway Board vide Traffic 

Directorate’s letter No. 98/TFC/2015/Safety L.C./Pt. IV 
dated 15.04.2019. Safety Directorate of Railway Board vide 
letter No. 2019/Safety (A&R)/19/1 dated 15.05.2019 has 
issued guidelines for technological aid at non-interlocked 
LC gates on trial basis to all Zonal Railways.

DESIGN IMPROVEMENT IN GOODS 
GUARDS BRAKE VAN 

Goods Trains Brake-Van footplate inspections 
were carried out by staff of Traffic Directorate during 
night hours. Further interactions were also held with 
Guards at stations and Guard lobbies. Suggestions have 
been conveyed to concerned Directorate for improvement 
in overall structure including proper door locking 
arrangement, better roof to avoid seepage of rain water 
inside, proper seating & toilet facility alongwith provision 
of light and fan etc. 

COMMERCIAL  

STUDY OF GOODS HANDLING 
FACILITIES & AMENITIES AT VARIOUS 
GOODS SHEDS OF  LKO(NR) & 
LJN(NER) DIVISIONS 

A study was taken up of various Goods sheds/
Sidings in Lucknow & nearby areas like Alamnagar, 
Mohanlalganj, Barabanki, Amausi, Khairabad, 
Subhagpur(Gonda) and Sitapur (TSG) in respect of 
existing facilities available at Goods Sheds/Sidings like 
condition of approach road, availability of covered shed, 
proper light, drinking water facilities etc.  The trend 
of traffic, both inward & outward as well as operational 
constraints also were focus of the study. The data for study 
was collected, studied and analysed from various goods 
sheds/ sidings and report (No.TFC-98) has been prepared 
and issued in January 2020 to Lucknow Divisions of 
Northern Railway and Northern Eastern Railway.

STUDY REPORT ON TREND OF PARCEL 
TRAFFIC ON SOME MAJOR STATIONS 

A study was taken up to assess the trend and 
flow of parcel traffic. The data for study was collected 
from major Parcel booking stations and study report (No. 
TFC-99) has been prepared & sent to Railway Board in 
February 2020. Report included study of impact of GST 
(w.e.f.01.07.2017) also on overall parcel traffic.

TRAFFIC
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STUDY OF OPERATING AND 
COMMERCIAL FACILITIES AVAILABLE 
AT MANAK NAGAR RAILWAY STATION 
OF LUCKNOW  DIVISION, NORTHERN 
RAILWAY 

A study was taken up in respect of existing 
operating facilities and passenger amenities at Manak 
Nagar Station of Lucknow Division of Northern Railway. 
The Study Report (No.TFC-96) was finalized and sent 
to Lucknow Division of NR in October2019. The report 
made certain suggestions like: (i) Yard Remodeling: It 
is better to provide fourth line so that more trains may 
be accommodated at MKG station. Space is available for 
laying of new line by side of Line No-3. (ii) If double line 
section is laid between MKG and LJN/ASH then detention 
of the NER trains can be minimized. (iii) Due to Low Level 
Platforms several cases of death and grievous injuries to 

the passengers have occurred while entraining/detraining 
the trains. High level platform may be considered to avoid 
such incidences and (iv) The length of Platforms may be 
increased as space is available towards Gate No.2-A so that 
the longer trains may also be accommodated.

STUDY OF OPERATING AND 
COMMERCIAL FACILITIES AVAILABLE 
AT AISHBAGH RAILWAY STATION 
OF LUCKNOW DIVISION, NORTH 
EASTERN RAILWAY 

A study was taken up in respect of existing 
operating facilities and passenger amenities at Aishbagh 
Station of Lucknow Division of North Eastern Railway for 
making suggestion for further improvement. The report 
(No. TFC-97) has been sent to LJN Division (NER) in 
November2019. 
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RESEARCH,  DESIGNS & 
DEVELOPMENT
ABOUT DIRECTORATE

Urban Transport & High-Speed Directorate was 
setup in the year 2010 in R.D.S.O. after the Metro Act 
2009 was amended, for ‘technical planning and safety’ 
in Metro Railways. In this Act ‘Central Government’ has 
been defined as the Ministry of Govt. of India dealing with 
Railways. RDSO being the technical advisor to Ministry 
of Railways has been entrusted with the responsibility 
to assist Ministry of Railways in complying with the 
aforementioned stipulation.

Indian Railways’ Vision 2020 document 
presented in the Parliament by Hon’ble Railway Minister 
aims at, besides several other major infrastructural up 
gradations and additions - raising the speeds of passenger 
trains to 160-200 kmph on some routes. It also envisages 
implementation of at least four high-speed rail projects to 
provide High Speed train service at 250-350 kmph.

Acting proactively, to handle technical clearance 
and safety certification work of Metro Railways coming up 
in large number at rapid pace, and also to assimilate and 
adopt the technology of High Speed Train Operation, a 
multidisciplinary Directorate of Urban Transport & High 
Speed, was created by RDSO. 

METRO CERTIFICATION
NAGPUR METRO RAIL CORPORATION 
LTD. (NMRCL) 

Interim Speed Certificate was issued on 25.09.2019 
for commercial operation up to maximum speed 80 Kmph 
with CBTC Signaling system over Nagpur Metro Project 
SG Rail Network. These coaches were manufactured and 
supplied by M/s CRRC Dalian Co. Limited, China.

URBAN TRANSPORT 
& HIGH SPEED

 

GUJARAT METRO RAIL 
CORPORATION LTD. (GMRCL)

Interim Speed Certificate was issued on 30.03.2020 
for commercial operation up to maximum speed 80 Kmph 
over Gujarat Metro SG Rail Network. These coaches were 
manufactured and supplied by M/s Hyundai Rotem Company.
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In addition to above, safety certification work of following 
eight Metros are in progress:

 � Navi Mumbai Metro (NMML1)

 � Mumbai Metro Rail Corporation Ltd. (MMRCL: 
Line 3)

 � Mumbai Metropolitan Region Development 
Authority (MMRDA)

 � Pune Metro Rail Project (Maha Metro)

 � Agra Metro Rail Project (UPMRCL)

 � Kanpur Metro Rail Project (UPMRCL)

 � Patna Metro Rail Corporation Ltd. (PMRCL)

 � Bhopal Metro Rail Corporation (MPMRCL)

REPORT
This Directorate has also been involved in projects 

related with raising the speed on Indian Railways. Study of 
Speed raising of NGP-SC section was completed by RZD 
(Russian Rail) with active involvement and guidance on 
Indian Conditions. Desired inputs were given to MoR for 
preparation of Metro-Lite system proposed by MoHUA. 

METRO APPROVAL PROCEDURE
Striving to streamline Metro approval procedure 

further, in last one year, ‘Criteria for rolling stocks’ 
approvals has been refined and maximum gradients on 
which turnouts can be laid in Metro systems is defined.  

DIGITAL INDIA INITIATIVE
To inculcate the practice of paperless working 

while dealing with Metro organizations, an portal is under 
development for online working for technical evaluation, 
approval and certification of Metros is sanctioned. MoU 
has been done with M/s Railtel for this work.  It will 
facilitate better monitoring, minimize time of submission 
and will completely eliminate the need of preparation of 
Hard Copies on paper.
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RESEARCH,  DESIGNS & 
STANDARDISATION

Works directorate is engaged in unification & 
standardization of works matters, issue of guidelines/
specifications on works matter and conducting Works 
Standards Committee meeting and it’s follow up action. 
Apart from this, this directorate is engaged in construction 
of new assets within RDSO administration, maintenance 
of service buildings, residential quarters and all ancillary 
infrastructures within RDSO administration. Preparation 
of works programme and monitoring of budget estimates 
of RDSO is prime responsibility of this directorate.  

ACHIEVEMENTS

TYPICAL DRAWING FOR CATTLE 
FENCE ALONG THE TRACK TO 
PREVENT TRESPASSING

In compliance to Railway Board order, RDSO 
has developed typical drawings for construction of cattle 
fence to be fixed at boundary along track to avoid cattle 
entry on track. Two drawings were developed and issued 
to Zonal Railways. 

 � Cattle fence along the track with Precast Panel & 
Column. 

 � Barbed wire Cattle Fence along track with precast 
column.

PREPARATION  OF UNIFIED 
STANDARD SCHEDULE OF RATES 
(USSOR) FOR BRIDGE WORKS & 
P.WAY WORKS 

Earlier there was USSOR for building works, 
roads and bridge works. As per instructions of Railway 
Board, CPWD DSR shall be used for building and road 
works. A separate USSOR has been prepared by this office 
for Bridge works & P.Way works without incurring any 
additional cost and manpower and submitted to Railway 
Board. After incorporating comments received from zonal 
railways, the same has been implemented vide Railway 
Board letter dated 06.12.2019.

WORKS 
DIRECTROATE 

VENDOR LOUNGE
Vendor lounge constructed in ground floor of 

Abhikalp Bhawan (Annexe-II) for the ease and comfort of 
vendors waiting for meeting with concerned officers. This 
lounge was inaugurated by Shri V.K. Yadav, Chairman, 
Railway Board on 12.09.2019. 

 
Entrance of Vendor Lounge (Annexe-II Building)

Vendor Lounge Reception with access to free Wi-Fi facilities 

Sitting arrangement of Vendor Longue
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UPGRADATION OF NDT HOSTEL 
Facilities at NDT hostel has been upgraded to 

make the hostel comfortable to trainees coming to RDSO 
for attending training programmes. 

UPGRADATION OF MANORANJAN 
CLUB 

Recreational facilities as well as Indore ambience 
of Manoranjan Club improved.  Upgraded  Manoranjan 
Club was opened for employees of RDSO on  24.06.19 by 
Shri S. N. Agarwal, Member Staff.

FACE-LIFTING AND IMPROVEMENT 
OF SIGNAL LAB

Existing building of Signal lab was upgraded by 
improving the working area of officers & staff as well as 
facia of building. This upgraded lab was inaugurated by 
Shri V.K. Yadav, Chairman, Railway Board on 12.09.2019.  

Facing view of Signal Lab

RENOVATION OF BADMINTON HALL
Badminton hall and pathway connecting to hall 

has been upgraded. This upgraded badminton hall was 
inaugurated by Shri V.K. Yadav, Chairman, Railway Board 
on 12.09.2019.  

 

Court Room of Badminton Hall

TREE PLANTATION 
To protect environment from pollution, plantation 

is being done continuously and more than 5000 plants of 
various species have been planted in year 2019-20. 
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PUBLICATIONS BROUGHT OUT DURING THE YEAR 2019-20
S. No. Report No. Title

FREIGHT STOCK

1 WD-72-BD (SDB)-19 STR for Low Travel Raised Capacity Draft Gear used in Slackless 
Draw Bar Assembly for container flat wagons and its variants

2 WD-01-BOBSNS-2019 Specification for Bogie Hopper Wagon Side Discharge Type 
`BOBSNS` With Convectional Air Brake (B.G. 1676 mm)

3 WD-CS-01-BOBSNS-2019 Check Sheet for Bogie Hopper Wagon Type` BOBSNS`

4 WD-01-SLT-BOYEL-2019 Procedure of Squeeze load Test for Bogie Open Wagon (100 Tonnes) 
Type BOYEL.

5 WD-01-S.L.T-BCFC 
(Design-E)-2019

Procedure of squeeze load test for bogie covered Fly Ash/Cement 
wagon (91.6 t) type-BCFCM

6 WD-01-WPS-BCFCM-2019(Rev-2) Welding Procedure specification for Bogie Covered Fly Ash/Cement 
Wagon Type-BCFCM 

7 WD-CS-01-BCFCM-2019 (Rev-2) Check sheets for Bogie covered Fly Ash/Cement wagon type -BCFCM 

8 WD-CS-01-BCFCM-CRF-2019 
(Rev-1)

Check Sheet for CRF-Sections of Bogie Covered Fly Ash/Cement 
Wagon Type-BCFCM 

9 WD-01-S.L.T-BTFC-2020 (Rev.-0) Procedure of squeeze load test for Bogie Tank Wagon (91.6 t) type-
BTFC. 

10 WD-CS-01-Cap Screw CTRB 
Class`E`-2019

Check sheet for Axle end Steel High Tensile Cap Screws  -1” Ǿ8UNC-
2A,2 ¼” Thread length.

11 WD-CS-01-Cap Screw CTRB 
Class`K`-2019

Check sheet for Axle end Steel High Tensile Cap Screws  -1” 1/8” Ǿ 
7UNC-2A,1/2” Thread lengh.

12 WD-CS-01-Locking Plate CTRB 
Class`E`-2019 Check sheet for Locking Plate CTRB Class `E`(6”X11”)

13 WD-CS-01-Locking Plate CTRB 
Class`K`-2019 Check sheet for Locking Plate CTRB Class `K`(6- 1/2”X9”)

GEO-TECHNICAL ENGINEERING 

14 RDSO/2020/GE: CR-203
Consultancy  Report  On  Formation  Treatment  in   Naini-Manikpur  
Section  between  Jasra  &  Lhogara Railway Station, Allahabad 
Division, North Central Railway- January 2020

15 RDSO/2019/GE: CR-202
Consultancy Report Mud-pumping and troublesome formation 
locations between JNU-BSB subdivision, Northern Railway – 
December 2019

16 RDSO/2019/GE: CR-201
Consultancy Report on Slope failure at Km 110/4-5 between Jatinga 
Lumpur-New Harangajao stations in Lumding- Badarpur – Silchar 
section of Lumding Division, NF Railway – October 2019

17 RDSO/2019/GE: CR-200
Consultancy Report  on Technical solution for frequent rain cuts in 
New Coochbehar-Golokganj section, Alipurduar Division, NFR – 
August 2019
MOTIVE POWER

18 Instruction Bulletin no. MP.IB.
EM.05.11.08 (Rev.-01), Apr-19 

Test Methods & Requirements for Locomotive Insulated Wire – Sizes 
AWG # 3 and Smaller (Electron Beam Irradiation Cross Linked 
Cables) for Diesel Electric Locomotives

19 Report no. MP-MISC-345 (Rev-00)  Schedule of Standard Examination of Dual Cab ZDM3 NG Diesel-
Hydraulic loco equipped with Cummins Engine VTA-28L

APPENDEX-I
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S. No. Report No. Title

20 Instruction Bulletin No-MP.
IB.EN.02.06.09 (Rev.02)

Instruction Bulletin for Recommendation for anti-seize paste, anti-
friction coatings, specialty greases, mounting paste, RTV sealants/
compounds for use on equipment/components of diesel-electric 
locomotives (ALCo & EMD)

21 Report no. MP.TP.-67 (Rev -0.00) Report on Test Requirement of properties of gear lubricant- synthetic 
oil (gear case oil) for testing for HHP diesel locomotive

22 Specification No. MP.0.2800.19 (Rev-
01) June’2019

Traction Gear & Pinion of WAG9, WAP7 & WAP5 ABB Electric 
locomotive

23 Modification sheet no. MP.MOD.
VL-01.01.19

Modification sheet for repairing of End cover plate of Bogie frame for 
WDP1M locomotive

24 Instruction Bulletin No. MP.IB.
EM.01.02.19 Rev.-00, Aug-19

Air Conditioning of Driver’s cab in HHP class of Diesel Electric 
Locomotive

25 Report No. MP.Misc-347 Finite Element Analysis of WAP7 Locomotives Bogie frame

26 Specification no. MP.0.2400.63, Rev-
03, Oct-19

RDSO Specification no. MP.0.2400.63, Rev-02 for Anti-Pilferage 
Management System (APMS) inclusive of GSM based Fuel Level 
Sensor on IR Diesel Locos

27 Report No. MP-Misc.-348, Oct-19 Report on Investigation and Failure Analysis of Power Assembly of 
HHP Locomotives

28 Instruction Bulletin no. MP.IB.
EM.06.12.08 (Rev.-01), Jan-2020 

Test Methods & Requirements for Locomotive Power Cable – Sizes 
AWG # 1 and Larger (Electron Beam Irradiation Cross Linked 
Cables) for Diesel Electric Locomotives as per GM Specification No. 
EDPS – 304

29 Report No. MP.Misc-352 Finite Element Analysis of Fabricated Bogie Frame of Standard Gauge 
Locomotive

30 Report No. MP.Misc-353 Finite Element Analysis of Fabricated Bogie Frame of Cape Gauge 
Locomotive

31 Specification No. MP- 0.41.00.05 
(Rev.-1), Mar-20

Specification for High Tensile Tight Lock Transition Centre Buffer 
Coupler for Broad Gauge Locomotive

32 Specification No. MP.0.52.00.08 
(Rev.-05), Mar-20

Specification for flame retardant 200ºc fluoro-elastomer insulated 
main lead & brush gear connector cables used in traction motors of 
Diesel Electric Locomotives

33 IB no. MP.IB.EC.01.01.20, Mar-20
Instruction Bulletin for provision of Digital Speed Indicator in single 
cab HHP locomotive and MBCS driven ALCo locomotives (MEP 
version 3).

34 Report no. MP.MISC.250 (Rev-01), 
Mar-20 POH Schedule of Examination of 1400 HP BG DEMU

POWER SUPPLY  & EMU

35 RDSO/PE/SPEC/EMU/0191-
2018(Rev-0)

Specification for Emergency Talk Back for EMU.

36 RDSO/PE/SPEC/AC/0183-
2015(Rev-1) Specification for 4.5 kW Regulated battery Charger

37
RDSO/PE/SPEC/AC/0192-
2018(Rev-0)
With drawings i.e. RDSO/PE/SK/
AC/0207 sheet 1 to 48

Specification for MSSBC for AC Coaches

38 RDSO/PE/SPEC/AC/0059-
2019(Rev-1) Specification for Endless C-122, V-belt 
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S. No. Report No. Title

39 RDSO/PE/SPEC/AC/0009-
2014(Rev-2) Specification for VRLA battery

40 RDSO/PE/SPEC/AC/0195-
2019(Rev-0)

Specification for Switch Board cabinet for 2x 500kVA, 750V AC) for 
HOG compliant LSLRD coaches

41 RDSO/PE/SPEC/AC/0184-
2015(Rev-1) Specification for Switch Board cabinet for LHB EOG AC Coaches. 

42 RDSO/PE/STR/AC/0027-
2009(Rev-1) STR for Switch Board cabinet for LHB EOG Coaches 

43 RDSO/PE/SPEC/AC/0080-
2007(Rev-2) Specification for 60kVA transformer for LHB EOG Coaches 

44 RDSO/PE/SPEC/AC/0197-
2019(Rev-0)

Specification for Fresh Supply & return bellow duct made of 
metaramid.

45
STR NO. RDSO/PE/STR/AC/0008-
2003 (REVISION – 4): FOR ALL 
TYPE OF RMPUs. 

Up gradation of test lab as per international Standards 
 Psychometric lab set up stipulated.

46 RDSO/PE/SPEC/EMU/0196-
2019(Rev-0)

Final Technical specification of 3 Phase Propulsion Equipment and 
Control system for electrical trainset
TELECOM

47 RDSO/SPN/TC/103 /2013,Rev.1 Revision No.1 of Specification for Managed Media Converter 
(Ethernet to Optical).

48 RDSO/SPN/TC/108/2019, Ver.-0.0 Specification for IP Based Integrated Passenger Information System

49 RDSO/SPN/TC/106/2019, Rev.1.0, 
Amendment No.1

Amendment No. 1 to RDSO specification for IP Based Closed Circuit 
Television (CCTV) Surveillance System in Coaches of Indian Railway.

50 RDSO/SPN/TC/61/2015, 
Rev.-4, Amdt.-2

Amendment No. 2 to the Specification No. RDSO/SPN/TC/61/2015, 
Rev.-4, Amdt.-1 for IPSI

51 RDSO/SPN/TC/65/2016 Rev.5.0. Rev. 5 of specification for CCTV system for at stations.
52 RDSO/SPN/TC/106/2018 Rev.1.0 For Coaches system
53 RDSO/SPN/TC/65/2016 Rev.5.0 Specification for CCTV in coaches

54 TCQ 113 STR for the item Electronic LC Gate Telephone System as per 
Specification No. RDSO/SPN/TC/51-2011 Rev 3.0 Amdt.1

55 ECQ 0121
STR for display system as per Specification No. RDSO/SPN/
TC/61/2015, Rev.-4, Amdt.-1&2, RDSO/SPN/TC/62/2008, Rev.-3, 
Amdt.-1&2, RDSO/SPN/TC/67/2013, Rev.-3, Amdt.-1 & RDSO/
SPN/TC/108/2019
TESTING

56 MT- 1602/F Track Monitoring Run over New Delhi-Howrah-New Delhi in New 
Delhi-Howrah-New Delhi Rajdhani route during March, 2019

57 MT- 1603/L Load deflection and fatigue test of elastomeric pads for fresh 
registration

58 MT- 1604/F

Oscillation trials of 22.9t axle load broad gauge bogie flat steel wagon 
type BFNSM 22.9 in empty and loaded condition up to a maximum 
test speed of 110 kmph over Mahoba (MBA) - Khajuraho (KURJ) 
section of North Central Railway on track maintained to other than 
C&M1 Vol.1 standard
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S. No. Report No. Title

59 MT- 1605/F
Oscillation trial of modified WAG12 (coupled locomotives) class of 
locomotives up to maximum test speed of 110 kmph over Bareilly 
(BE) - Moradabad (MB) - Saharanpur (SRE) section of N. Rly. on 
track maintained to other than C&M-1, Vol.-1 standard

60 MT- 1606/L Endurance test of Conical Springs removed from Kolkata Metro 
Coach

61 MT- 1607/L Quality test of ‘L’ type composition brake blocks for locomotive stocks 
forwarded by Motive Power Directorate/RDSO/LKO

62 MT- 1608/F
Oscillation trial of WAG11 (Twin Co-Co electric locomotive 
converted from WDG4) class of locomotive up to maximum test 
speed of 105 kmph on track maintained to other than C&M1 Vol.1 
standard over BE - MB - SRE section of Northern Railway

63 MT- 1609/F Squeeze load test of BCNAHSM1 (Design-D) wagon manufactured 
by M/s Cimmco Limited, Kolkata

64 MT- 1610/F Squeeze load test of BOXNS wagon manufactured by M/s Texmaco 
Rail & Engineering Ltd., Agampura Works, Belgharia, Kolkata

65 MT- 1611/F Squeeze load test of BRN (22.9t) wagon manufactured by M/s Jindal 
Rail Infrastructure Limited, Vadodara

66 MT- 1612/F
Oscillation trials of 22.9t axle load broad gauge bogie open wagon 
type BOXNR fitted with Casnub 22HS bogie in in empty and loaded 
condition up to a maximum test speed of 110 kmph over Mahoba 
(MBA) - Khajuraho (KURJ) section of North Central Railway

67 MT- 1613/L Endurance test of Draft Gear proposed against draft specification no. 
WD-72-BD (SDB)-19

68 MT- 1614/L
Endurance test of Draft Gear compatible to slackless draw bar 
arrangement proposed against final specification no. WD-72-BD 
(SDB)-19 submitted by M/s Titagarh Wagons

69 MT- 1615/L Testing of Spring Loaded Side Bearer Assembly

70 MT- 1616/F Track Monitoring Run over NDLS - AGC - NDLS section of Northern 
Railway and North Central Railway

71 MT- 1617/F Track Monitoring Run over NDLS - LDH - NDLS section of Northern 
Railway

72 MT- 1618/L
Endurance testing of draft gear proposed against final specification 
no. WD-72-BD(SBD)-19, sample provided by Wagon Directorate of 
M/s Amsted

73 MT- 1619/F Squeeze load test of BOXNHL MBS design D wagon manufactured 
by M/s Oriental Foundry Pvt. Ltd., Kutch, Gujrat

74 MT- 1620/F
Oscillation trials of 20.03 t axle load BG Bogie Ammonia Tank Wagon 
type BTALNM in empty and loaded condition up to maximum test 
speed of 110 kmph over MBA - KURJ section of North Central 
Railway on track maintained to other than C&M Vol.I standard

75 MT- 1621/F

Oscillation trials of 22.9t axle load broad gauge bogie rail wagon type 
BRN 22.9 in empty and loaded condition up to a maximum test speed 
of 110 kmph over Mahoba (MBA) – Khajuraho (KURJ) section of 
North Central Railway on track maintained to other than C&M-1 
Vol-1 standard
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76 MT- 1622/F

Oscillation trials of 22.9 t axle load broad gauge bogie open wagon 
type BOXNR (fitted with CASNUB 22NLB bogie) in empty and 
loaded condition up to maximum test speed of 110 kmph over MBA - 
KURJ section of North Central Railway on track maintained to other 
than C&M Vol.I standard

77 MT- 1623/F Squeeze load test of BCNAHSM1 (Design-D) wagon manufactured 
by M/s Texmaco Rails & Engineering Ltd, Kolkata

78 MT- 1624/F Squeeze load test of BCNAHSM1 (Design-D) wagon manufactured 
by M/s Modern Industries, GT Road, Sahibabad

79 MT- 1625/F Squeeze load test of BFNSM 22.9 t wagon manufactured by M/s 
Titagarh Wagons Ltd, Kolkata

80 MT- 1626/F Squeeze load test of BOXNS wagon manufactured by M/s Titagarh 
Wagons Ltd, Kolkata

81 MT- 1627/F Squeeze load test of BOXNS wagon manufactured by M/s BESCO 
Limited Wagon Division, Kolkata

82 MT- 1628/L
Performance & Endurance test of Distributor Valve submitted by 
M/s JWL Dako-CZ (India) Ltd., as per Appendix-1 of C-K209 as per 
requirement of RDSO specification no. RDSO/2011/CG-04 Rev.1

83 MT- 1629/F

Confirmatory Oscillograph Car Run (COCR) of rake of 16-coach 
formation Train Set under the project name as Train - 18 manufactured 
by ICF/Chennai at a maximum speed of 130 kmph between New 
Delhi (NDLS) - Ludhiana (LDH) and back to New Delhi (NDLS) on 
Northern Railway on track maintained as per para 607 of IRPWM 
reprint- 2004

84 MT- 1630/F

Detailed Oscillation trial on 8 Wheeler Inspection & maintenance 
OHE car under slung type (8W-DETC self-propelled) manufactured 
by M/s BEML Bangalore having pneumatic suspension at secondary 
stage up to a maximum test speed of 110 kmph over Vikarabad-Parli 
Vaijnath(VKB-PRLI) section of South Central Railway on track 
maintained to other than C&M-I Vol-I standard

85 MT- 1631/F

Detailed Oscillation trial on 8 Wheeler Inspection & maintenance OHE 
car under slung type (8W-DETC self-propelled) manufactured by M/s 
BEML Bangalore having pneumatic suspension in secondary stage up 
to a maximum test speed of 120 kmph over Bhusawal-Khandwa (BSL-
KNW) section of Central Railway on track maintained as per standard 
specified under para 607 of IRPWM second reprint 2004

86 MT- 1632/F

Emergency Braking Distance trial on 8 Wheeler Inspection & 
maintenance OHE car under slung type (8W-DETC self-propelled) 
manufactured by M/s BEML Bangalore having pneumatic suspension 
at secondary stage at speed of 110 kmph over Bhusawal-Khandwa 
(BSL-KNW) section of Central Railway

87 MT- 1633/F

Oscillation trials of 15.25t axle load broad gauge bogie Parcel van type 
wagon BCPVN fitted with Casnub 22HS bogie in empty and loaded 
condition up to a maximum test speed of 110 kmph over Mahoba 
(MBA) – Khajuraho (KURJ) section of North Central Railway on 
track maintained to other than C&M-1 Vol-1 standard

88 MT- 1634/F

Oscillation trials of 22.32t axle load broad gauge bogie open rapid 
discharge hopper wagon type BOBRN fitted with Casnub 22NLB 
bogie in empty and loaded condition up to a maximum test speed 
of 110 kmph over Khajuraho (KURJ)– Mahoba (MBA) section of 
North Central Railway on track maintained to other than C&M-1 
Vol-1 standard
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89 MT- 1635/F
Squeeze load test of 8 Wheeler Diesel Electric Tower Car shell 
(8W-DETC) manufactured by M/s Engineering & Locomotive Co. 
Ltd., Bangalore

90 MT- 1636/F

Emergency Braking Distance and Brake performance trial of EP 
Brake system blended with regenerative brakes on prototype rake of 
12 car formation BG air conditioned EMU coach with underslung 3 
phase IGBT based propulsion system manufactured by ICF up to a 
maximum test speed of 100 kmph over combined section of Central 
Railway on track maintained to other than C&M-1 Vol-1

91 MT- 1637/F

Oscillation trial on prototype rake of 12 car formation BG air 
conditioned EMU coaches with underslung 3-phase IGBT based 
propulsion system and having pneumatic suspension in secondary 
stage manufactured by ICF/Chennai, up to a maximum test speed 
of 120 kmph over combined sections of CSTM-KYN-KSRA (up/dn 
through line) & KYN-KJT (up/dn through line) section of Central 
Railway on track maintained as per standard specified under para 607 
of IRPWM

92 MT- 1638/F

Rolling resistance trial of rake of 16-coach formation train set under 
the project name as Train -18 manufactured by ICF/Chennai at a 
maximum speed of 130 kmph between New Delhi (NDLS) - Ludhiana 
(LDH) and back to New Delhi (NDLS) on Northern Railway on track 
maintained as per para 607 of IRPWM reprint- 2004.

93 MT- 1639/L Quality test of ‘K’ type composition brake block for locomotive stocks 
forwarded by Motive Power directorate

94 MT- 1640/F

Detailed oscillation trials of LHB Non-AC EOG GS variant (LS-
5A) coach on Fiat bogie fitted with pneumatic suspension (160 kn 
capacity) at secondary Stage up to maximum test speed of 145 kmph 
over Bina-BPL section of West Central Railway on track maintained 
to C&M-1 Vol.-1 standard

95 MT- 1641/F

Oscillation trial of Maha Metro rail Nagpur project coaches 
manufactured by M/s CRRC Dalian Co. Ltd. China with air suspension 
at secondary stage over Khapri station (chainage 19550) to Congress 
Nagar station (chainage 8100) on Reach-1 section of Maha Metro 
Nagpur project standard gauge rail network (up & dn track) upto the 
maximum test speed of 90 kmph

96 MT- 1642/F

Emergency Braking Distance & Brake Performance trials of Maha 
Metro rail Nagpur project coaches manufactured by M/s CRRC 
Dalian Co. Ltd. China with air suspension at secondary stage over 
Khapri station (chainage 19550) to Congress Nagar station (chainage 
8100) on Reach-1 section of Maha Metro Nagpur project standard 
gauge rail network

97 MT- 1643/L
Comparative study test for bench marking of M/s Locomatics, Hosur 
make feed valve model no. Combined feed valve w.r.t. the existing 
approved design C2N feed valve of M/s SIL, Kolkata design in air 
brake laboratory

98 MT- 1644/F
Detailed oscillation trials of WAP7HS class of locomotive up to 
maximum test speed of 180 kmph over NAD-KOTA-SWM section of 
West Central Railway on track maintained to as para 607 of IRPWM
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99 MT- 1645/F

Oscillation trials of Broad Gauge Bogie Open wagon type BOXNHSM1 
with maximum axle load 22.82 t up to maximum speed of 110 kmph 
in empty and loaded condition over Mahoba-Khajuraho section of 
North Central Railway on track maintained as per standard specified 
mentioned in para 607 of IRPWM reprint 2004 for speed up to 100 
kmph 

100 MT- 1646/F

Oscillation trials of Broad Gauge Bogie Open wagon type BOXNM1 
with maximum axle load 22.82 t up to maximum speed of 110 kmph 
in empty and loaded condition over Mahoba-Khajuraho section of 
North Central Railway on track maintained as per standard specified 
mentioned in para 607 of IRPWM reprint 2004 for speed up to 100 
kmph 

101 MT- 1647/F

Coupler force trials of 16 car formation of prototype rake of MEMU 
stock having 3 phase IGBT based propulsion system with stainless 
steel car body and having pneumatic suspension in secondary stage, 
up to a max test speed of 100 kmph over ET-AMLA-NGP section 
(including 1 in 65 gradient of ghat section) of Central Railway on 
track maintained to as per para 607 of IRPWM reprint 2004.

102 MT- 1648/F

Emergency Braking Distance (EBD) & Controllability trials of 16 car 
formation of prototype rake of MEMU stock having 3 phase IGBT 
based propulsion system with stainless steel car body and having 
pneumatic suspension in secondary stage, up to a max test speed of 
100 kmph over ET-AMLA-NGP section (including 1 in 65 gradient 
of ghat section) of Central Railway on track maintained to as per para 
607 of IRPWM reprint 2004

103 MT- 1649/F Emergency Braking Distance trial of WAG9C locomotive at 100 
kmph over DDU – DOS section of East Central Railway

104 MT- 1650/F
Detailed oscillation trials of WAP7HS class of locomotive up to 
maximum test speed of 115 kmph over BE-MB-SRE section of 
Northern Railway on track maintained as per standard specified 
under para 607 of IRPWM

105 MT- 1651/F
Emergency Braking Distance trials of WAP7HS class of locomotive 
up to maximum test speed of 160 kmph over NAD-KOTA-SWM 
section of West Central Railway on track maintained to as para 607 
of IRPWM

106 MT- 1652/F
Adhesion and Rating & Performance trial of WAP7HS class of 
locomotive up to maximum test speed of 160 kmph over NAD-
KOTA-SWM section of West Central Railway on track maintained to 
as para 607 of IRPWM

107 MT- 1653/F Squeeze load test of BCFC (Design E) wagon manufactured by M/s 
Jindal Rail Infrastructure Limited, Vadodara, Gujrat

108 MT- 1654/F

Controllability, EBD and Coupler Force trials of passenger train 
comprising (24+1) ICF coach with WDP4/WDG4/WDM3A 
locomotive up to a maximum test speed of 40 kmph over ascending / 
descending the ghat section of Castle Rock (CLR) - Kulem (QLM) in 
Hubli division of South Western Railway

109 MT- 1655/F
Track Monitoring Run over Agra Cantt - Lalitpur - Agra Cantt 
section in New Delhi - Chennai Central - New Delhi Rajdhani route 
conducted in September, 2019

110 MT- 1656/F
Emergency Braking Distance trials of WAP7HS Locomotive (with 
“L” type composition brake) at 160 KMPH Over NAD-KOTA-SWM 
section of West Central Railway
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111 MT- 1657/F Track Monitoring Run over New Delhi - Mumbai Central - New 
Delhi Rajdhani route conducted in October 2019

112 MT- 1658/F

Oscillation trials of LHB design high capacity parcel van without 
luggage racks (LVPH) coach on fiat bogie fitted with pneumatic 
suspension at secondary stage upto maximum test speed of 115 
kmph over Bareilly-Moradabad-Saharanpur (BE-MB-SRE) section 
of Northern Railway on track maintained as per standard specified 
under para 607 of IRPWM reprint 2004

113 MT- 1659/F

Oscillation trial of LHB design high capacity parcel van without 
luggage racks (LVPH) coach on fiat bogie fitted with pneumatic 
suspension of 140kn capacity at secondary stage (with carrying 
capacity of 24.0t) up to maximum test speed of 145 kmph over Sawai 
Madhopur-Kota-Nagda (SWM-KOTA-NAD) section of West Central 
Railway on track maintained as per para 607 of IRPWM reprint 2004

114 MT- 1660/F
Oscillation trial of WDG6G class of locomotive up to maximum test 
speed of 110 kmph over VKB-PRLI section of South Central Railway 
on track maintained as per para 607 of IRPWM third reprint 2019

115 MT- 1661/F

Confirmatory Oscillograph Car Run (COCR) of Special Rajdhani 
Express train with a rake comprising of 22 LHB AC (EOG) variant 
coaches including two LHB Generator Vans with single WAP7 
locomotive at front of rake and single WAP7 locomotive at rear of 
rake (Push-Pull operation) at maximum speed of 130 kmph between 
Howrah (HWH) to New Delhi (NDLS) and back on track maintained 
as per Para 607 of IRPWM third reprint-2019

116 MT- 1662/F
Emergency Braking Distance trial of WDG6G class of locomotive up 
to maximum test speed of 100 kmph on track maintained to other 
than C&M-1, Vol.-1 standard

117 MT- 1663/F

Oscillation trials on prototype rake of 8 car formation MEMU stock 
fitted with underslung 3-phase IGBT based propulsion system and 
having pneumatic suspension in secondary stage, upto a maximum 
test speed of 120 kmph over combined sections of Mumbai CSTM-
KALYAN-KASARA (Up/Dn through line) & KALYAN-KARJAT 
(Up/Dn line) section of Central Railway on track maintained to other 
than C&M-1, vol.-1 standard

118 MT- 1664/F

Emergency Braking Distance (EBD) trial on prototype rake of 8 car 
formation MEMU stock fitted with under slung 3-phase IGBT based 
propulsion system and having pneumatic suspension in secondary 
stage at test speed of 110 kmph over combined sections of Mumbai 
CSTM-Kalyan-Kasara (Up/Dn through line) and Kalyan-Karjat (Up/
Dn line) section of Central Railway on track maintained to other than 
C&M-I, Vol.-I standard

119 MT- 1665/F

Measurement of platform height and vehicle clearance (Gap) between 
the bottom of sole bar and top of the platform on prototype rake of 
12 car formation BG air conditioned EMU coaches fitted with under 
slung 3-phase IGBT based propulsion system manufactured by ICF, 
Chennai

120 MT- 1666/F
Squeeze load test of BOXNHL-MBS-Design-D wagon manufactured 
by M/s Commercial Engineering & Body Builders Co. (CEBBCO) 
Ltd., Jabalpur

121 MT- 1667/F
Rating & Performance trial of WDG6G (6000hp) Locomotive of M/s. 
GE over VKB-PRLI section of Secunderabad division of South Central 
Railway on track maintained to other than C&M1 Vo.I standard
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122 MT- 1668/F
Oscillation trials of Broad Gauge Bogie Flat wagon type BRNA (fitted 
with CASNUB 22NLB bogie) with axle load 20.32t over Mahoba-
Khajuraho (MBA-KURJ) section of North Central Railway

123 MT- 1669/F

Confirmatory Oscillograph Car Run (COCR) of a train consist of 
a rake comprising of 24 numbers of AC and Non AC (EOG) LHB 
variant coaches including 02 numbers of LHB Generator Vans (01 no. 
of LWLRRM and 01 no. of LDSLRA) with single WAP7 locomotive 
up-to a maximum speed of 130 kmph over PWL-AGC-GWL-JHS-
BINA section and back on North Central Railway & West Central 
Railway on track maintained as per Para 607 of IRPWM third 
reprint-2019

124 MT- 1670/F Squeeze load test of BOXNS wagon manufactured by M/s Cimmco 
Limited, Anandpur, Kolkata

125 MT- 1671/F Oscillation trial of WAG12B class of locomotive up to maximum test 
speed of 110 kmph over NMDA-SNL section of NR

126 MT- 1672/F
Oscillation trials of 25t axle load BG bogie Open Wagon type BOXNS 
up to maximum test speed of 110 kmph in loaded condition over 
New Ateli- New Phulera section of Western Dedicated Corridor of 
DFCCIL

127 MT- 1673/F
Emergency Braking Distance (EBD) trial of WAG12B class of 
locomotive at test speed of 120 kmph for (loco + oscillograph car) & 
100 kmph for light loco only on track maintained to as per standard 
specified under para 607 of IRPWM

128 MT- 1674/F
Negotiability trial of WAG12B class of locomotive up to maximum test 
speed of 15 kmph over ladder type formation in a yard consisting of 
minimum 3 loop lines connected through a series of 1:81/2 turnouts 
at Kota station yard of West Central Railway

129 MT- 1675/F
Oscillation trial of WAG12B class of locomotive up to maximum test 
speed of 132 kmph, over NAD - MTJ section of West Central Railway 
on track maintained  as per standard specified under para  607 of 
IRPWM

130 MT- 1676/F Oscillation trial of 25t axle load broad gauge bogie container flat 
wagon type BLCS up to maximum speed of 110 kmph over DFC

131 MT- 1677/F Type acceptance test of ‘K’ type composition brake blocks for wagon 
stocks fowarded by Wagon Directorate, RDSO/LKO

132 MT- 1678/F
Oscillation trials of Broad Gauge Bogie Hopper wagon type 
(BOBYNHS) fitted with CASNUB 22HS bogie with axle load 22.9t 
up to max. speed of 110 kmph over KURJ - MBA section of North 
Central Railway

133 MT- 1679/F

Detailed oscillation trials of Gujrat Metro standard gauge (SG) coaches 
manufactured by M/s Hyundai Rotem company with air suspension 
arrangement at secondary stage upto the maximum speed of 90 kmph 
respectively over apparel park station (chainage 14208.837) to vastral 
gam station (chainage 20359.036) section of Gujarat metro SG rail 
network (up & dn line)

134 MT- 1680/F Track Monitoring Run over New Delhi - Agra Cantt - New Delhi 
Gatiman Route conducted in February, 2020

135 MT- 1681/F
Rating & performance trial of WAG12B class of locomotive up to 
max test speed of 120 kmph over GURLA-LABAN section of West 
Central Railway
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136 MT- 1682/F

Confirmatory oscillograph car run (COCR) of train consist of a rake 
comprising of maximum 24 numbers of AC and Non AC (EOG) 
LHB variant coaches including 02 numbers of LHB generator vans 
(01 no. of LWLRRM & 01 no. of LDSLRA) with single wap7, upto a 
maximum speed of 130 kmph over mathura junction (MTJ)- KOTA- 
Nagda (NAD)-RTM-BRC-Mumbai Central (MMCT) & back section 
of North Central Railway, West Central Railway, Central Railway & 
Western Railway on track maintained as per Para 607 of IRPWM, 
third reprint -2019 

137 MT- 1683/F

Emergency braking distance & brake performance trial of Gujarat 
metro standard gauge (SG) coaches manufactured by M/s Hyundai 
Rotem Company with air suspension arrangement at secondary stage 
upto the maximum test speed of 80 kmph over Apparel park station 
(chainage-14208.837) to vastral gam station (chainage-20359.036) 
section of Gujarat metro SG rail network

138 MT- 1684/F
Oscillation trial of modified WAG12A (coupled locomotives) class 
of locomotives up to maximum test speed of 110 kmph over Bareilly 
(BE)-Moradabad (MB)-Saharanpur (SRE) section of N. Rly. on track 
maintained as per para 607 of IRPWM second reprint on 2004

139 MT- 1685/F Track Monitoring Run over New Delhi - Ludhiana - New Delhi 
section of Northern Railway

140 MT- 1686/F

Oscillation trials of 8-Car formation 3-phase on-board MEMU 
coaches with modified suspension manufactured by ICF, up to 
a maximum test speed of 120kmph over Sanehwal (SNL) – New 
Morinda (NMDA) section of Northern Railway on track maintained 
as per Para 607 of IRPWM (Reprint,2004)

141 MT- 1687/F
Track Monitoring Run over Agra cant - Chennai Central -Agra Cant 
section in New Delhi - Chennai Central - New Delhi Rajdhani route 
conducted in Feb-Mar 2020

142 MT- 1688/F
Oscillation trial of 750 volt (DC) MRS (metro Rolling stock) by 
M/s Dalian Loco & Rolling stock ltd. between DUM-DUM & Kavi 
Subhash metro of KMRCL.

143 MT- 1689/F
Negotiability trial of 25t axle load broad gauge bogie container flat 
wagon type (A car & B car) on ladder type formation empty & loaded 
condition section of new ATELP-NEW PHULERA of DFCCIL.

144 MT- 1690/F

Confirmatory Oscillograph Car Runs (COCR) of a rake comprising 
of maximum 24 numbers of AC and Non AC (EOG) LHB variant 
coaches including two LHB Generator Vans (01 no. LWLRRM & 01 
no. of LDSLRA) with Single WAP7 locomotive up to a maximum 
speed of 130 kmph over Tata Nagar (TATA) - Jharsuguda (JSG) - Tata 
Nagar (TATA) section of South Eastern Railway on track maintained 
as per standard specified under para 607 of IRPWM reprint- 2019

145 MT- 1691/F TM Run over NDLS-HWH-NDLS Rajdhani route conducted in Feb- 
March 2020.
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146 MT- 1692/F

Confirmatory Oscillograph Car Run (COCR) of train of a rake 
comprising of maximum 24 numbers of AC and Non AC (EOG) 
LHB variant coaches including 02 numbers of LHB Generator Vans 
(01 number of LWLRRM & 01 no. of LDSLRA) with single WAP5/
WAP7, upto a maximum speed of 130 km/h over New Delhi (NDLS)- 
CNB- ALD-DDU- PNBE-ASN-BWN-Howrah (HWH) section & 
back, Pt. Deen Dayal Upadhyaya (DDU)-GAYA-ASN-BWN- Sealdah 
(SDAH) section & back of Northern Railway, North Central Railway, 
East Central Railway & Eastern Railway on track maintained as per 
Para 607 of IRPWM, Third Reprint-2019

147 MT- 1693/F
Oscillation trial of WAG9HH class of locomotive up to maximum 
test speed of 110kmph speed over SNL-NMDA section of Northern 
Railway on track maintained as per standard specified under para 607 
of IRPWM 

148 MT- 1694/F EBD trial of Kolkata Metro Rail.

149 MT- 1695/F

Confirmatory Oscillograph Car Run (COCR) of train of a rake 
comprising of maximum 24 numbers of AC and Non AC (EOG) 
LHB variant coaches including 02 numbers of LHB Generator Vans 
(01 number of LWLRRM & 01 no. of LDSLRA) with single WAP5/
WAP7, upto a maximum speed of 130 km/h over New Delhi (NDLS)- 
CNB- ALD-DDU- PNBE-ASN-BWN-Howrah (HWH) section & 
back, Pt. Deen Dayal Upadhyaya (DDU)-GAYA-ASN-BWN- Sealdah 
(SDAH) section & back of Northern Railway, North Central Railway, 
East Central Railway & Eastern Railway on track maintained as per 
Para 607 of IRPWM, Third Reprint-2019
TRACK

150 Spec. No. IRS:T-51 Technical Specification for Zinc Aluminium Metallisation of Rails.

151 Spec. No. IRS-T- 49-2019 Technical Specification for Stationary flash Butt Welding plant and 
connected machines & accessories.

152 -- Report on technical assessment of 1080HH, 60E1 Rail manufacturing
capability of M/s Jindal steel and power limited Raigarh, Chattisgarh.

153 --
Technical  evaluation of  the offers  received by Railway Board against 
e-Global  tender  no.  TM-1904  for  procurement  of  120  nos.  
Electro- Mechanical Gate System for Ballast Hopper Wagons.

154 --

“Technical Specification for Re-Furbishing of Existing Glued 
Insulated Rail Joints and In-situ Fabrication of Glued Insulated Rail 
Joints (Provisional) January-2020” has been finalized and approved 
by Railway
Board.

155 --

“Procedure for fatigue testing of chamfered & Cold Expansion of 
Bolt Holes” has been finalized and sent to M/s HIRD, UK through 
their Indian sub distributor M/s SRP Engineers, Moradabad (UP) for 
conducting
fatigue testing.

156 --

Functional Requirement Specification for “High Performance Rail 
Clamp with Standard/Joggled Fish Plates on IR” has been finalized 
and approved by Railway Board for publishing Global Request for 
Proposal (RFP) for
short listing the technologies.
TRACK MACHINES AND MONITORING

157 TM-221 Maintenance Schedule Manual for RBMV
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158 TM-222 Maintenance Schedule Manual for UTV (Trident)
159 TM-223 Inspection Check List for UTV (Trident)

160 TM-224 Maintenance Schedule Manual of High Output Tamping and 
Stabilizing machine (09-3X) Dynamic

161 TM-225 Inspection Check List of High Output Tamping and Stabilizing 
machine (09-3X) Dynamic

162 TM-226 Fatigue Testing of 52 Kg (90 UTS) AT Welded rail joined using 3 
piece mould and single shot exusilible fitted with auto symbol

163 TM-227 Comprehensive Guidelines on Procurement, Operation, Maintenance 
and Repair of Small Track Machines

164 TM-228 Field trial for determination of lateral & longitudinal Ballast Resistance
165 TM-229 Fatigue Testing of PSC T/O Sleeper (for 25t axle load)
166 TM-230 Inspection Check List of DGS (Metex)
167 TM-231 Report of Electrically Operated Small Track Machine
168 TM-232 Fatigue testing of Robel Clamp
169 TM-233 Inspection Check List for RBMV (Phooltas)
170 TM-234 Maintenance Schedule Manual for Muck Disposal Unit (MDU)
171 TM-235 Inspection Check List for Muck Disposal Unit (MDU)

172 TM-236 Maintenance Schedule Manual of Ballast Cleaning Machine (RM-
900)

173 TM-237 Inspection Check List of High Output Ballast Cleaning Machine 
(RM-900)
TRAFFIC

174 TFC-96 Study of Operating and Commercial Facilities available at Manak 
Nagar Railway Station of Lucknow Division, Northern Railway.

175 TFC-97 Study of Operating and Commercial Facilities available at Aishbagh 
Railway Station of Lucknow Division, North Eastern Railway.

176 TFC-98 Study of goods handling facilities & amenities at various Goods sheds 
of LKO (NR) & LJN (NER) Divisions.

177 TFC-99 Study Report on trend of parcel traffic on some major stations.
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PAPER PRESENTED/PUBLISHED IN IMPORTANT CONFERENCES/SEMINARS/ 
JOURNALS

S.No. Title of Paper Presented/Authored by Conferences/Seminar/Symposium/Journal
1 An experimental attempt 

to improve hardness and 
mechanical properties of 
spheroidal graphite cast 
iron (SGCI) inserts by 
micro-alloying

B. L. Bairwa
ED/M&C
Pranav Kumar
Director/Track
Ganga Prasad 
DD/M&C
Shailesh Oraon
ARO/M&C
Anoop Singh Dagur
ARO/M&C
RDSO, Lucknow

Article published in Indian Railway Technical Bulletin 
of RDSO in November 2019.

2 A seminar on 
Electromagnetic 
Interference (EMI) 
and Electromagnetic 
Compatibility (EMC)

SAMEER (Society for 
Applied Microwave 
Electronics Engineering 
& Research)

A seminar has been conducted by Signal 
Directorate at RDSO/Lucknow on 10th October 
2019 on Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) and 
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC). The eminent 
speakers from SAMEER (Society for Applied 
Microwave Electronics Engineering & Research), 
an independent R&D Laboratory under Ministry of 
Electronics and IT delivered talks. Various directorates 
of RDSO participated in the Seminar.

3 TCAS and Beyond R.K. Jain 
Executive Director
Signal 
RDSO, Lucknow

A presentation given in PCSTEs’ Conference was held 
at Secunderabad from 23rd to 24th November 2019.

4 Demonstrated the 
Automated Design Tool

M.M.Waris
Jt. Director/Signal
RDSO, Lucknow

A presentation given in PCSTEs’ Conference was held 
at Secunderabad from 23rd to 24th November 2019.

5 IP Based Video 
Surveillance System 
(VSS) on Indian 
Railways

D. K. Singh 
Executive Director
Ankur Srivastava
Sr. Section Engineer/ 
Telecom
RDSO, Lucknow

Article published in Indian Railway Technical Bulletin 
of RDSO in November-2019

6 VoIP based Train 
Control Communication 
System

N. K. Varma
Jt. Director/Telecom 
RDSO, Lucknow

Gyandeep Technical Magazine Anniversary Issue 
2019 of IRISET, Secunderabad.

7 09-3X Dynamic Tamping 
Express

Om Prakash 
Director/TM
Muslim Ahmed 
ARE/TM
RDSO, Lucknow

Article published in Indian Railway Technical Bulletin 
(IRTB) May & August-2019

APPENDEX-II
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S.No. Title of Paper Presented/Authored by Conferences/Seminar/Symposium/Journal
8 Correlation Between 

TRC Recordings and 
Field Measurements 
– Development of 
SAHNEWAL NEW 
MORINDA SECTION- 
AS DEDICATED TEST 
STRETCH

R.P. Tewari 
Director/TM
Rahul Singh
Joint Director/TM
RDSO, Lucknow

IPWE Seminar (February’2020)

9 Seminar on Correction 
Slips no. 149 and 150 
for better understanding 
of the correction slips 
across Indian Railways, 
at 08 nos. of locations.

R.P. Tewari 
Director/TM
Rahul Singh
Joint Director/TM
RDSO, Lucknow

Across Indian Railways, at 08 nos. of location. 
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List of Articles in Indian Railway Technical Bulletin (IRTB)  Published by RDSO 
During 2019-20

S.No. Articles Author
IRTB Issue, May 2019, Volume: LXXV, Number : 369-370

1 09-3X Dynamic Tamping Express Om Prakash 
Director/ Track Machine 
RDSO, Lucknow
Muslim Ahmed
ARE/ Track Machine 
RDSO, Lucknow

2 Advanced Safety Features in Metro Trains P.C. Ray
Director/ EI/UTHS 
RDSO, Lucknow 

3 Automation Tools for Signal Interlocking 
Drawings for  Indian Railways

Sandeep Mathur
Executive Director/Signal(Co-ord) 
RDSO, Lucknow
M. Mubashir Waris
Joint Director/Signal-III
RDSO, Lucknow

4 “Productivity Enhancement Techniques of 
a fabrication (Welding) shop – A Practical 
Approach

Dr. Bipin Kumar Srivastav
Assett. Mechanical Engineer
DLW, Varanasi

5 Psychological Assessment for selections-An 
overview

Manoj Kumar Sinha
Executive Director /Psycho-Tech
RDSO, Lucknow

IRTB Issue, November 2019, Volume: LXXV, Number : 371
1 Creation SRESTHA, Long Term Railway 

Research in RDSO on Indian Railways
Dr. Anirudh Gautam 
Executive Director/ SRESTHA
RDSO, Lucknow

2 IP Based Video Surveillance System (VSS) Dilip Kumar Singh 
Executive Director/Telecom
RDSO, Lucknow

Ankur Srivastava
Sr. Section Engineer/Telecom
RDSO, Lucknow  

APPENDIX-III
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S.No. Articles Author
3 An Experimental Attempt to Improve 

Hardness and Mechanical Properties of 
Spheroidal Graphite Cast Iron(SGCI) inserts 
by micro-allowing

B. L. Bairwa
ED/M&C
Pranav Kumar
Director/Track
Ganga Prasad 
DD/M&C
Shailesh Oraon
ARO/M&C
Anoop Singh Dagur
ARO/M&C
RDSO, Lucknow

4 Hot Box Axle Detector Nitesh Kumar Gupta 
ADME/C&W  
Allahabad 

IRTB Issue, February 2020, Volume: LXXVI, Number : 372
1 Measuring Personality Profile of Loco Pilots 

Involved in SPAD Cases through Rorschach 
Inkblot Projective 

Manoj Kumar Sinha
Executive Director /Psycho-Tech
RDSO, Lucknow 
Smt. Garima Srivastava
Scientific Supervisor/Psycho 
RDSO, Lucknow

2 Run Train Simulation Software Vijay Kumar Goel 
Joint Director/MP
RDSO, Lucknow     

Sudhakar Kumar
Sr. Section Engineer/MP
RDSO, Lucknow 

3 Study for Saving of Electrical Energy Through 
Energy Efficient Driving  Technique

Anant Sadashiva 
Chief Electrical Engineer/Loco 
DLW, Varanasi

4 On-Line Monitoring of Health of Telecom 
Quad Cables On-Line Through ‘Earth 
Leakage Detectors for Telecom Quad 
Cables’ on Bhopal Division

Sanjeev Tiwari 
Sr. DSTE/Co-ordination 
Bhopal

5 Automatic Railway Gate Control System 
Using Microcontroller

Hemendra Kumar Mandal
Sr. Section Officer(A)/ER
Asansol

6 Desktop PC vs Server Aasheesh Lall
Technician /Computer Cell
Central Railway, Matunga
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DESIGNATION   NAME

ADMINISTRATION
Director General           Virendra Kumar

Spl.Director General(VD)          A.K. Pandey 

Spl.Director General(Engg.)          Sudhir Agarwal 

Addl.Director General             Ramesh Pinjani

Secretary to DG            Satyendra Kumar 

Executive Director/Admn.-I          Dr. Ashish Agrawal

Executive Director/Admn.-II          Rajeev Singh

Executive Director/Works          Praveen Khorana

P.Chief Personnel Officer          A.K. Srivastava

P.Chief Vigilance Officer          Dinesh Kumar 

Director/Vigilance           M. Alam

Director/Civil            C.M. Chowdhary 

Jt.Director/Works           H.C. Pandey

Director/EMS            Raj Kumar

Director/Estt.-I            Prakash Chandra

Joint Director/Admn.-II           Priti Lata

Joint Director/Admn.-III          Neelesh Singh

BRIDGES  & STRUCTURES
Executive Director                         Rakesh Kumar    
             Shrivastava 
Executive Director           V.K. Srivastava 
Director            Mohit Verma
Director            Anand Krishna 
             Ojha 
Director            M.P. Singh
Director            A.K. Verma 
Joint Director            P.P.Singh
Joint Director            D.S. Tomar
Joint Director            Pradeep Kumar

CARRIAGE
Executive Director          Samir Lohani

Director           S.K. Sharma  
Director           Gaurav Kumar 
            Singh
Director           Aseem Kumar
Joint Director           S.S. Chauhan

Joint Director           S.P. Singh

DEFENCE RESEARCH 
Executive Director/DR                   S.N. Jaiswal

ELECTRICAL
Pr.Executive Director           Sanjeev Swarup
Director            Aseem Kumar 
Director            Anurag Agrawal
Joint Director             Jitendra Yadav
Joint Director            Pratibha Gupta

Joint Director            Arvind Pandey 

ELECTRICAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Executive Director          Sanjeev Sehgal
Director           Jyoti Bhaskar 

ENGINE DEVELOPMENT
Executive Director          S. K. Singh  
Director           Vineet Singhal

FINANCE
P.Executive Director          D.K. Jairaj
Joint Director           Yashwant Kumar

GEO-TECHNICAL ENGINEERING 
Executive Director          Ashok Kumar
Joint Director           S.K. Awasthi
Joint Director           Samir Singh

METALLURGICAL & CHEMICAL
Executive Director           B.L. Bairwa
Director            Rajesh Srivastava 
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MOTIVE POWER 
Executive Director           V.K. Agarwal
Director            Umesh Kumar
Joint Director            B.P.S. Bhadoria
Joint Director           Vijay Kumar Goel
Joint Director            S.P. Govil 

POWER SUPPLY & EMU
Pr.Executive Director                      R.K. Gupta
Executive Director              Gaurav Mathur
Director            Jyoti Bhaskar
Director            Mohd. Ishrar Ali
Director            Ran Vijay
Director             A.S. Kushwaha

PSYCHO-TECHNICAL
Executive Director            M.K. Sinha

QUALITY ASSURANCE
P.Executive Director QA/Mech.            Gopal Kumar

P.Executive Director QA/S&T          Shaminder Singh

P.Executive Director/ QA/Elect.           R.K. Gupta

Executive Director QA/Mech.          Shivendra Singh

Executive Director QA/Civil          Mudit Bhatnagar

Executive Director/QA/S&T          S K Verma

Executive Director/QA/Elect.          A.N. Mathur

Director/QA/Mech.           Sanjeev Garg

Director/QA/Civil           Saurabh Gupta 

Director/QA/Civil           Ravi Kant 

Director/QA/S&T           U.K. Verma

Director/QA/Electrical                   Anubhav Agarwal

Joint Director/QA/Civil                         A.N. Gupta

Joint Director/QA/ Electrical         Santosh Kumar 

RESEARCH
Executive Director           S.K. Singh
Director           Sanjeev Garg

Joint Director            S.K. Bauddha

SIGNAL
Executive Director           Rajiv Kumar Jain
Executive Director           Ajay Verma 
Executive Director            Hari Om Kushwaha
Director                          G. Pavan Kumar
Director            M.M.Waris
Joint Director            Avadhesh Kumar 

Yadav  

STORES
Executive Director           Rajeev Kumar
Director            Rakesh Singh
Joint Director             M.P. Singh

TELECOM
Executive Director           D.K. Singh

Director            N.K. Verma

TESTING 
Executive Director           V.S. Yadav
Director            Vaibhav Singh
Director            Sanjeev Garg
Director            Bibhas Nag 
Director            S.K. Mishra
Joint Director            S.C. Meena

Joint Director            Vikas Verma

TRACK  DESIGN 
Executive Director           Nilmani
Executive Director           A.M. Rizvi
Director            Alok Kumar
Director            Jitendra Kumar 
             Singh
Joint Director            Ranjeet Kumar
Joint Director            Aman Pushkar

Joint Director             Ritu Raj

TRACK MACHINES & MONITORING 
Executive Director            S.C. Srivastava
Executive Director            S.K. Baranwal
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Director              Jitendra Kumar
Director              Om Prakash
Director             R.P. Tewari 
Joint  Director              Rahul Singh
Joint  Director             Smt. Ranjana 
              Dhawan

TRACTION  INSTALLATION 
P.Executive Director            Suneel Kumar
Executive Director            Sanjay Agarwal
Director             Ashish Agrawal  
Director              Bhardwaj 
               Chaudhary

Joint Director             Arvind Koomar

TRAFFIC 
Executive Director             Manoj Kumar 
             Sinha

URBAN TRANSPORT & HIGH SPEED 
Executive Director            H.K. Raghu
Director             P.C. Ray
Director              Kamlesh Kumar
Joint Director             Sangeeta Pandey
Joint Director             Naman Kumar

Joint Director             Santosh Kumar

WAGON
P.Executive Director            V.K. Agarwal
Director             A.N. Siddiqui
Director             Mohammad Saif
Joint Director             Abhishek Gautam 
Joint Director             Satyendra Kumar 
              Verma
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